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REFERENCE SPACE STATION
EVOLUTION
An evolutionary space station, initiated in 1990 is discussed in the following
pages.
Each step towards the build-up of an end station was based on user
r
	
	
requirements when available, a set of scenarios of which some were endorsed
covering the five mission categories, and engineering judgements of needs that
may surface during the station growth.
Although these steps were logically developed, they are obvious subject to
R- change as more requirements become known, specifically in the National
Security and Commercial areas. However, the main reason for this evolution
was to obtain a reference cost base which could be used as a gage for total
expenditure requirements and would form a base line for the options that will
be discussed in this addendum.
Details of design were kept to an absolute minimum as directed in part by the
basic contract, and emphasized by the Bob Freitag redirect letter of 23
December, 1982.
ry
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REFERENCE SPACE STATION
PHASE 1 - Initial station launched in January 1990. (Note: Months are only
used to simplify keeping track of the launches and supply requirements).
ORBIT PARAMETERS:
o	 Inclination angle 28.5°
o	 Altitude 220 miles
This phase of the station is the initial step of the evolutionary space
station. It is kept to one (1) shuttle load, does have minimum experiment
facility and is planned generally for checkout purposes. Crew rotation,
supply logistics, docking techniques, sensor-experiments, and crew related
experiments.
The sensor experiment is a deployable/retractable module servicable in a
shirtsleeve environment.
4
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	 INITIAL SPACE STATION CONSISTS OF:
(FIRST LAUNCH - JANUARY 1990)
0	 13 KW POWER SYSTEM
0	 3 MAN HABITAT (REGENERATIVE ECLSS).,
4
o	 RETRACTABLE (TELESCOPIC) EXPERIMENTS TEST BED
0	 ANTENNA DISCS (1)
o	 LOGISTIC SUPPLY STORAGE
0	 2 DOCKING PORTS
0	 CONCEPT SHOWN IN FIGURE 1
SHUTTLE LAUNCH REQUIREMENTS:
o	 ONE SHUTTLE LOAD (SPACE STATION COMPONENTS)
0	 3 LOGISTICS SUPPLY SHUTTLE FLIGHTS (EVERY 90 DAYS)
E
3
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SPACE STATION ELEMENTS AND THEIR WEIGHTS:
FIRST LAUNCH
HABITATION MODULE
STRUCTURE 10,000
MECHANISMS 200
THERMAL CONTROL 2,000
ECLSS 1,500
DATA MANAGEMENT 800
COMMUNICATIONS 500
POWER DISTRIBUTION 1,000
ORDNANCE 50
CREW SYSTEMS 2,000
If INSTRUMENTATION 100
CONSUMABLES 8,000
ATT. CONTROL 2,000
' SUBTOTAL 28,150
LAB MODULE_
PAYLOAD MODULE
j PRIME PAYLOAD 3,000
r
x STRUCTURE 500
MECHANISMS 200
,.
CREW SYSTEMS
CONSUMABLES
200
400-
CREW (3) 600
SUBTOTAL 4,900
ENERGY MODULE
F .	 fir,
STRUCTURE 4,000
MECHANISMS 300
THERMAL CONTROL 2,000
ECLSS 100
SOLAR ARRAYS 1,200
POWER 8,500
+ COMMUNICATIONS 100
CREW SYSTEMS 100
INSTRUMENTATION 200
CONSUMABLES 1,300
SUBTOTAL 17,800
SHUTTLE ITEMS (DOCKING MODULE ETC) 4,000
GRAND TOTAL 54,850 LBS
4
m
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Phase 2 - This is the first additive (launch January 1991) to the initial
	 'I
station which has been proven in its functions and capabilities over a one
year period. This phase of the station will still be manned by a crew of 3.
Volume is added for more storage and an expansion of experiments.
ADDITIONS TO STATION:
(SECOND LAUNCH JANUARY 1991)	 T
o	 INTERCONNECT MODULE
o	 PALLET
o	 TMS
o	 SPARES
o	 CONSUMABLES
u
o	 CONCEPT SHOWN IN FIGURE 2
SHUTTLE LAUNCH REQUIREMENTS:
4
o	 ONE SHUTTLE LOAD (SPACE STATION COMPONENTS)
0	 1 LOGISTICS SUPPLY SHUTTLE FLIGHT
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SPACE STATION ELEMENTS AND THEIR WEIGHTS:
SECOND LAUNCH
INTERCONNECT MODULE
a
STRUCTURE 7,000
MECHANISMS 200
THERMAL CONTROL 100
ECLSS 200
DATA MANAGEMENT 100
h
COMMUNICAIONS 200 ga
POWER 300
ORDNANCE 50°
CREW SYSTEMS 100
INSTRUMENTATION 100 "`
CONSUMABLES 8,000
TANKAGE INSTALLATIONS 2,000
p
SUBTOTAL 18,350
TELEOPERATOR MANEUVERING SYSTEM (TMS)
(REF:	 VOUGHT REPORT)
FIXED WT. 2,545 °--
CONSUMABLES 5,000
DOCKING KIT 281 a
F
.z
SUBTOTAL 7,826
k PALLET 2,400
r" EXPERIMENTS 6,000 U"
SUBTOTAL 8,400 F'
rr SHUTTLE ITEMS 4,000
C'
Y,
TOTAL 38,576
•
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Phase _3 - During this phase of the space station there will be 2 launches
July and October 1991) fully dedicated to S S Components. These will
	 be
launches 3 and 4. 	 The station capability will be enhanced considerably by the
addition of a habitability and life sciences module.
	 Other experiments may be
E
added as their requirements become clear and as space allows.
aY
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ADDITION TO STATION:
(THIRD LAUNCH JULY 1991)
o	 CENTER STRUCTURE
o	 CONSUMABLES
;j ^	 Co^tCr(^T	 SHo.ai.l	 1^-+	 FtG	 ^j
SHUTTLE LAUNCH REQUIREMENTS:
o	 ONE SHUTTLE LOAD (SPACE STATION COMPONENTS)
SPACE STATION ELEMENTS AND THEIR WEIGHTS:
i
THIRD LAUNCH
k
of CENTER STRUCTURE MODULE #1
i
STRUCTURE 10,000
MECHANISMS 300
THERMAL 200
ECLSS 300
DATA MANAGEMENT 100
COMMUNICATION 100
POWER DIST. 300
ORDNANCE
CREW SYSTEMS
100
300
f^ INSTRUMENTATION 100
ATTITUDE CONTROL ---
TANKAGES 600
PAYLOAD INTERFACE PANELS 1,000
^, PAYLOADS 6,000r
CONSUMABLES 7,000
SUBTOTAL 26,400
` SHUTTLE ITEMS 4,000
a^
,
TOTAL 30,400
4'n
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15,000
400
4,000
2,500
1,000
200
1,000
100
2,000
200
8,000
SUBTOTAL	 34,400 LBS
4,000 LBS
4,000 LBS
GRAND TOTAL	 42,400 LBS
ADDITION TO STATION:
(FOURTH LAUNCH OCTOBER 1991)
0	 HABITABILITY AND LIFE SCIENCES MODULE (REGENERATIVE ECLSS)
0	 3 MEN (FOR TOTAL OF 6 MEN)
0	 CONSUMABLES
0	 CONCEPT SHOWN IN FIGURE ,3' tf
SHUTTLE LAUNCH REQUIREMENTS:
0	 ONE SHUTTLE LOAD (SPACE STATION COMPONENTS)
SPACE STATION ELEMENTS AND THEIR WEIGHTS:
FOURTH LAUNCH
HABITATION MODULE n2
STRUCTURE
MECHANISMS
THERMAL
ECLSS
DATA MANAGEMENT
COMMUNICATION
POWER DIST.
ORDNANCE
CREW SYSTEMS
INSTRUMENTATION
ATTITUDE CONTROL
CONSUMABLES
AIRLOCK MODULE
SHUTTLE ITEMS
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Phase 4 - This phase of the space station duplicates the phase 3 items to make
~ the Station symmetrical, and use less Con30mables for the control system. The
K additions here will Considerably enhance the station laboratory capability and
^
volume.
^	 ADDITION TO SPACE STATION:
&~	 (FIFTH LAUNCH JANUARY 1992)
-	 0	 CENTER STRUCTURE
0	 CONSOMA8LES
SHUTTLE LAUNCH REQUIREMENTS:
-	
O	 ONE SHUTTLE LOAD (SPACE STATION COMPONENTS)
^ 0- SPACE STATION ELEMENTS AND THEIR WEIGHTS:
^
°
FIFTH LAUNCH
^
/ & Ccn/En STR UCTURE
 
STRUCTURE 
MECHANISMS
THERMAL
ECLS3
' DATA MANAGEMENT
U
o
COMMUNICATION
POWER Ol3T. & EM[R.
- ORDNANCE
8 CREW SYSTEMS8 INSTRUMENTATION
ATTITUDE CONTROL
^ TANKAGES
PAYLOAD INTERFACE PANELS
PAYLOADS
	 .
0^ *- C0N5UMABLES
O
~^.	
.
SHUTTLE ITEMS
~~
^
0	 0^
N ^^
10,000
300
200
300
lOD
lOO
300
lOO
300
lDO
---
,	 .
600
	 ^
1,000
6,000
8,000
27,400 LQS
	
^
4,000LB3
,
31 ^ 400 LBS
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PADDITION TO STATION:
(SIXTH LAUNCH APRIL 1992)
o	 SENSOR AND GENERAL USE LABORATORY
o	 CONSUMABLES
o	 CONCEPT SHOWN IN FIGURE
SHUTTLE LAUNCH REQUIREMENTS
a	 ONE SHUTTLE LOAD (SPACE STATION COMPONENTS)
o	 TWO LOGISTICS SUPPLY SHUTTLE FLIGHTS (EVERY 90 DAYS)
SPACE STATION ELEMENTS AND THEIR WEIGHTS:
SIXTH LAUNCH
SENSOR DEVELOPMENT AND GE NERAL WORKSHOP
a
^f
s
'S
STRUCTURE
MECHANISMS
THERMAL
ECLSS
DATA MANAGEMENT
COMMUNICATION
POWER
ORDNANCE
CREW SYSTEMS
INSTRUMENTATION
MACHINE TOOLS
STORAGE RACKS
HAND TOOLS
SUBTOTAL
AIRLOCK MODULE
SHUTTLE ITEMS
TOTAL
15
15,000
1,000
4,000
3,000
1,500
200
1,500
150
1,500
100
3,000
1,000
600
32,550
4,000
4,000
40,550
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Phase 5 - During this phase of the space station build-up an OTV capability
will be added. This includes structure docking and refuelling devices, and
the OTV. The Enlarged Centaur has been considered for this application.
ADDITION TO SPACE STATION:
(SEVENTH LAUNCH JANUARY 1993)
o	 CRYOGENIC OTV SUPPORT STRUCTURE
o	 OTV HANGAR
o	 FUEL STORAGE TANKS
o	 RMS
[	 o	 TRACKS FOR RMS
o	 co t4 c C(p'1 S Mower 1%j G16. 7
SHUTTLE LAUNCH REQUIREMENTS:
o	 ONE SHUTTLE LOAD (SPACE STATION COMPONENTS)
A	 SPACE STATION ELEMENTS AND THEIR WEIGHTS:
SEVENTH LAUNCH
CRYOGENIC OTV SUPPORT MODULE
STRUCTURE	 8,000
MECHANISMS
THERMAL
ECLSS
DATA MANAGEMENT
COMMUNICATION
POWER DIST.
ORDNANCE
CREW SYSTEMS
INSTRUMENTATION
ATTITUDE CONTROL
TANKAGES
UMBILICALS
CONSUMABLES
A.
400
500
200
200
200
300
150
700
150
2,000
400
7,000
SUBTOTAL	 20,200
17
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SEVENTH LAUNCH
CRYOGENIC OTV HANGAR
STRUCTURE
MECHANISMS
THERMAL
ECLSS
DATA MANAGEMENT
COMMUNICATION
POWER DIST.
ORDNANCE
CREW SYSTEMS
INSTRUMENTATION
ATTITUDE CONTROL
TANKAGES
UMBILICALS
PROPELLANT XFER EQ.
CONSUMABLES
CRYOGENIC OTV SUPPORT
SHUTTLE ITEMS
RMS
8,000
700
500
400
200
100
300
100
200
100
2,000
400
400
2,500
SUBTOTAL
	
15,900
20,200
4,000
1,200
TOTAL
	
41,300
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ADDITION TO SPACE STATION:
(EIGHTH LAUNCH APRIL 1993)
o	 CRYOGENIC OTV
o	 ANTENNA DISC
o	 CONCEPT SHOWN IN FIGURE 8
SHUTTLE LAUNCH REQUIREMENTS:
o	 ONE SHUTTLE LOAD (SPACE STATION COMPONENTS)
o	 TWO LOGISTICS SUPPLY SHUTTLE FLIGHTS (EVERY 90 DAYS)
SPACE STATION ELEMENTS AND THEIR WEIGHTS:
EIGHTH LAUNCH
OTV TANKAGE
L02 TANK (CAPACITY 30,000 LB) 208
LH2 TANK (CAPACITY 5,000 LB) 310
STRUCTURAL FITTINGS 1,590
PLUMBING 400 t
UMBILICALS 300
MISC. STRUCTURE 500
u
MECHANISMS 500
THERMAL 700
__Y
ECLSS 200 4: M
DATA MANAGEMENT 200
COMMUNICATION 100
POWER 400
ORDNANCE 150
CREW SYSTEMS 500 ^•.
INSTRUMENTATION 100
CONSUMABLES 842
TOTAL 7,000 R'
OTV VEHICLE 53,200
•	 Y.' G
COMMUNICATION ANTENNA 400 as
SHUTTLE ITEMS 2,000 ten.
GRAND TOTAL 62,600
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Phase 6 - A second power module will 	 be added during this phase bringing the
total power level to 50 kW.	 This power load will serve additional experiment
requirements and spacecraft servicing.
ADDITION TO SPACE STATION:
(NINTH LAUNCH JANUARY 1994)
o	 '13 kW POWER SYSTEM (TO MAKE 26 kW TOTAL)
o	 TMS SUPPORT MODULE
o	 TMS
o	 CONCEPT SHOWN IN FIGURE 9
SHUTTLE LAUNCH REQUIREMENTS:
0	 ONE SHUTTLE LOAD (SPACE STATION COMPONENTS)
SPACE STATION ELEMENTS AND THEIR WEIGHTS:
NINTH LAUNCH
25 kW POWER SYSTEM 17,800
TMS SUPPORT MODULE
STRUCTURE 8,000
MECHANISMS 300
THERMAL 300
ECLSS 200
DATA MANAGEMENT 200
COMMUNICATION 200
POWER DIST. 100
ORDNANCE 100
CREW SYSTEMS	 3 400
INSTRUMENTATION 100
r•	 ATTITUDE CONTROL
TANKAGES 800
UMBILICALS 200
CONSUMABLES 2,000
PROPELLANTS (HYDRA"LINE) 10,000
SUBTOTAL	 22,900
4,000 M u
2,545 - r
5,000
281
,v
SUBTOTAL	 7,826 >&
GRAND TOTAL
	 52,526
22 ¢ hY
M
i
SHUTTLE ITEMS
TMS FIXED WEIGHT
PROPELLANTS
DOCKING KIT
9
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100
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700
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400
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ADDITION TO SPACE STATION:
(TENTH LAUNCH APRIL 1994)
0	 SPACECRAFT SERVICING MODULE
0	 RMS TRACKS
0	 RMS
0	 STORABLE OTV CONSUMABLES
0	 CONCEPT SHOWN IN FIGURE, •10
SHUTTLE LAUNCH REQUIREMENTS:
0	 ONE SHUTTLE LOAD (SPACE STATION COMPONENTS)
0	 THREE SUPPLY SUPPORT SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
SPACE STAION ELEMENTS AND THEIR WEIGHTS:
TENTH LAUNCH
SPACECRAFT SERVICE MODULE
STRUCTURE
MECHANISMS
THERMAL
ECLSS
DATA MANAGEMENT
COMMUNICATION
POWER DIST.
ORDNANCE
CREW SYSTEMS
INSTR.
ATTITUDE CONTROL
TANKAGES
UMBILICALS
CONSUMABLES
SUBTOTAL
RMS
	
SUBTOTAL
STORABLE OTV
CONSUMABLES
	
SUBTOTAL
ATTITUDE CONTROL
MODULES
	
SUBTOTAL
SHUTTLE ITEMS
TOTAL
w°
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Phase 7 - During this phase the space station volume will be almost doubled by
the addition of a research module and a materials processing laboratory module.
ADDITION TO SPACE STATION: 'r
(ELEVENTH LAUNCH APRIL 1995) F^
o	 GENERAL PURPOSE RESEACH MODULE
u
SHUTTLE LAUNCH REQUIREMENTS:
o	 ONE SHUTTLE LOAD (SPACE STATION COMPONENTS)
F
U f
0	 F, 4. 11
SPACE STATION ELEMENTS AND THEIR WEIGHTS:
ELEVENTH LAUNCH
v.`
GENERAL PURPOSE RESEARCH MODULE
STRUCTURE 15,000
MECHANISMS 2,000	
^a
THERMAL 4,000	 r
ECLSS 2,500
DATA MANAGEMENT 1,500
	
g
COMMUNICATION 200
POWER DIST. 1,000
ORDNANCE 100
CREW SYSTEM 1,500
INSTR, 200	 ..%
ATTITUDE CONTROL ---
TANKAGES 1,000
CONSUMABLES 6,000
SCIENTIFIC EQUIPMENT 4,000
TOOLS 800	 G
ii
1=t Cl. II
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ADDITION TO SPACE STATION:E	 (TWELFTH LAUNCH JULY 1995)
0	 MATERIALS PROCESSING LABORATORY MODULE
0	 CONCEPT SHOWN IN FIGURE 7)
h	 SHUTTLE LAUNCH REQUIREMENTS:
0	 ONE SHUTTLE LOAD (SPACE STATION COMPONENTS)
0	 LOGISTICS SUPPLY EVERY 90 DAYS
SPACE STATION ELEMENTS AND THEIR WEIGHTS:
TWELFTH LAUNCH	 ,.
k
1'-
MATERIALS PROCESSING MODULE
STRUCTURE
	 15,000	
n.
MECHANISMS	 2,000
{	 THERMAL	 4,000
ECLSS	 2,500
DATA MANAGEMENT	 1,000
r	 COMMUNICATION	 100	 z
"	 POWER DIST.	 2,000	 ut
ORDNANCE
	 100
CREW SYSTEM	 1,500
INSTRUMENTATION
	 200
ATTITUDE CONTROL
TANKAGES	 2,000
CONSUMABLES
	 7,000.
SPECIAL PURPOSE EQUIPMENT 	 6,000	 #-y
r=	 TOOLS	 1,000
SUBTOTAL	 44,400
	 ^v
RMS (2)	 2,400	 i
SHUTTLE ITEMS
	 3,000
TOTAL	 49,800
a s
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Options to the Space Station Evolution	 r
A number of options have been investigated and their cost compared to the base
cost of the space station evolution. Table 1 shows the various other items
that were scrutinized.
ITEM NO.	 TIME SPAN	 DESCRIPTION
1	 1995	 Nuclear power low level solar
2	 1991	 Heavy Lift Vehicle vs Shuttle
3	 1990	 ARIANE vs Shuttle	 -;
4	 1994	 System with free-flyers
5	 1993	 Two stations 28.5° and polar
^u
6	 1990	 OTV early (1990) or later (1993)
7	 1995
	
Rescue vehicle, orbital or reentry
^7
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LAUNCH DATE JAN '90 JAN '91 JULY	 '91 OCT 1 91 JAN '92 APR '92 JAN '93 MAR '93 JAN '94 APR '94 JAN '95 APR 195
LAUNCH NO. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B 9 10 11 12
3 MAN NAB 28.15
ENERGY MODULE 17.80
SENSOR MODULE 4.90P
R INTERCONNECT MODULE 18.35
I TMS 7.83
M
A CENTER 5TRUCT It 26.4
R HABITATION MODULE 30.4Y
AIR LOCK 4,0
E CENTER 5TRUCT 02 21.4L
E SENSOR LAB 32.55
M AIRLOCK MODULE 4.00E
N CRYO OTV SUPPT. 20.2
T CRYO HANGAR 15.9S
RMS 1.2
OTV TANKAGE 7.0
OTV VEHICLE 53.2
COMM ANT. y
25 Kw PWR. 17.8
TMS SUPT.MOD 22.9
TMS 7.8
SPACECRAFT SERVICE 20.1
RMS 1.2
STORABLE PROPS. 10 0
ATT.CONT.MODULES 2.0
G. P. RESEARCH 39.8
RMS 1.2
MATL . PROC.MOD, 44 .4
RMS (2) 2. 4
SHUTTLE ITEMS 4.0
	 4.0	 4.0
	
4.0	 4.0
	 4.0	 4.0
	 2.0
	
4.0
	
3.0
	 3.0 3.0
TOTAL LAUNCH, V/H 54.85	 30.18	 30.4
	 38.4	 25.4
	 40.55	 41.3	 62.6
	
52.5
	
36.3
	
44.0 49.8
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WE	 USA, WEST
USER CODES:
CO	 COMMERCIAL
I	 INTERNATIONAL
LS	 LIFE SCIENCES
h	 MILITARY
ND	 MEDICINE
MP	 MATERIAL PROCESSING
0	 z OPERATIONS
SA	 SCIENTIFIC APPLICATIONS
PS	 PHYSICAL SCIENCES
5	 SCIENTIFIC
T	 TECHNOLOGY
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SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MEMBERII
AGENCY/ LOCATION/ WHIM—CONTACT TEAM—********* *****—VISITS—******
COMPANY USERNAME PHONE	 CITY REG CD MEMBER-1 MEMBER-2	 MEMBER-3 SCHED ACTUAL
PROF NAPOLITANO PARIS EU GLASER i-OCT-82 1—OCT-82
'3"	 'J A THWAITS ST PAUL MW NP GRODZKA ll-NOV-82 -
ABBOTT J K RAAB CHICAGO,ILL MW MP GRODZKA 18—NOV-82
ABC E H RULE Nt,NY EA CO GLASER 10—NQV-82
AERO T CRITES LOS ANGELES WE LS OLCOTT
AFML H A JOHNSON 513/255-2232 DAYTON, OH MW CO GRODZKA 13—OCT-82 13—OCT-82
^t
AIAA T HARTFORD 212/581-4300 NY EA CO GRODZKA li—JAN13 11—JAN-83
ALCOA G K TURNBULL PITTSBURGH EA MP GRODZKA ll—NOV-82 10-NOV-82
GRODZKA 13—DEC-82 13—DEC-82
ALCOA Doi W HAUPIN 412/339-6651 ALCOA CTR,PA EA CO GRODZKA 13—JAN-83 13—JAN-83 ,p
— "F ALCOA H PARIS ALCOA CTR,PA EA CO GRODZKA 13—JAN-83 13-JAN-83
s
ALLIED S LEVINSON 201/455-2541 MORRISTOWN EA NP GRODZKA 11—MOV-82 10—NOV-82
If—SAN-93 10—JAN-83
ALLIED S LEVINSON 201/455-2541 NORRISTOWN EA MP GRODZKA 1R—JAN-83 10—JAN-83
ALLIS—CH W­ T FARNSWORTH APPLETON WI MW CO GLASER 10—NOV-82
!
ALPHA IN J C KORCUBA EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-82 10—NOV-82 ca p
^ J AN ELECT E E TERREY 415/857-9300 PALO ALTO WE CO GRODZKA 2—MOV-82
a
AMER CYN G J SELLA, JR WARNER, NJ EA MP GRODZKA t0—NOV-82 ^«
AMER HP J R SAFFORD NY,NY EA MP GRODZKA 14—NOV-82
AMER STD W A MARQUARD NY ^ NY EA MP GRODZKA 10—NOV-82 }
AMP DR 6 CVYANOVICH 717/986-5404 WINSTON—SALE EA CO GLASER 10—NOV-82 10—NOV-82 i
GRODZKA 16—DEC-82 16—DEC-82r
AMP R H ZIMMERMAN 919/725-9222 WINSTON—SALE EA CO GRODZKA 16—DEC-82 16—DEC-8..2r-^
.J
APPLIC E C E WATERS 312/593-5000 ELKGROVE, IL r4i CO GRODZKA 23°NOV-82
y	
", ARCO ELE R N COTANCH SHELLYV, IN MW HP GRODZKA 10—NOV-82
ARGENTIN C MATAS 202/667-5026 WASH EA SA STRAIGHT 4—OCT-82 't
ARIANE H PFEFFER PARIS EU I HEKKING 7—DEC-82 7—DEC-82
36
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24-HAR-63	 10;39 an
a SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MEMBER11
'AGENCY/ LOCATION/ *********-CONTACT TEAM-********* *****-VISITS-******
COMPANY	 USERNAHE PHONE	 CITY REG CD HEMBER-1	 MEMBER-2 	MEMBER-3 SCHED ACTUAL
s
AUSTRAL	 D BARNSLEY 202/483-4424 WASH EA SA STRAIGHT 4-OCT-82 15-OCT-82
AUSTRAL	 M REICHELT WASH EA CO STRAIGHT 15-OCT-82 15-OCT-82
STRAIGHT 7-DEC-82 7-DEC-82
t t'' AUSTRAL	 M MOIGHNARD WASH EA CO STRAIGHT 15-OCT-82 15-OCT-82
• BABCOX	 W M VANNOY NEW ORLEANS SO CO GLASER 10-NOV-82
BACTI-CO DR L GALL 7131664-6702 HOUSTON SO MD GLASER 104OV-82 10-NOV-82
GRODZKA . 30-NOV-82 30-MOV-82
BANKAMER AD ROGERS 213/228-2080 LOS ANGELES WO CO GLASER 26-JAN-83 26-JAN-83
' BAXTER.	 DR, J,THONAS 312/965-4700 DEERFIELD,IL MW MD GLASER 10-NOV-82 10-NOV-82
GRODZKA 24-NOV-82 24-NOV-82
BECHTEL	 G WANG SAN FRANCISC WE CO GLASER 26-JAN-83 26-JAN-83
` BECHTEL	 H B FORSEN SAN FRANCISC WE CO GLASER 26-JAN-83 26-JAN-83
1
BECKMAN	 W F BALLHAUS FULLERTON WE MP GRODZKA 11-NOV-82
BECTON	 DR DS HETZEL 201/967-3700 RUTHERFORD EA MD GLASER t0-NOV-82 t0-NOV-62t
r - 10-JAR-83 10-JAN-83
t	 . - BELL 6 H D N FREY CHICAGO MW MP GRODZKA 10-NOV-82
" BELL LAB D REUDINK MURRAY HILL EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-8210-NOV-82
' BIONET	 A PEARSON HAMPTON VA EA LS OLCOTT	 RUDIGER 14-SEP-82 14-SEP-82
6 - BIOTECH	 J PARKER, JR WASH EA CO STRAIGHT 13-OCT-82
BORDEN	 J MARINO 513/782-6260 GINN ON MW MP GRODZKA 15-OCT-82 15-OCT-82
BORG-WAR W H WELTYK 312/322-8554 CHICAGO MW MP GRODZKA 18-OCT-82 18-OCT-82
w	 . BRAZIL	 U LIMA 202/797-0240 WASH EA SA STRAIGHT 4-OCT-82 13-OCT-82
STRAIGHT 7-DEC-82 7-DEC-82
€
j
BRIG HOS H SHERMAN EA MD GLASER 10-NOV-82 10-MOV-82
BROOKS	 H C WEBSTER HATFIELD, PA EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-82
OUR STDS DR J MANNING 301/921-3354 MARYLAND EA CO GRODZKA 15-DEC-82 15-DEC-82
BUR STDS DR L TESTARDI MARYLAND EA CO GRODZKA 15-DEG-82 15-DEC-82
BUR STDS DR CEZAIRLEYAN MARYLAND EA MP GRODZKA 15-DEC-82 15-DEC-82
`
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24-MR-83	 10:40 an ^ n
SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MENBERII
AGENCY/ LOCATION/ *********-CONTACT TEAM-********* *****-VISTT5-***** Ua
COMPANY	 USERNANE PHONE	 CITY REG CD MEMBER-1 MEMBER-2	 MEMBER-3 SCHED ACTUAL
BUR STDS DR M MOLDOVER MARYLAND EA MP GRODZKA 15-DEC-82 15=DEC-82 G' ,
'CARRIER	 R F ALLEN SYRACUSE EA CO GLASER 1Q-NOV-82
CBS	 T H WYMAN NY,NY EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-82
r^
CELANESE DR E WHEELER 214/689-4000 DALLAS SO NP GRODZKA 25-OCT-82 25-OCT-82 4i
7 ' r r CHEN SPE R ENGEL 202/872-8118 WASH DC EA CO GRODZKA 17-NOV-82
CHEVRON	 K T DERR SAN FRANCISC WE MP GRODZKA 11-NOV-82 ?'
^I
CIN MZLA R C MESSENGER 513/841-8100 CINCINNATI MW CO GRODZKA 14-OCT-82
CINC INC R BURNS 513/367-7601 CINN OH MW HP GRODZKA 15-OCT-82 15-OCT-82
COHN DEV C A GREATHOUSE 203/323-3143 STAMFORD CN EA CO GRODZKA 18-NOV-82 -,
COHN MET B ROMBERG 214/631-4120 DALLAS SO MP GRODZKA 26-OCT-82 26-OCT-82
CONTECH	 J ROSENBLUM 516/231-5454 SMITHTOWN, N EA CO GRODZKA 19-NOV-82
{
CON ALUM K HULLIG£R 314/851-7633 ST LOUIS MW CO GRODZKA 22-MOV-82 22-MOV-82
CONGRESS DR F CONEY WASH EA FORSBERG STEGMAN	 HUNTER 27-OCT-82 27-OCT-82 x
n p
g
f °_, CONSULT	 M RAPHAEL PALO ALTO WE CO GLASER 26-JAN-83 26-JAN-83
_4.
CORN GLA RG ACKERMAN 607/974-6789 CORNING EA MP GRODZKA 11-NOV-82 10-NOV-82 }+
GRODZKA 13-DEC-82 13-DEC-82
s
CORN GLA J R HUTCHINS CORNING EA NP GRODZKA 13-DEC-82 13-DEC-82
CORN GLA DR G SMITH CORNING EA NP GRODZKA 13-DEC-82 13-DEC-82
{ CORN GLA T G GARDNER CORNING EA MP GRODZKA 13-DEC-82 13-DEC-82C^
CORN GLA WN BALDIN CORNING EA MP GRODZKA 13-DEC-82 13-DEC-82
CRANE	 R J SALTER NY,NY' EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-82
CULLINAN J G BLAKE EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-82 10-NOY-82
DARPA	 LC R MC CORNICK 202/697-4436 PENTAGON EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN	 HUNTER 16-SEP-82 16-SEP-82
^K
'• STEGMAN P. SMITH 28-OCT-82 28-OCT-82
DARPA	 LC W O'HERN PENTAGON EA M FORSBERG 16-SEP-82
DARPA	 COL G KUROWSKI PENTAGON EA M FORSBERG HUNTER	 STEGMAN 9-MAR-83 9-MAR-83{
DART-KRA J WHITE 312/998-3702 CHICAGO MW CO GRODZKA 23-NOV-82 23-NOV-82
{JRiGINAL PAGE 1-9
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^.
SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MEMBERII
AGENCY/ LOCATION/ *********-CONTACT TEAM-********* +^*	 *-VISITS-* ****
COMPANY USERNAME PHONE	 CITY REG CD MEMBER-1• MEMBER-2	 MEMBER-3 SCHED ACTUAL
DAY MALL DR Y TELANG 513/278-5215 DAYTON MW w GRODZKA 12-OCT-82 12-OCT-82
' DEA 5 GREEN 703/235-1132 FAIRFAX,VA EA SA STRAIGHT 15-OCT-82 18-OCT-82
>
DEERE R A HANSON MOLINE ILL MW MP GRODZKA 11-NOV-82 I
DELMED A KHOURY CANTON, MA EA MD GLASER If-NOV-82
DEP COMM S KOUMANEWS 202/235-9761 WASH EA M STRAIGHT 16-SEP-82 16-SEP-82 i
_
DFVLR DR H SCHEUTZ COLOGNE EU I HEKKING 14-DEC-82 14-DEC-82
DFVLR H KOCHAN COLOGNE EU I HEKKING 14-DEC-82 14-DEC-82r ._
DFVLR H LAENGLE COLOGNE EU I HEKKING 14-DEC-82 14-DEC-82
DIA G WARNER 202/755-3750 HDQTR EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN 29-SEP-82 29-SEP-82
P. SMITH HUNTER 28-OCT-82 28-OCT-82
DIG EQUI K H OLSEN MAYNARD MA EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-82
DOD CO FORSYTHE 202/697-8157 PENTAGON EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN	 HUNTER 13-SEP-82 13-SEP-82
FORSBERG P. SMITH 14-OCT-82 14-OCT-82
FORSBERG STEGMAN	 P. SMITH 28-OCT-82 28-OCT-82
..0
FORSBERG P. SMITH	 HUNTER 17-NOV-82 17-NOV-82
` -- DORNIER a PITTELKOW MUNICH EU I HEKKING 10-DEC-82 10-DEC-82
w
DORNIER G BAUSCH MUNICH EU I HEKKING 10-DEC-82 10-DEC-82
} DORNIER DR A SKOOG MUNICH EU I HEKKING 10-DEC-82 10-DEC-82
^ r
DORNIER R REICHERT MUNICH EU I HEKKING 10-DEC-82 10-DEC-82
9..y
DOW CHEM P F OREFFICE MIDLAND MI MW MP GRODZKA i0-NOV-82
- ` DOW JOKE l O'DONNELL NY,NY EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-82
DRESSER J R BROWN JR DALLAS SO CO GLASER 10-NOV-82
r^i
' DUPONT R E HECKERT WILMINGTON EA MP GRODZKA 10-NOV-82
r ' DURIRON RC SHENK 513/226-4359 DAYTON MW NP GRODZKA 12-OCT-82 12-OCT-82
v , EASTMAN C H CHANDLER ROCHESTER EA MP GRODZKA 10-NOV-82
X. EGbG B J O'KEEFE 617/237-5100 WELLESLEY,MA EA CO GRODZKA 9-NOV-82
' t¢. ELI LILL R D WOOD MP GRODZKA 10-NOV-82
. EMER ELE W G NUSBAUM 314/553-2000 ST LOUIS MW GO GRODZKA 15-OCT-82
^
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SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MEMBERII
'AGENCY/ LOCATION/ *********-CONTACT TEAM-********* 	 *****-VISIiS-a*+^* Vl P
COMPANY USERNAME	 PHONE CITY REG CD MEMBER- 1	 MEMBER-2 MEMBER-3	 SCHED ACTUAL
i
ENTERRA J M BALLENGER	 215/293-9506 RADNOR,PA NW CO GRODZKA 8-NOV-82
ERNO H ERSFELD BREMEN EU I HEKKING 13-DEC-82 13-DEC-82
^d
ERNO DR H KAPPLER BREMEN EU I HEKKING 13-DEC-82 13-DEC-82 L
'ERNO W WIENSS BREMEN EU I HEKKING 13-DEC-82 13-DEC-82
C)
ERNO P KUNIGK BREMEN EU I HEKKING 13-DEC-82 13-DEC-82
1
ESA DR D SHAPLAND PARIS EU 1 FORSBERG	 HEKKING 1-SEP-82 1-SEP-82
HEKKING 7-DEC-82 7-DEC-82
f
ESA J COLLET PARIS EU I FORSBERG	 HEKKING 15-SEP-82 15-SEP-82
ESA G PETERS PARIS EU I HEKKING 7-DEC-82 7-DEC-82
—.T	 I
E`
a ^c
la
- ESA H PFEFFER PANS EU I HEKKING 7-DEC-82 7-DEC-82
ESA A'PEDERSEN MOORDWYK EU I HEKKING 23-DEC-82 23-DEC-82 tr
ESA(ESTE W NELLESEN PARIS EU I HEKKING 7-DEC-82 7-DEC-82 kr
R
ESA(EEURE R MORY PARIS EU I HEKKING 7-DEC-82 7-DEC-82
F EXXON H C KAUFMAN NY,NY EA MP GRODZKA 19-NOV-82
EXXON DR H HOPKINS	 713/965-4636 HOUSTON SO CO GRODZKA 29-NOV-82 29-NOV-62
EXXON DR D DAVIDSON	 713/965-4636 HOUSTON SO CO GRODZKA 29-NOV-82 29-NOV-82 fa
FENWAL G S FREEMAN ASHLAND MA EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-82
FISCHER J H TOLSON WARMINSTER EA CO GLASER t0-NOV-82
FLOUR W GREEN
	
714/975-2222 IRVINE WE CO GLASER 26-JAN-83 26-JAN-83
,. ti g
FOKKER DR RJ VANDUINEN SCHIPHOL EU I HEKKING 15-DEC-82 15-DEC-82 j
FOKKER RMA DE WIT	 SCHIPHOL SCHIPOL EU I HEKKING 15-DEC-82 t5-DEC-82
FOKKER M RENS SCHIPHOL EU I HEKKING 15-DEC-82 15-DEC-82 r
FOKKER J VANDECOPELLO SCHIPHOL EU I HEKKING 15-DEC-82 15-DEC-82
FOKKER P VAN DER VOORT SCHIPHOL EU I HEKKING 15-DEC-82 15-DEC-82 4
FORBES H S FORBES NY,NY EA CO GLASER t0-NOV42 !'
^F
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SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MEMBER11
AGENCY/ LOCATION/ *********-CONTACT TEAM-*********
COMPANY	 USERNAME PHONE	 CITY REG! CD MEMBER-1	 MEMBER-2	 MEMBER-3
FORD AER H HOCKEIMER DETROIT NW CO GLASER
FOXBORO	 C, I W BAXTER FOXBORO MA EA CO GLASER
GE	 R HESSELBACHER FAIRFIELD EA MP GRODZKA
GOULD	 E C GUERRI 3121640-4414 ILLINOIS MY CO GRODZKA
GTE LAOS DR W MCNEIL STAMFORD EA CO GLASER
GTE-LABS DR P CUKOR STAMFORD EA MP GRODZKA
GTE PROD C P SMITH EA CO GLASER
GTE SAT	 G ALLEN EA CO GLASEO
GTS	 G PARDOE LONDON EU	 I HEKKING
I HEKKING
GTS	 DR W STEPHENS LONDON EU	 I HEKKING
cli
I HEKKING
GTS	 S DAUNCEY LONDON EU	 I HEKKING
I HEKKING
HERCULES W R MARTIN 202/223-8590 WASH DC EA CO GRODZKA
GRODZXA
NEW PACK I A YOUNG PALO ALTO WE MP GRODZKA
HONEYWEL J I RENIER MINNEAPOLIS MW MP GRODZKA
C) HUGHES	 E M GALLE 713/924-2331 HOUSTON SO MP GRODZKA
GRODZKA
HUGHES	 5 R SCALES 713/924-2331 HOUSTON SO MP GRODZKA
HUGHES	 D G ALEXANDER HOUSTON SO MP GRODZKA
HUGHES
	 T ROSENMAYER HOUSTON SO MP GRODZKA
IBM	 L R MYRICK PRINCETON,NJ EA hD GLASER
cil
IBM	 I R OPEL ARMONK NY EA MP GRODZKA
INCO US	 'I M PAGE NY'Ny EA MP GRODZKA
J
INDIA	 R DESPHANDE 202/265 -5050 VASH EA $A STRAIGHT
INDIA	 5 SETTY WASH EA SA STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
PAGE	 6
ORM-INAL P AGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
SCHED'	 ACTUAL
10-NOV-82
to-NOV-62
- 11-ROV-82 10-NOV-82
19-OCT-82 19-OCT-82
16-NOV-82 10-NOV-82
It-NOV-82 10-NOV-82
10-NOV-82 10-NOV-82
10-NOV-82 16-NOV-82
16-DEC-82 16-DEC-82
24-JAN-83 24-JAN-83
16-DEC-82 16-DEC-82
16-DEC-82 16-DEC-82
26-SAN-83 26-JAN-83
ll-NOV-82 10-NOV-82
15-DEC-82 15-DEC-82
9-NOV-82
If-NOV-02
28-OCT-82 26-OCT-82
30-NOV-82 30-NOV-62
31-NOV-82 30-NOV-82
31-NOV-62 30-NOV-82
31-MOV-82 30-NOV-82
10-NOV-82
to-NOV-82
ll-NOV-82
4-OCT-82 14-OCT-BZ
14-OCT-82 14-OCT-82
7-DEC-82 7-DEC-82
4 REPORT 6 — SPACE STATION NEEDS, ATTRIBUTES 6 ARCHITECTUAL OPTIONS PAGE 7
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G SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MEMBERII
}	 ° AGENCY/ LOCATIONI TEAM—********* **—VISITS—***
f
COMPANY USERNAME PHONE	 CITY ' REG CD MEMBER-1 MEMBER-2 MEMBER-3 SCHED ACTUAL
a
INGERSOL D C GARFIELD WOODCLIFF NJ	 EA CO GLASER 10—NOV-82 `'a
bITALY G RINELLI 202/328-5500 WASH EA SA STRAIGHT 4-OCT-82 14—OCT-82
ITEK F J GILLIGAN EA CO GLASER - 10-NOY-82 10-HOY-82 K i;
J b J D R CLARE KALAMAZOO MW MP GRODZKA 1O-NOV-82
';. JAPAN H ISIDA 202/234-2266 WASH EA SA STRAIGHT 4-OCT-02 13-OCT-82
JAPAN T INADA 202/234-2266 WASH EA SA STRAIGHT 13-OCT-B2 13-OCT-82 f
JOHNSON J E BURKE NEW BRUNS EA MD GLASER 10-NOV-82
" JPL DR D O'HANDLEY PASADENA WE LS OLCOTT	 - RUDIGER B-MAR-83 8-MAR-83
JPL C BERGSTROM PASADENA WE LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 8—MAR-83 8—MAR-83
r JPL C GRIFFIN PASADENA WE LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 8—MAR-83 8—MAR-83
— JPL J HOSHIZAKI PASADENA WE LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 6—MAR-83 8—MAR-83
JPL G NELSON PASADENA WE LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 8—MAR-83 B—MAR-83
JPL G PETERSON PASADENA WE LS OLCOTT RUDIGER B—MAR-83 8—MAR-83
JPL M SINGER PASADENA WE LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 8—MAR-83 8—MAR-83
JPL K KAPLAN 213/354-3624 PASADENA WE T BENE FORSBERG STEGMAN 16—MAR-83 16—MAR-83
JPL DR J HIGH PASADENA WE T BENS FORSBERG STEGMAN 16—MAR-83 16—MAR-83
mss;t.
IPL S SZIRMAY PASADENA WE T BENE FORSBERG STEGMAN 16—MAR-83 16—MAR-83
JPL D PIVITROTTO PASADENA WE T BENE FORSBERG STEGMAN 16—MAR-83 16—MAR-83 ^.
I
^i
JPL R DICKINSON PASADENA WE T BENE FORSBERG STEGMAN 16-MAR-83 16—hAR-83
t
tzn
C'
r KAISER C C MAIER OAKLAND WE MP GRODZKA ti—NOV-82
KAISER D SQUIRE OAKLAND WE CO GRODZKA 26—JAN-83 26—JAN-85
t 4
KDI M CLARK 5131943-2000 CINN OH MW Nr GRODZKA 15—OCT-82 15—OCT-82 yi
` KEYSTONE D KE'LLER EA CO GLASER 10—NOV-82 10—NOV-52
k
L—O—F F W SCHRIVER TOLEDO MW MP GRODZKA if—NOV-82
a;I
f LAHEY W A CURDY EA MD GLASER 10-NOV-82 10—NOV-82
LITTON DR k SALTER CO GLASER 10—NOV-82 10—NOV-82
,^	 n
¢
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SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MEMBERII k
4^  f v
AGENCY/ LOCATION/ *********-CONTACT TEAM-********* *****-VI5ITS-**
COMPANY USERNAME PHONE CITY REG CD MEMBER-1	 MENDER-2	 MEMBER-3 SCHED ACTUAL
1 M
` p M/A CON K CARR BURLINGTON EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-82 IHOV-82
^4 MACDAC DR 5 FURUKAWA KSC SO LS OLCOTT	 RUDIGER 5-OCT-82 5-OCT-82
y
MANVILLE F L PUNDSACK DENVER WE MP GRODZKA "'If-NOV-82 
1
^.
o
MBB-OTTO H BASSNER MUNICH EU I HEKKING 9-DEC-82 9-DEC-82
0 f _ MBB-OTTO 0 A VONBREITENS MUNICH EU 1 HEKKING 9-DEC-82 9-DEC-82
MBB=OTTO DR KLEINAU MUNICH EU I HEKKING 9-DEC-82 9-DEC-82
NCI V 0 WRIGHT WASH DC EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-82
MEAD DR C SPALDING 5131222-6323 DAYTON MW MP GRODZKA 14-OCT-82 14-OCT-82
MERCK J L HUCK RAHWAY,NJ EA MP GRODZKA 19-NOV-82
5 t'
MET IND L S LORMAN 201/542-5800 EATONTOWN NJ EA CO GRODZKA 21-OCT-BP4 NET PROP A 0 SCHAEFER 212/644-7693 NY,NY EA CO GRODZKA 22-OCT-82
a° ?SET PWDR K H ROIL 609/452-7700 PRINCETON EA CO GRODZKA -82 19-OCT-82
r
C
18-JAN-83 18-JAN-83
METROMED J W KLUGE SEACAUCUS NJ EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-82
MICOM J WALKER 213/998-8844 CHATSWORTH WE CO GLASER 26-JAN-83 26-JAN-83
o-
MITCHELL W K WHITE 713/363-5560 TEXAS MW CO GRODZKA 30-NOV-82
' MOBIL J J WISE W/883-3133 NY,NY EA MP GRODZKA 10-NOV-82 10-NOV-82
4• 12-JAN-83 12-JAN-83
MONSANTO R J MAHONEY ST LOUIS NW MP GRODZKA 10-NOV-82
u c'F
MONSANTO DR T TOLBERT 3141694/5925 ST LOUIS MW CO GRODZKA 22-NOV-82 22-NOV-82
d<
C-). MOTOROLA J F MITCHELL SCHAUMB IL MW MP GRODZKA 16-NOV-82 
MPE GARC DR J TREUMPER MUNICH EU I HEKKING 8-DEC-82 8-DEC-82 j
MPI GARC REPPIN MUNICH EU I HEKKING 8-DEC-82 8-DEC-82
MPI GARC DR TRUMPER MUNICH EU I HEKKING 8-DEC'-82 6-DEC-82
MPI GARC KLECKER MUNICH EU I HEKKING 8-DEC-82 B-DEC-OZ
MPI GARC DR HARRENDEL MUNICH EU I VONDRAK a-DEC-82 B-DEC-82
VONDRAK 21-JAN-83 21-JAN-83
N A MFG A B TROWBRIDGE 202/626-3700 WASH DC EA C GLASER 10-NOV-82
ORIG AL PAGE 9^
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SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MEMBERII
f	
' AGENCY/	 LOCATION/	 *********-CONTACT TEAM-*********
COMPANY USERNAME	 PHONE	 CITY	 REG CD MEMBER-1	 MEMBER-2	 MEMBER-3
N Y TIME A U ROSENTHAL
	
NY,NY	 EA. CO GLASER
'NASA	 M DUKE	 713/483-4464 JSC	 SO SA STRAIGHT
NASA	 0 PHINNEY	 713/483-3816 JSC	 SO SA STRAIGHT
NASA	 L PARKER	 2021755-3872 HDQTR	 EA	 STRAIGHT
NASA	 DR D Q SMITH	 202/755-3880 HDQTR	 EA	 STRAIGHT
NASA	 P SMITH	 HDQTR	 EA	 STRAIGHT
NASA	 D ROUSCH	 HDQTR	 EA	 STRAIGHT
NASA J ERICKSON 202/755-3752 HDQTR EA SA STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
NASA	 DR N PIOTROYSKI 202/755-6038 HDQTR 	 EA SA STRAIGHT
..	
NASA	 DR T HALSTEAD	 HDQTR-OSSA	 EA LS OLCOTT	 RUDIGER
NASA	 DR P RAMBAUT	 HDQTR-OSSA	 EA LS OLCOTT	 RUDIGER
Cl	
NASA	 M SANDER	 HDQTR-OSSA	 EA LS OLCOTT	 RUDIGER
PAGE	 9
,x
*****-VISITS-******
SCHED	 ACTUAL
10-NOV-82
26-AUG-82 26-AUG-82
26-AUG-82 26-AUG-82
26-AUG-82
26-AUG-82
10-SEP-82 10-SEP-82
20-SEP-82 20-SEP-82
1-NOV-82 I-NOV-82
14-SEP-82 14-SEP-82
Li Y
15-SEP-82 15-SEP-82
15-SEP-82 15-SEP-82
	
t
15-SEP-82 15-SEP-82
ra
NASA	 C YOST	 202/755-3503 HDQTR
NASA	 J 4EBER	 202/755-7450 HDQTR
L :	 NASA	 0 SMISTAD	 HDQTR
NASA
	
DR E SCHMERLING 202/755-8573 HDQTR
NASA
	
DR J T LYNCH	 HDQTR
NASA
	
DR-D M BUTLER 202/755-8604 HDQTR
NASA
	
DR G SOFFEN
	
HDQTR-OSSA
EA SA STRAIGHT
GROD7KA
EA SA STRAIGHT
EA C STRAIGHT
. STRAIGHT
EA PS VONDRAK
EA PS VONDRAK
EA PS VONDRAK
VONDRAK
EA LS OLCOTT	 RUDIGER
15-SEP-82 15-SEP-82
14-DEC-82 14-DEC-82
15-SEP-82 15-SEP-82
15-SEP-82 15-SEP-82
27-OCT-82 27-OCT-6C
15-SEP-82 15-SEP-82
15-SEP-82 15-SEP-82
15-SEP-82 15-SEP-82
29-SEP-82 29-SEP-82
16-SEP-82 16-SEP-82
.^ s
^e
¢r
^a
Pn
{
^'tl
NASA b BISHOP HDQTR-OSSA EA L5 OLCOTT RUDIGER 16-SEP-82 16-SEP-82°
NASA A NICOGOSSIAN HDQTR-OSSA EA LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 16-SEP-82 16-SEP-82
NASA B CRAMER HDQTR-OSSA EA LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 16-SEP-82 16-SEP-82
NASA J BREDT HDQTR-OSSA EA LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 16-SEP-82 16-SEP-82
^ ORIGINAL PAGE US
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SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MEMBERII
AGENCY/ LOCATION/ *********-CONTACT TEAN-*********	 *****-VISITS-******
COMPANY USERNAME PHONE CITY REG CD MEMBER-1 MEMBER-2 MEMBER-3	 SCHED ACTUAL
NASA B SMITH HDQTR-OSTS EA LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 16-SEP-82 16-SEP-82
F
y
NASA D- DE VINCENGI' HDQTRS-OSSA EA LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 16-SEP-62 16-SEP-82
NASA R WHITTEN HDQTRS-OSSA EA LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 16-SEP-82 16-SEP-82
NASA A BEHREND JSC SO LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 16-SEP-82 i6-SEP-82
NASA M. KREUGER 202/755-3970 HDQTR EA M STRAIGHT 16-SEP-82 16-SEP-82
" STRAIGHT 1-MOV-82 1-NOV-82
NASA J SHAW 202/755-3970 HDQTR EA M STRAIGHT 16-SEP-82 17-SEP-82
i	 .
NASA D NORTON 202/755-3890 HDQTR EA STRAIGHT 16-SEP-82 16-SEP-82
NASA L WIGBELS 202/755-3880 HDQTR EA STRAIGHT 16-SEP-82 16-SEP-82
STRAIGHT 15-OCT-82 15-OCT-82
NASA J KOLTANBOCK 713/483-3611 JSC SO M STRAIGHT 21-SEP-82 21-SEP-82
NASA E GOMERSALL AMES WE LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 24-SEP-82 24-SEP-82
` NASA DR P BUCHANAN KSC SO LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 28-SEP-82 5-OCT-82
G
NASA W KNOTT KSC SO LS OLCOTT 28-SEP-82 5-OCT-82
NASA G SHARP KSC SO LS RUDIGER 28-SEP-82
i	 .
NASA H P GIEROW MSFC SO LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 29-SEP-82 6-OCT-82
NASA C DESANCTIS MSFC SO LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 29-SEP=82 6-OCT-82
r ^' NASA R HUMPHRIES MSFC SO LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 29-SEP-82 6-OCT-82
4	 .. NASA DR G P NEWTON 202/755/1265 HDQTR EA PS VONDRAK 29-SEP-82 29-SEP-82
(J
NASA DR M CARD 804/827-3121 LARC EA T FORSBERG STEGMAN 30-SEP-82 30-SEP-82 1
NASA C ELDRED LA RC EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN 30-SEP-82 30-SEP-82
r
^.
t!a NASA DR F ALLARIO 8041827-3601 LA RC EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN 30-SEP-82 30-SEP-82
FORSBERG STEGMAN B-MAR-83 8-MAR-83
t'
NASA B DOVE LA RC EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN 30-SEP-82 30-SEP-82
r ' NASA R HOOK LA RC EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN 30-SEP-82 30-SEP-82
Y
`^
FORSBERG STEGMAN 8-MAR-83 8-MAR-83
x
-w
0MG
-6NAL PAGE 0q
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NASA DR J HILCHEY MSFC
NASA C RAY MSFC
NASA L POWELL MSFC
NASA J MASON ISC
NASA J HOMICK ISC
NASA D MAYO JSC
NASA B MARSHALL MSFC
NASA B NIXON MSFC
NASA B HUBER Mr -c
50 LS OLCOTT
$O LS OLCOTT
SO LS OLCOTT
HEKKING
SO LS OLCOTT
50 LS OLCOTT
SO LS OLCOTT
SO	 HEKKING
SO	 HEKKING
SO	 HEKKING
RUDIGER
RUDIGER
RUDIGER
RUDIGER
RUDIGER
RUDIGER
' ....
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` SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MEMBERII
{
AGENCY/ LOCATION/ *********-CONTACT TEAM-********* ***-VISITS-*+t
COMPANY USERNAME PHONE	 CITY	 f REG CD MEMBER-1	 'MEMBER-2	 MEMBER-3 SCHED ACTUAL
- NASA L DIETLEIN JSC HW LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 30-SEP-82 7-OCT-82
r v) NASA DR S POOL ISC MW LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 30-SEP-82 7-OCT-82 '^
' NASA P JOHNSON JSC
ti
MW LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 30-SEP-82 7-OCT-82
NASA C LEACH HUNTOON JSC MW LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 30-SEP-82 7-OCT-82
C_ . NASA B BUSH JSC MW LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 30-SEP-82 8-OCT-82
}	 1
NASA S NACHTWEY JSC MW LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 30-SEP-82 7-OCT-82 =.a
` NASA H GRANGER 713/483-5305 JSC SO LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 30-SEP-82 7-OCT-82
STRAIGHT 1-NOV-82 1-NOV-82
STRAIGHT 29-DEC-82 29-DEC-82
'.	 r NASA W GUY JSC MW LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 1-OCT-82 8-OCT-82
NASA F SAMONSKI JSC NO LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 1-OCT-82 8-OCT-82 -
"- NASA DR I SHARP AMES WE LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 4-OCT-82 5-OCT-82
x:
NASA K SOUZA AMES WE LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 4-OCT-82 1-NOV-82
4 .S
NASA DR I LONG KSC SO LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 5-OCT-82 5-OCT-62
xt	
4^
NASA J STONESIFER JSC SO LS DONNENWO 6-OCT-82 6-OCT-82
46
6-OCT-82 6-OCT-82
6-OCT-82 6-OCT-82
6-OCT-82 6-OCT-82
22-OCT-82 22-OCT-82
7-OCT-82 7-OCT-82
7-OCT-82 7-OCT-82
8-OCT-82 8-OCT-82
21-OCT-82 21-OCT-82''
21-OCT-82 21-OCT-82
an
21-OCT-82 21-OCT-82
URIGINAL PAGE 19 d_
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SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, NEMBERII
F	 ,
s AGENCY/ LOCATION/ ****U***-CONTACT TEAM-********* *****-VISITS-******
a COMPANY USERNAME PHONE CITY REG CD MEMBER-1 MEMBER-2	 MEMBER-3 SCHED ACTUAL
"NASA P CULBERTSON HDQTR EA HEKKING 21-OCT-82 21-OCT-82
;i NASA C DE SANTIS MSFC SO HEKKING 22-OCT-62 22-OCT-62
w NASA ' R JOOSTEN 713/483-4763 JSC SO SA STRAIGHT 25-OCT-82 25-OCT-82
NASA R HILL 713/483-4763 JSC SO SA STRAIGHT 25-0CT-82 27-OCT-82
NASA K DENEL 713/483-3611 JSC SO $A STRAIGHT 27-OCT-82 25-OCT-82
NASA W HUFFSTETLER 713/483-4447 JSC SO SA STRAIGHT 30-OCT-82 30-OCT-82
NASA DR R JOHNSON 415/965-5117 AMES WE LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 1-NOV-82 i-NOV-82
NP GRODZKA RUDIGER 26-JAN-83 26-JAN-83
NP GRODZKA 28-JAN-83 28-JAN-83
it NASA R ARNO AMES WE LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 1-NOV-82 1-NOV-62
AMES WE LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 1-NOV-82 1-NOV-82
AMES WE LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 1-NOV-82 1-NOV-82
AMES WE LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 1-NOV-82 1-NOV-82
NASA B BERRY
NASA H SANDLER
NASA P QUATT'RONE
NASA DR D MORRISO
a NASA R HARRIS
A NASA GN J ABRAHAM;
5
^j
NASA H QUONG
S
1 NASA DR JW FREEMAi
NASA J MOORE
NASA R CARLISLE
NASA I BEKEY
NASA R FREITAG
r
NASA J HODGE
I:°'	
^
NASA J MULLINS
w
NASA J AMBRUSS
JSC
PARIS
WASH DC
202/755-3524 HDQTR
GSFC
HDQTR
202/755-2413 HDQTR
202/755-2344 HDQR
202/755/2333 HDQTR
2021755-2333 HDQTR
HDQTRS
HDQTRS
SO MP GRODZKA
EU I HEKKING
EA	 FORSBERG
EA	 FORSBERG
EA SA VONDRAK
EA M FORSBERG	 HUNTER
EA	 FORSBERG	 HUNTER
EA	 FORSBERG	 HUNTER
EA	 FORSBERG	 HUNTER
EA	 FORSBERG	 HUNTER
EA M FORSBERG	 STEGMAN
EA	 FORSBERG	 STEGMAN
EA	 FORSBERG	 STEGMAN
47
1-DEC-82 1-DEC-82
6-DEC-82 6-DEC-82
14-DEC-82 14-DEC-82
14-DEC-82 31-JAN-83
21-JAN-83 21-JAN-83
16-FEB-83 16-FED-83
17-FEB-83 17-FEB-83
17-FEB-83 17-FEB-83
17-FEB-83 17-FEB-83
FISHER	 18-FEB-83 18-FEB-83
HAYES	 9-MAR-83 9-MAR-83
9-MAR-83 9-MAR-83
9-MAR-83 9-HAR-83
ORIGINAL PAGE ^.
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a SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MEMBERII
AGENCY/ LOCATION/ *********-CONTACT TEAM-********* *****-VISITS-***a**
COMPANY USERNAME PHONE	 CITY REG CD MEMBER-1	 MEMBER-2	 NEMBER-3 SCHED ACTUAL
k
z'	 u NASA S GORLAND LERC MW T D SMITH 17-MAR-83 17-MAR-83 4?
NASA R THOMAS LERC MW T D SMITH 17-MAR-83 i7-MAR-83
is a
NASA I MEYERS `LERC MW T D SMITH 17-MAR-83 17-MAR-83
cl
NASA C FAYMAN LERC MW T D SMITH 17-MAR-83 17-MAR-83
NASA J CULLINS LERC MW T D SMITH 17-MAR-83 17-MAR-83 -
NASA 3 MALLOX, LERC NW T D SMITH 17-MAR-83
NASA H SCHWARTZ LERC MW T D SMITH 17-MAR-83 17-MAR-83
NASA J HELLER LERC MW T D SMITH 17-MAR-83 17-MAR-83
M'Y
L' 15
NATL SEM C E SPORK SANTA CLARA WE MP GRODZKA 10-NOV-82 qa
NBB-OTTO DR HUSMAN MUNICH ELI I HEKKING 9-DEC-82 9-DEC-82
c
NBC R MULHOLLAND NY,NY EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-82
- NCR DR T TANG 513/445-5000 DAYTON MW MP GRODZKA 14-OCT-82 14-OCT-82
HE MED F G STOUT EA MD GLASER 10-MOV-82 10-NOV-82
tip
-	 ^_- NIVR D DE HOOP DELFT EU I HEKKING 17-DEC-82 17-DEC-82
w
NO TELEC E D FITZGERALD NASHVILLE EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-82
u
NORTON E GORSUCH iA CO GLASER i0-NOV-82 16-NOV-82
NORTON D R MELVILLE WORCESTER EA MP GRODZKA 10-NOV-82
NSC COL G RYE WASH DC EA M FORSBERG 15-DEC-82 15-DEC-82
OMB J STRUTHERS WASH DC EA FORSBERG 14-DEC-82 ^.rt
ONERA G COUPRY PARIS EU I FORSBERG 15-SEP-82 15-SEP-82x
E ONERA COUPRY PARIS EU I HEKKING 7-DEC-82 7-DEC-82
ONERA DORDAIN PARIS EU I HEKKING 7-DEC-82 7-DEC-82
OPIN RES I MILLER CO GLASER 26-JAN-83 26-JAN-83
r OWENS-CO W W BGESCHENSTE	 TOLEDO MW MP GRODZKA 10-NOV-82
OWENS-IL W F SPENGLER TOLEDO MW MP GRODZKA 10-NOV-82
PA LAUNC G HUDSON CO FORSBERG 26-JAN-83 26-JAN-83
1.
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SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MENBERII
AGENCY/ LOCATION/ *********-CONTACT TEAM-********* ****-VTSIT5-****
COMPANY
	
USERNAME PHONE CITY REG CD MEMBER-1	 MEMBER-2	 MEMBER-3 SCHED	 ACTUAL
. PENNZOIL T HEMEYER 713/236-7524 HOUSTON SO NP GRODZKA 28-OCT-82 28-OCT -82
PFIZER	 G D LAUBACH NY,NY EA MP GRODZKA 10-NOV-82
PHAR MFG G SCHWARTZ 212/838-3720 NY,NY EA CO GRODZKA 21-OCT-82
PLAN GRP E GRIGSBY CO GLASER 26-JAN-83 26-JAN-83
POLAROID W J MCCUNE JR CAMBRIDGE EA MP GRODZKA ll-NOV-82
'PPG IND -J E BURRELL PITTSBURGH EA NP GRODZKA 11-NOV-Fk
PR CHINA CHUNG WU WASH EA 5A STRAIGHT 4-OCT-82
ii
RAYCHEM B NCKINLEY MENLO PARK WE CO GRODZKA 26-JAN -83 26-SAN-83
RAYCHEM DR TC CHENG 415/361-4019 MENLO PARK WE MP GRODZKA 28-JAN-83 28-JAN-83
ACA T F BRADSHAW NY,NY EA NP GRODZKA ll-NOV-82
REVERE W F LkLINS NY,NY EA HP GRODZKA 10-NOV-82
REYNOLDS J E BLOAUIST RICHMOND EA MP GRODZ0 ll-NOV-92
ROCKWELL E G COLE PITTSBURGH EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-82 10-NOV-82
ROCKWELL E ASH 213/647-5571 EL SEGUNDO WE C3 FORSBERG 26-JAN-83 26-JAN-83
SAI P VALK CO GLASER 26-JAN-83 26-JAN-83
SCHERING R P LUCIANO KENILWORTH N EA MP GRODZKA 10-NOV-02
l' SCI F J GAUDE CO GLASER 26-JAN-83 26-JAN-E5
SCI ATL S TOPOL ATLANTA SO CO GLASER 10-NOV-82
SEARLE DR A KLIMSTRA 312/982-7667 SKOKIE MW NP GRODZKA 19-OCT-82 19-OCT-82
SHELL K L 'MAI HOUSTON SO MP GRODZKA to-NOV-82
SMITH/CL H WENDT PHILADELPHIA EA MP GRODZKA td-NOV-02
SO AFRIC C HIDE 292/232-4400 WASH EA SA STRAIGHT 4-OCT-82 26-OCT-82
STRAIGHT 7-DEC-82 7-DEC-82
SO IND SL NELSON NW CO GLASER 26-JAN-83 26-JAN-83
r
SPA IRAN K P HEISS CO GLASER 10-NOV-82 10-NOV-82
SPAR B TAYLOR ONTARIO MW I BENS	 FISHER	 WALLER 6-DEC-82 6-DEC-82
`~I
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4
G. SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISITa MEMBERII
' AGENCY/ LOCATION/ *********—CONTACT TEAM—*****#***
COMPANY USERNAME PHONE CITY REG CD MEMBER-1
	 MEMBER-2	 MEMBER-3
e
w
SRI J WILHELM NENLO PARK WE CO GLASER
STD OIL R M MORROW CHICAGO MW MP GRODZKA
STOR TEC J A RODRIQUEZ 303/673-5151 LOUISVILLE, MW CO GRODZKA
SWEDEN J STARFELT 202/298-3500 WASH EA SA STRAIGHT
SWEDEN L ERICSON WASH WA SA STRAIGHT
STRAIGHT
SYNTEX C MAHLER PALO ALTO WE CO GLASER
SYS DEV R SALKELD 213/453-5153 TOPANGA CYD WE CO GLASER
SYS RES W E DIRKES 513/426-6050 DAYTON MW MP GRODZKA
TAMCO L R TOLLENOR 213/268-4111 MONT PARK ., C WE CO GRODZKA
TANDY P R NORTH 817/390-3700 FT WORTH MW CO GRODZKA
TELEDYNE R NOBLITT 301/891-2090 ROCKVILLE MD EA CO GRODZKA
TEPIAC DR CH HO 317/494-6300 W. LAFAY IN MW MP GRODZKA
— TERRA MA D WALKLET 415/964-6900 MT VIEW, CA WE CO FORSBERG
TEXAS IN J F BUCY DALLAS SO MP GRODZKA
TPD A HAMMERSCHLA^ DELFT EU I HEKKING
PAGE	 15 -
*****—VISITS-******
SCHED	 ACTUAL
26—JAN-83 26—JAN-83
10—NOV-82
28—OCT-82
4-OCT-82 13—OCT-82
IHCT-82 13—OCT-82
7—DEC-82 7—DEC-82
26—JAN-83 26—JAN-83
26—JAN-83 26—JAN-83
12—OCT-82 12—OCT-82
29—OCT-82
29—NOV-82
26—JAN-83 26—JAN-83
20—OCT-82 20—OCT-82
26-JAM-83 26—JAN-83
10—NOV-82
17—DEC-82 17—DEC-82
TRANE R J CAMPBELL LACROSSE WI MW CO GLASER 10—NOV-82
TRAVENOL DR J THOMAS CHICAGO MW CO GRODZKA 24—NOV-82 24—NOV-82
U TEXAS DR J FABRICANT GALVESTON SO LS OLCOTT	 RUDIGER B—OCT-82 8—OCT-82
Y UCSD DR J CARROLL SAN DIEGO WE T FORSBERG 28—FEB-83 28—FEB-83
D SMITH	 FORSBERG 21—MAR-83 21—MAR-83
E'
UNION CA W M ANDERSON NY,NY EA MP GRODZKA Ii—NOV—EE
UNIV OIL DR MARY GOOD 312/391-3331 DES PLAINS I MW CO GRODZKA 23—NOV-82 23—NOV-82
UPJOHN W W HUBBARD,JR NEW BRUNS, N EA MP GRODZKA ll—NOV-82
US STEEL W R ROESCH PITTSBURGH EA MP GRODZKA 10—NOV-82
USA CAPT C YUKNIS 202/697-5575 PENTAGON EA M FORSBERG	 STEGMAN 16—SEP-82 16—SEP-82
FORSBERG 26—OCT-82 26—OCT-82
P.-	 M$
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SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MEMBERII
AGENCY/ LOCATION/ *********-CONTACT TEAM-*********
COMPANY USERNAME PHONE CITY REG CD MEMBER-1 MENDER-2 MEMBER-3
rte;
- USA COL R A $CHOW 703/274-8342 ALEXANDRIA EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN HUNTER
'USA W J KORAN 703/274-8342 ALEXANDRIA EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN HUNTER
d
USA HAS G BREWER 202/695-5509 PENTAGON EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN
USA LC H M TUTTLE PENTAGON EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN
'.`
USA J VAN SANi FT MONROE EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN
USA P O'KEEF'E 804/727-3441 F1 MONROE EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN
USA HAS J GRUBBS 2021697-6526 PENTAGON EA M STEG1'N P. SMITH
USA LCOL A LEWIS 202/694-8562 PENTAGON EA M STEGMAN P. SMITH,_
USA COL RJ BROWNE PETERSON AFB MW M FORSBERG P,SMITH HUNTER
R^.
1.
USAF LC R RUSSELL LOS ANGELES WE M FORSBERG
tk. q
USAF HAS M SPENCE PENTAGON EA M FORSBERG
`,'	
4 =
USAF K MURPHY ANDREWS AFB EA M FORSBERG
USAF LC W WALKER 213/643-2312 LOS ANGELES WE M FORSBERG
I - USAF MG R BOVERIE WASH DC EA M FORSBERG
*****-VISITS-******
SCHED	 ACTUAL
17-SEP-82 17-SEP-82
17-SEP-82 17-SEP-82
17-SEP-8217-SEP-82
17-SEP-82 17-SEP-82
30-SEP-82 1-OCT-82
1-GCT-82 i-OCT-82
26-OCT-82 26-OCT-B "c
26-OCT-82 26-OCT-82
10-MAR-83 10-MAR-83
ORIGINAL PAGE 1.9.
OF POOR QUALITY
HAS E SUNNBERG 213/416-7825 LOS ANGELES WE M FORSBERG
LCOL G CHESNEY PENTAGON EA M FORSBERG
LCOL K PEYTON ANDREWS AFB EA M FORSBERG
COL T MORRMAN PETERSON AFB WE M FORSBERG
CO D RICHARDSON LOS ANGELES WE LS OLCOTT
LCOL J B GROSS 202/695-7193 PENTAGON EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN
FORSBERG P. SMITH
FORSBERG
COL J P FOSTER 202/697-6827 PENTAGON EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN
FORSBERG P. SMITH
FORSBERG STEGMAN
USAF	 HAS T W SHORE 202/697-6827 WASH DC 	 EA M FORSBERG
	
STEGMAN
	
FORSBERG	 STEGMAN
	
P,SMITH
FORSBERG
La
HUNTER
P. SMITH
13-SEP-82 13-SEP-82
15-OCT-82 15-OCT-82
15-DEC-82 15-DEC-82
16-SEP-82 16-SEP-82
14-OCT-82 14-OCT-82
26-•OCT-82 26-UCT-82
16-SEP-82 16-SEP-82
14-OCT-82 14-OCT-82
14-DEC-62 14-DEC-82
F	 ..	 rp..z,,.«^«w^..	 .. _	 ^...., u	
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SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, FAER11	
a
AGENCY/	 LOCATION/	 *********-CONTACT TEAM-*********	 *****-VISITS-******
COMPANY USERNAur	PHONE	 CITY	 REG CD MEMBER-1	 MENbER-2	 MENBER-3	 SCHED	 AC-UAL
E,
USAF MAJ R ZWIRNBAUM LOS ANGELES WE M FORSBERG 23-SEP-82 B-OCT-82
d.
t
`USAF MAJ L GAROZZO PETERSON AFB NW M FORSBERG STEGMAN 27-SEP-82 27-SEP-82
u .
FORSBERG P. SMITH HUNTER 10-MAR-83 10-MAR-83
USAF MAJ H RAINEY 402/294-5157 OFFUTT AFB NW N FORSBERG STEGMAN 28-SEP-82 28-SEP-82
STEGMAN P, SMITH HUNTER 29-OCT-82 29-OCT-82
L} USAF LC J E ANGELL 202/697-0649 PENTAGON EA N FORSBERG STEGMAN 29-SEP-82 29-SEP-82
FORSBERG STEGMAN 27-OCT-62 27-OCT-82
FORSBERG HUNTER 17-NOV-82 17-NOV-82
( FORSBERG HUNGER 18-FEB-83 16-FEB-83
fk
USAF MAJ C. SCHADE WASH DC EA M FORSBERG 29-SEP-82 29-SEP-82
FORSBERG 15-DEC-82 15-DEC-82
FORSBERG HUNTER 18-FEB-83 18-FEB-83
• FORSBERG HUNTER STEGMAN 9-MAR-83 9-MAR-83
USAF LC T SHERMAN 804/764-9990 LtNGLEY AFB EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN 30-SEP-82 33-`oEP-82
t
USAF GEN ORD SAN CANTON SO LS LS OLCOTT RUDIGER i-OCT-82 2-FEB-83
USAF C ALEXANDER SAN ANTONIO SO LS RUDIGER 1-OCT-62
USAF NAJ S ROSEN LOS ANGELES WE M FORSBERG P. SMITH WOHL 7-OCT-82 7-OCT-82
4 t	 ', USAF COL F WISELY LOS ANGELES WE M FORSBERG P. SMITH FISHER 8-OCT-82 B-OCT-82
a
s USAF DR C COOK 202/695-2317 PENTAGON EA N FORSBERG STEGMAN 16-OCT-82 16-OCT-82
a^
FORSBERG STEGMAN P. SMITH 26-OCT-82 26-OCT-82R
FURSBERG 14-DEC-82 14-DEC-82
FORSBERG HUNTER 18-FEB-83 18-FEB-83 "`r
USAF MAJ 0 NEWBERN 301/981-3267 ANDREWS AFB EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN P. SMITH 26-OCT-82 26-OCT-82
USAF LC V WEBB ANDREWS AFB EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN P. SMITH 26-OCT-82 26-OCT-82
^n
P
USAF CAPT S PERENIK 213/643-2440 LOS ANGELES WE M D. SMITH 27-OCT-82 27-OCT-82
—
USAF MAJ b LUNA 202/697-5890 PENTAGON EA M FORSBERG HUNTER 27-OCT-82 27-OCT-82
USAF COL C HEIMACH 202/695-0547 PENTAGON EA M P. SMITH HUNTER 27-OCT-82 27-OCT-82;
USAF COL J HEILMAN 402/294-5157 OFFUT AFB MW LS STEGMAN P, SMITH HUNTER 29-OCT-82 29-OCT-82t
' USAF BG R EAGLET ANDREWS AFB EA M FORSBERG 18-NOV-82 18-NOV-82
USAF COL G CURD OFFUTT AFB MW M FORSBERG STEGMAN HUNTER B-DEC-82
USAF COL E ROBERT OFFUTT AFB MW M FORSBERG STEGMAN HUNTER B-DEC-82
USAF CUL R NANNING OFFUTT AFB MW M FORSBERG STEGMAN HUNTER 8-DEC-62 R^
;elm
-	
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" SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MEMBEk11
. , AGENCY/ LOCATION/ *********-^	 ^-	 M-*********GONTAt,T TEAn ****^-	 -*^^***VISITS ^
COMPANY USERNAME PHONE CITY REG CD MEMBER-1 MEMBER-2 MEMBER-3 SCHED ACTUAL
USAF LC A HANKS OFFUTT AFB MW M FORSBERG STEGMAN HUNTER 8-DEC-82
t-^ USAF LC W RASMUSSON OFFUTT AFB MW M FORSBERG STEGMAN HUNTER B-DEC-82
` USAF COL R SAMAY OFFUTT AFB MW M FORSBERG STEGMAN HUNTER 8-DEC-82
..f
USAF LC A GRAHAM OFFUTT AFB MW M STEGMAN STEbMA HUNTER 8-DEC-82
USAF DR B WELCH SAN ANTON SO LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 2-FEB-83 2-FEB-83
USAF COL D CARTER SAN ANTON SO L5 OLCOTT RUDIGER 2-FEB-83 2-FEB-83
USAF COL D BEATTY SAN ANTON $O LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 2-FEB-83 2-FEB-83
t USAF COL J WOLCOTT SAN ANION SO LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 2-FED-83 2-FEB-83
USAF LC B HARVEY SAN ANTON SO LS OLCOTT RUDIGER 2-FEB-83 2-FEB-83
USAF DR W MATOUSH PETERSON AFB MW M FORSBERG P,SMITH HUNTER 10-MAR-83 10-MAR-83
R
USAF LC L WHITE PETERSON AFB MW M FORSBERG P,SMITH HUNTER 10-MAR-83 10-MAR-83
USAF LC A SULKIN PETERSON AFB MW M FORSBERG P,SMITH HUNTER 10-MAR-83 10-MAR-83
USAF LC R VERCRUYSE PETERSON AFB MW M FORSBERG P,SMITH HUNTER 10-MAR-83 10-MAR-83
USAF COL E ROSS - PETERSON AF8 MW M FORSBERG P,SMITH HUNTER 10-MAR-83 10-MAR-83
o USAF COL J HEILMAN PETERSON AFB MW M FORSBERG P SMITH HUNTER 10-MAR-83 10-MAR-83
€
0
USAL LC V WEBB LOS ANGELES WE M FORSBERG P, SMITH B-OCT-62 B-OCT-82
c
USCG CAPT W HYDE WASH EA M STRAIGHT 15-OCT-82 15-OCT-82
,. 1.. USDA R HATCH 713/483-4017 HOUSTON SO 5A STRAIGHT 6-OCT-82 6-OCT-82
(a y
USDA/FAS J MURPHY 202/447-5404 WASH EA SA STRAIGHT
SFUS P WEBER 713/483-2081 HOUSTON SO SA STRAIGHT QFdtGTNIAL PAGE
T	 " USFS R ALLISON 202/235-2137 RESTON EA SA STRAIGHT OF POOR Q U A1n1
*
C_,
USN RA	 RGENL KOLLMO ASW H DC £A M FORSBERG
USN 202/692-2182 WASH DC EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN- HUNTER 13-SEP-62 13-SEP-82
USN CDk D HONHART 202/254-4562 WASH DC EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN HUNTER 13-SEP-82 13-SEP-82
FORSBERG P. SMITH 14- 3CT-82 14-OC1-62
FORSBERG STEGMAN P, SMITH 27-OCT-82 27-OCT-82
USN CAPT W B PEIRCE 202/697-8342 PENTAGON EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN 17-SEP-82 17-5EP-82
'
FORSBERG P. SMITH 15-OCT-82 15-OCT-82
- FORSBERG 14-DEC-82 14-DEC-82
53
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SORTED BY AGENCY, FIRST SCHED VISIT, MEMBERII
rf 'AGENCY/ LOCATION/ *********-CONTACT TEAM-********* *****-VISITS-******
COMPANY USERNAME PHONE CITY REG CD MEMBER-1 MEMBER-2 MEMBER-3 SCHED ACTUAL
USN RADM W RAMSEY WASH DC EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN 17-SEP-82 17-SEP-82 L t
USN CMDR D DIAZ 202/697-8342 PENTAGON EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN 17-SEP-82 17-SEP-82 U
FORSBERG P. SMITH 15-OCT-82 15-OCT-82
FORSBERG 14-DEC-82 14-DEC-82
FORSBERG HUNTER 17-FEB-83 17-FEB-83
r-, USN DR R STEVENSON SAN DIEGO WE M FORSBERG STEGMAN P. SMITH 23-SEP-82 23-SEP-82
FORSBERG STEGMAN 22-SEP-82 22-SEP-82
USN CDR B HOLLINGER 202/697-2187 EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN 29-SEP-82 29-SEP-82
L^
STEGMAN 28-OCT-82 28-ACT-82
—e
USN CDR J JENSEN 202/697-0582 PENTAGON EA M FORSFJERG P. SMITH 26-OCT-82 26-OCT-82 j
USN RADM J MOONEY 202/254-4318 WASH DC EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN P. SMITH 27-OCT-82 27-OCT-82
USN G. JOINER 202/696-4202 ARLINGTON,VA EA M STEGMAN P. SMITH 27-OCT-82 27-OCT-82
x
ry r
; y USN DR. FW DIETRICH 202/692-2182 WASH DC EA M FORSBERG STEGMAN HUNTER 16-NOV-82 13-SEP-82 ^
FORSBERG P,SMITH 16-NOV-82 16-NOV-82 n`
(`S USN RADM J BUTTS WASH DC EA M FORSBERG 17-NOV-82 }
USN CAPT P EDSEN WASH DC EA M FORSBERG 17-NOW-82
USH CAPT AE ROWE PETERSON AFB MW M FORSBERG P,SMITH HUNTER 10-MAR-83 10-MAR-83
USH CDR J WADE PETERSON AFB MW
d ,
M FORSBERG P,SMITH HUNTER 10-MAR-83 10-MAR-83
a
USRA DR W D CUNNINGS 202/547-2609 COLUMBIA,MD EA PS VONDRAK 29-SEP-82 29-SEP-82
€G u,
UTC DR R HERMANN HARTFORD EA CO GLASER 18-NOV-82 10-NOV-82
UTC H J GRAY HARTFORD EA MP GRODZKA 18-NOV-82
VARIAN T D SEGE PALO ALTO WE MP GRODZKA 10-NOV-82 "?
r V VOUGHT DR FW FENIER 214/266-2166 DALLAS SO MP GRODZKA 25-OCT-82 25-OCT-82
WANG LAB R CRUSIUS 617/459-5000 LOWELL,MA EA CO GRODZKA 9-NOV-82
WARNER-L J D WILLIAMS MOR PLAINS EA MP GRODZKA 18-NOV-82
WESTING D D DANFORTH PITTSBURGH EA MP GRODZKA 18-NOV-82;
r WHITTAK J KLEIMAN 213/475-9411 LOS ANGELES WE CO GRODZKA 29-OCT-82.w
XEROX D T KEARNS STANFORD EA MP GRODZKA 18-NOV-82 I
YARWAY T B PALMER III BLUE BELL PA EA CO GLASER 10-NOV-82
*^t* END REP SSR06 * USERID=41 * PROJ=SS * FILE=SSR06 *** URIGINAL. PAGE p.9
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DATA BASE
The primary sources of specific user needs were NASA lists of planned
missions. This data base was used because it is a prioritized identification
of scientific missions for the next two decades. The only serious limitation
to the candidate mission list is that it is now constrained by
Shuttle/Spacelab capabilities. Therefore, the candidate mission list was
supplemented with advanced concepts that have requirements that exceed Space
Shuttle capability.
The user requirements for 245 science and applications missions were entered
into the ARTS (Automated Requirements Traceability System) data system at
Lockheed. Characteristic user needs are described in the printout.
The ARTS data base consists of 245 space missions taken primarily from NASA
	
i	 documents (e.g. OAST/NASA Space Systems Technology Model, NASW-2937, NASA
Headquarters, September 1981; Science and Applications Space Platform:
Payload accomodations study, SP82-MSFC-2583, NASA/Marshall Space Flight
Center, March, 1982). —^
Ninety of the space missions used to get potential Space Station users to
elaborate on their needs and requirements are included. It was not the intent
of this contract to estimate or fill in missing mission data. Thus many of
the missions are not totally complete in their detailed requirements.
A brief description of ARTS is included, followed by an alphabetical listing
of the missions. The missions are ordered by their ID number.
	
f µ	ARTS OBJECTIVES AND CONFIGURATION
ARTS is a bookeeping program that operates on a data base consisting of the
requirements for a target system and attributes related to each requirement.
It was the ARTS program that was used to compile the space station data base.
^m
The major function of ARTS is to provide rapid and accurate traceability,
upward and downward, in a requirements hierarchy or tree.
ARTS is hosted of LMSC on the UNIVAC 1110 and DEC VAX - 11/780 computers. The
software currently consists of approximately 6200 lines of executable FORTRAN
IV code. Of this, about 3500 lines are from the Regional Information
^- Management System (RIMS) data base manager. RIMS is a relational data base
manager written by Lockheed Engineering and Management Services Company for
NASA - Johnson Space Center; with NASA permission, LMSC uses RIMS in ARTS and
	
^^	 in other applications.
Fu
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DATA FLOW AND INPUT
Inputs consist of requirements data (text and attributes); formats for data
storage, for batch input and upadate, and for outputs; and commands to both
the computer operating system and the ARTS software.	 ARTS stores the
requireMits data according to the specified formats, retrieves data from the
files, performs manipulations on it as specified by the commands, and formats
it for output.	 Output consists of a variety of reports routed to the computer
terminal, line printer, or special devices.
^R
Either realtime inputs or batch data can be entered at the computer terminal
and edited using the system editor.
	 Batch data also can be input in three
other ways:	 from cards, from tape, or by direct transfer form a word
processor using special hardware.
Control of processing is exercised by means of commands.	 Commands, like data,
may be entered at a terminal or via a batch runstream; they consist of
two-character mnemonics specifying the desired operation, followed by any
other required control information.
DEVELOPMENT HISTORY
ARTS has been in limited use since June 1980 and in full operation since
October 1980.
	
ARTS initially was used by two unclassified proposal efforts, =`
NOSS and Solar Electric Propulsion stage (SEPS).	 There are approximately 12
projects currently using ARTS, most of them early in full-scale development.
s
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REDID	 kISStON /EXPERIMENT	 FAMILY	 DERIVATION
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SA2120 180-METER THINNED APERATURE TELESCOPE PS /PH
SA2598 ACTIVE CAVITY RADIOMETER	 (ACR) PS/PH/I SA1310
SAII50 ACTIVE MAGNETOSPHERIC PARTICLE TRACER EXPERIMENT PS/PH
S01880 ADVANCED EARTH-OBSERVATION SPACECRAFT PS /RO/GE
SA 1530 ADVANCED LAND OBSERVING SYSTEM (ALOS) PS /RO
SA2890 ADVANCED LIMB SCANNER	 (ALS) PS /GE/PH /I SA1318
SA2630 ADVANCED MICROWAVE SOUNDING UNIT (AMSU) PS /GE/I SA2490
SA2640 ADVANCED MOISTURE AND TEMPERATURE SOUNDER (AMTS) PS/GE/I SA2490
SAl246 ADVANCED X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY PS /PH
SA2780 ATMOSPERIC PHOTOMETRIC IMAGING (AEPI) PS /GE /I SA2518/SA1318
SA2820 ATMOSPHERIC TRACE MOLECULES OBSERVED BY SPECTROSCOPY (ATMOS) PS /GE/PH /I SA1310
SA2870 ATMOSPHERIC X-RAY EMISSION TELESCOPE (AXET) PS /GE/PH /I SA1318
SA1II8 CHEMICAL RELEASE MODULE FACILITY PS /PH
SA2110 COHERENT OPTICAL SYSTEM OF MODULAR IMAGING COLLECTOR (COSMIC) PS/PH
SA2660 COLOR SCANNER PS /GE /I SA2508/SA2618
SA1140 COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER (CORE) PS/PH
SA1300 COSMIC RAY OBSERVATORY PS/PH
SA2730 CRYOGENIC LIMB ARRAY ETALON SPECTROMETER (CLAES) PS/GE/PH/I SA2520
SA1610 EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE PS/GE
SA2570 ELECTROPHORESIS OPERATIONS IN SPACE (EOS) SO/SE
SA2830 ERBE --- W-MI°OV PS /GE/PH/I SA1318/SA1618
SA2840 ERBE ---- SCANNER INSTRUMENT PS/GE/PH /I SA1310/SA1610
SA1170 EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER PS/PH
SAI160 GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY (GRO) PS /PH
SA2198 GAMMA-RAY TRANSIENT EXPLORER	 (GTE) PS /PH
SAIS98 GEOSTATIONARY OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT SATELLITE (GOES D,E,F) PS/GE
SAl210 GRAVITY PROBE-B PS/PH
SA1500 GRAVSAT A PS/RO
SA2740 HALOGEN OCCULTATION EXPERIMENT (HALED) PS/GE/PH/I SA2520
SA2750 HIGH RESOLUTION DOPPLER IMAGER	 (HRDI) FS /GE/PH /I SA2520/SA1310
SA2560 IMAGING SPECTROMETER 	 (IS) PAYLOAD SO/GE
SA2880 IMAGING SPECTROMETRIC OBSERVATORY (ISO) PS /GE/PH/I SA1310
SA2768 IMPROVED STRATOSPHERIC & MESOSPHERIC SOUNDER (ISAMS) PS/GE/PH/I SA2520
SA1090 INFRARED ASTRONOMICAL SATELLITE (IRAS) PS/PH
SA2098 INFRARED INTEP.FEROMETER PS/PH
SA1480 LANDSAT D-D' PS/RO
SA1320 LARGE AMBIENT DEPLOYABLE IR TELESCOPE PS/PH
SA1350 LARGE AREA MODULAR ARRAY X-RAY TELESCOPE PS /PH
SA2470 LIFE SCIENCES PAYLOAD x1	 (LS-1) LS
SA2480 LIFE SCIENCES PAYLOAD 42 (LS-2) LS
SA2868 LIGHT DETECTION AND RANGING FACILITY (LIDAR) PS/GE/PH/I SAI310
SA1670 LOWER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH SATELLITE (LARS) PS /GE
SA2810 LYMAN-ALPHA WHITE LIGHT CORONOGP,APH (WLC) PS /GE/PH /I SA1310
SA2850 MAGNETOSPHERIC MULTIPROBES (MMP) PS /GE/PH/I SA1310
SA2580 MATERIALS EXPLKI.-,ENT ASSEMBLY	 (MEA) SO/SE
SA2490 METEOROLOGY PAYLOAD PS/GE
SA2770 MICROWAVE LIMB SOUNDER 	 (MLS) PS/GE/PH/I SA2528
SA2650 MICROWAVE PRESSURE SOUNDER (MPS) PS/GE/I SA2490
SA2670 MICROWAVE RADIOMETER PS/GE/I SA2500/SA2610
SA1738 MULTI-SERVICE THIN ROUTE. NARROWBAND PROGRAM SO/COM
SA1750 MULTIMISSION MODULAR SPACECRAFT SO/ST
SA 620 NOAA AG/TIROS-N PS/GE
SA1640 OCEAN CIRCULATION MISSION•-TOPOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT (TOPE%) PS/GE
SA2680 OCEAN MICROWAVE PACKAGE PS/GE/I SA2580/SA2618
Jtib
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SA2588 OCEAN PAYLOAD PS/GE -
SA2618 OCEANOGRAPHIC OBSERVATORY PS/GE
SA2088 ORBITING INFRARED SUBMILLIMETER TELESCOPE (GIST) PS/PH
SA1838 POWER UTILIZATION PLATFORM - ALPHA(PUP-a) SO/SE
SAI S60 POWER UTILIZATION PLATFORM - BETA(PUP-b) SO/SE
SA	 40 SATELLITE SERVICES REMOTE FROM ORBITER SO/SE
SA2698 SCATTEROMETER PS/GE/I SA2588/SA2618
SA1788 SEARCH AND RESCUE MISSION SO/COM
SAl228 SHUTTLE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY (SIRTF) PS/PH
SA2188 SOFT X-RAY EXPLORER PS/PH
SA2888 SOFT X-RAY TELESCOPE (SX) PS/GE/PH/I SA1318
SA2688 SOLAR (UV) SPECTRAL	 IRRADIANCE MONITOR (SUSIM) PS/PH/I SA1318/SA2528
SAl208 SOLAR CORONA EXPLORER (SCE) PS/PH
SAl280 SOLAR INTERIOR DYNAMICS MISSION (SIDM) PS/PH
SA1600 SOLAR MESOSPHERE EXPLORER (SME) PS/GE 4
SA1138 SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCOPE (SOT) PS/PH
SAl258 SOLAR SOFT X-RAY TELESCOPE FACILITY PS/PH r;}
SA1318 SOLAR TERRESTRIAL OBSERVATORY (STO) PS/PH/GE
SA2710 SPACE EXPERIMENTS WITH PARTICLE ACCELATORS (SEPAC) PS/GE/I SA25IN/SA1318
SA1378 SPACE LAB BIOLOGICAL AND MEDICAL EXPERIMENT LS
SA2518 ^-RACE PLASMA PHYSICS (SPP) PAYLOAD PS/GE 4
SA1478 !d'NCE SCIENCE PLATFORM LS
SA1858 Si-4NC:E STATION SO/SE
SA1188 SPA'•';; TELESCOPE PS/PH u
SA1798 SPAC; +,BNB SO/SE
SAl238 STARL,'„ PS/PH
SA2628 SYNTHEVk'' APERATURE RADAR (SAR) PS/GE
SA2788 TEMP ANN WIND MEASUREMENTS IN THE MESOSPHERE & LOWER THERMOSPHERE (TWM) PS/GE/PH/I SA2528
SA2798 ULTRAVIOLET SOLAR SPECTRAL	 IRRADIANCE EX (USSIE) PS/PH/I SA2528
SA2528 UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH SATELLITE (UARS) PS/GE/PH
SAIG38 UPPER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH SATELLITES (UARS) PS/GE
SA2148 VERY LARGE SPACE TELESCOPE (VLST) PS/PH
SA2138 VERY LONG BASELINE UV/OPTICAL/IR INTERFEROMERTER PS/PH
SA2728 WAVES IN SPACE PLASMAS (WISP) PS/GE/I SA2518/SA1318
SA1348 X-RAY OBSERVATORY PS/PH
SA1188 X-RAY TIMING EXPLORER (XTE) PS/PH
t
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REDID 501000
SOURCE LSST VOL	 19 11-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR A.L.	 BROOK, MARTIN MARIETTA
DERIVATION +
FAMILY PS/RO/GE
x. MISSION/EXPERIMENT ADVANCED EARTH-08SERVATION SPACECRAFTrJ.
ALTITUDE 700	 (KM)
INCLINATION 60-98 DEG
ORSIT
MISSION DURATION
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE
WEIGHT/MASS 03544 (KG)
AVERAGE	 POWER 00.5	 (KW)
PEAK	 POWER 02.5	 (KW)
DATA	 ( 1/0 RATES)
DATA CSTORAGE CA?)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO
OPERAT	 ENVIRON
A	 CONSUMABLES
(
TEXT S01000.TXT
Earth Surface,
	
Atmosphero s
	and Ocean wavalangth — Ultraviolet to
.` Infared.
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REND SA1090
SOURCE SSTM VOL	 I t	9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/PH c,
MISSION/EXPERIMENT INFRARED ASTRONOMICAL SATELLITE 	 CIRAS)
ALTITUDE 900	 (KM)
INCLINATION 90 DEG
ORBIT POLAR AY
MISSION DURATION 012 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1980
SIZE 3.6	 X 1.6 dia	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS 01019	 CKG)
AVERAGE	 POWER 00.2	 CKW)
PEAK	 POWER 00.364	 CKW)
DATA -Cl/O	 RATES) 0008.0-1048.0	 CKBPS)
DATA	 ( STORAGE	 CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC 0030 . 9	 (ARC	 SEC) L
MANNING
INTERFACES STON
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS ='
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO
OPERAT	 ENVIRON a_s
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA109C.TXT
The Infrared Astronomical Satellite is to produce an unbiased
all sky survey in the wavelenths between 8	 and 120 um.
ar
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REQID	 SA1100
SOURCE	 SSTM'VOL It 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SPACE TELESCOPE
ALTITUDE	 600 CKM)
INCLINATION	 23.8 tOEG)
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 180 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE	 1980
SIZE	 13.6 X 4.3 dia (M)
WEIGHT/MASS	 1,1070 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER	 02.1 (KW)
PEAK 'POWER	 02.367 (KW)
DATA (I/0 RATES)
	
0004.0-1024.0 CKBPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 0000.31 (ARC; SEC)
POINTING ACC	 > 1 ARC MIN
MANNING'
INTERFACES	 STDNy TORSS
SERVICE./MAINT	 2.5 YEARS/5 YEAR REFURBISHMENT
LOGISTICS	 2.5 YEARS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OPERAT E-4VIRON .
CONSUMABLE	 1300 CKG)
TEXT	 SA1100.TXT
The Space Telescope is a large light-gathering instrument with
optical performance near the diffration limit.
a
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REQIO SA1110
SOURCE SSTM VOL 1.
	
9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION Y
FAMILY PS/PH iJ
MISSION/EXPERIMENT CHEMICAL RELEASE MODULE FACILITY
ALTITUDE 250	 TO	 1200	 (KM) 1
INCLINATION
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION 072 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1980
SIZE 2	 X	 3 dia	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS 02700
	 (KG) u
AVERAGE
	 POWER 00.02
	
(KW)
PEAK POWER 00.18	 (KW)
DATA (I/0 RATES)
DATA	 (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
c;.	 MANNING
INTERFACES TORSS w
SE RVICE/ MA INT
LOGISTICS ='_
THERMAL/CNTRL (ONO
F`	 OPERAT	 ENVIRGN
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA1110.TXT
C. N
The Chemical R21ease Module Facility will have the capability of
multiple relaases of chemicals into the magnatosphare/ionosphere
system.
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RE^IO	 SA1130
SOURCE	 SSTM VOL ].s 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SOLAR OPTICAL TELESCOPE (SOT)
ALTITUDE	 460 CKM)
INCLINATION
	 33-57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 000.2-- 000.7 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY OATS	 1980 (1987 LAUNCH)s	
SIZE	 7.3 X 3.9 dia (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	 08175 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.935 CKW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0 RATES)
	
5000.0 (K9PS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 0000.1 (ARC SEC)
ti	 POINTING ACC
	 0019.0 44ARC SEC)
MANNING
INTERFACES
	
TORSS
SERVICE/MAINT	 6 MONTH REVISIT
`	 LOSISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO 4^6 (KW)
OP "c RAT ENVIRON
y CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA1130. TXT
Solar Optical Telescope (SOT) will obtain high resolution data
which is required to solve fundamental problems in solar physics.
Avoid standard optical system contaminets. SOT pointing repeat-
ability 2.0 (arc sac)-1 orbit, 5.0 (arc sec) between sucessive
f	
orbits.
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ORIGINAL PAGE 0-9	 LMSC-D889718
OF POOR QUALITY
REQID SA1140
SOURCE SSTM VOL I t 	 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/OH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT COSMIC BACKGROUND EXPLORER CCOBS)
ALTITUDE 900 (KM)
INCLINATION 99 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION 012 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1982
SI ZE
WEIGHT/MASS 01421	 (KG)
AVERAGE
	 POWER 00.385
	
CKW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (1/0
	 RATES)
DATA (STORAGE
	 CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC > 1 ARC MIN
MANNING
INTERFACES TORSS
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA1140.TXT
Cosmic
	 Background Ex p lorer	 (COKE) will measure the diffuse
infrared and microwave emission of the universe. !4T
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RE^IO
	
SA1150
SOURCE	 SSTM VOL 1 9 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/PH
MISSION / EXPERIMENT ACTIVE MAGNETOSPHERIC PARTICLE TRACER EXPERIMENT
ALTITUDE	 300 (KM)
INCLINATION
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 012 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE	 1981
SIZE	 1.1 X 3 . 0 dia (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	 00670 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.12 (KW)
PEAK POWER
DATA ( I/0 RATES)	 0001 . 0-0120 . 0 (K5PS)
DATA ( STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
	 OSN
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
TH=RMAL/CNTRL COND
CP "c RAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA1150.TXT
The Active Magnetospheric Particle Tracer Exp eriment (AM;TE) is
desi gned to study the puastion of access of solar wind ions to
the magnetosphare, the convective-diffusiva transport and energi-
zation of magnetcsoheric particles, and the elemental and charge
corposition of magnetospheric ions.
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ORIGINAL PAGE SSA	 LMSC-D889718
nF POOR QUALITY
REDIO SA1160
SOURCE SSTM VOL	 19	 9-81 ,
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/0H
^	 1e
MISSION/ EXPERIMENT GAMMA	 RAY	 OBSERVATORY	 (GRO) j
ALTITUDE 400	 (KM)
INCLINATION 28.5 DEG
ORBIT v: u
MISSION DURATION 024 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1981
SIZE 6	 X 4.5	 dia	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS 11000	 (KG)
t
AVERAGE POWER 02.0	 CKW) b.a
PEAK	 POWER
DATA	 (I/0	 RATES) 0032.0	 (KBPS)
DATA	 (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC > 1 ARC MIN
MANNING
^s
INTERFACES TORSS
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL /CNTRL CCNO
OP	 RAT ENVIRON
CO,NSUMABLES "
TEXT SA1160.TXT
Gamma Ray Observatory (GRO)
	
will study	 the	 most enargetic ^._.
photons originating in	 our galaxy	 and	 bQyond.
Z.f ^iUU^ L (^b:s ^ 41^ a ^C^L
OF Poo, QU;^: UI	 LMSC-D889718
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REDID SA1170
7 SOURCE SSTM VOL 1 9	 9-81
COyTACT /AUTHOR
DERIVATION
I FAMILY PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER
ALTITUDE 550	 CKM)
INCLINATION 28.5 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION OURAT7ON 012 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1982
SIZE 4.5 CUBIC METERS
WEIGHT/MASS 00400	 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER 00.07	 (KW)
PEAK	 POWER 00 . 11	 (KW)
OATA	 (I/0	 RATES) 0032.0	 CKBPS)
DATA	 (STORAGE	 CAP)
STABILITY >	 1 ARC MIN
POINTING ACC >	 1	 ARC MIN/>	 1	 DEG
MANNING
INTERFACES TORSS
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
T	
r.._ THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
'- CONSUMASLES
TEXT SA1170. TXT
Extreme Ultraviolet	 Explorer	 ob,i actives are	 to discover,	 obtain
accurate positions, and determine the spectral energy 	 distribution
for all detectable EUV sources	 in the	 solar neighborhood.
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1 ORIGINAL PAGE 19	 LMSC-D889718
OF POOR QUALITY
4^ SF
REND SA1180
SOURCE SST's	 VOL	 19
	
9-81 p
CONTACT/AUTHOR S
DERIVATION
r FAMILY PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT X—RAY TIMING EXPLORER (XTE) -^
ALTITUDE 400
	
(KM)
INCL'aNATION 28.5 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION 024 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1983
SIZE 2	 X	 2 X	 4	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS 01000	 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER 00.6	 KW),
PEAK	 POWER 01.5	 CKW)
DATA	 (I/0	 RATES) 0064.0	 CK3PS)
DATA	 (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY 0004.1	 (ARC	 SEC)
POINTING ACC > 1 ARC
	
MIN U
MANNING i
INTERFACES TORSS ,I
SERVICE/MAINT
LOo.'STiCS_
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
r: OPERAT	 ENVIRON
CONSUMASLES
e TEXT S.A1180. TXT
Tha X—RAY	 Timing Explorer	 Will	 be	 devoted	 to	 the
	
study	 of ^.
tonporal
	
variability	 in	 x — ray	 emitting objacts.
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OF POW, QUALITY
RECID	 SAl200
SOURCE	 SSTM VOL 1. 9-81
CONTACT/ AUTHOR	 R.	 CHAPMAN9 GSFC
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SOLAR CORONA EXPLORER (SCE)
ALTITUDE	 600	 (KH)
INCLZNATION	 33 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 036 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE	 1983
F^ SIZE
WEIGHT/MASS
	
00400
	 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.3	 (KW)
PEAK	 POWER
04TA	 (I /0 RATES)	 5000 . 0	 (KBPS)
DATA	 ( STORAGE	 CAD)
STABILITY	 0002 . 0	 (ARC SEC)
POINTING ACC	 0010 . 3	 (ARC SEC)
r~ MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICc/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL /CNTRL COND
OPERAT	 ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SAl200.TXT
Thra	 Solar Corona Explorer 	 will investigate the structurev dynamics.:' G
and evolution of the corona,	 in order to study, globally and in
the re quired physical detail,	 the close coupling between the inner
corona and the heliosphere.
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` REWI0 SAl210
SOURCE SSTM VOL	 1 9	9-81
. CONTACT/AUTHOR R.A.	 POTTER,	 MSFC
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT GRAVITY PROBE-9
ALTITUDE 500-500
	
(KM)
INCLINATION
ORBIT POLAR ORBIT
MISSION DURATION 012 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1983
SIZE 4.2,	 X	 4.2
	 dia	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS 01530	 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER 00.22	 (KW)
PEAK POWER 00.27 (Kw)
DATA (I/0
	 RATES) 0001.0	 (K.9PS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP) 00000.5	 (MBITS)
STABILITY 0000.02	 (ARC	 SEC)
POINTING ACC 0000.001	 (ARC	 SEC)
` MANNING
INTERFACES TORSS
SERVICE/MAINTP
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OP_RAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
- TEXT SAl210•.TXT
The Gravity Probe-3 mission will measure the geodetic	 precision
due tc; the motion of	 a gyroscope through a gravitational	 field
Crelat vistic	 spin —orbit coupling)	 and the precision produced 	 by
the	 twisting of	 space due	 to	 the rotation	 of the Earth	 itself
(relativistic	 spin — spin coupling).
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®RfC-INAL RAALM t
OF POOR QUALHY
G
REQIO SAl220
SOURCE SSTM VOL	 1,	 9-81
F.k. CONTACT/AUTHOR L.	 YOUNG,	 ARC
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SHUTTLE	 INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY 	 CSIRTF)
't ALTITUDE 350 -430	 CKM)
INCLINATION 23.5 -	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION 000.5 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1983
. SIZE 8.7 X 4.0	 dia	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS 06515	 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER 00.4	 (KW)	 (TELESCOPE	 ONLY)
PEAK	 POWER 04.0	 (KW)_
DATA	 (1/0 RATES) 0005.0	 (KSPS)
DATA	 (STORAGE	 CAP)
STABILITY 0002.0	 (ARC	 SEC)
POINTING ACC >	 1 ARC MIN
k ' MANNING
INTERFACES TORSS
m.
SERVICE/MAINT REVISIT	 EVERY YEAR	 (FOR	 10	 YEARS)
LOGISTICS CRYO COOLED	 1250# EVERY	 6 MONTHS
_ THERMAL/CNTRL COND 0.2	 (KW)
` OP=RAT	 ENVIRONE`
CONSUMASLES
TEXT SAl220.TXT
Shuttle infrared Telescope Facility	 CSIRTF) is an astronomical
telescope capable of accommodating photometric, 	 spectroscopic*
and polarimetric instruments. Helium vented	 at	 the rata of
- 0.5 g/sec.	 Avoid heat sources within 60 deg of FOV	 (90 deg for
sup).
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ORIGINAL PAGE 68
	
LMSC-D889718
OF POOR QUALITY
REQIO SAl230
SOURCE SSTM VOL 1v	 9-81
COVTACT/AUTHOR T.P.	 STECHER,	 GSFC
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT STARLAB
ALTITUDE 350-800	 CKM)
INCLINATION 20-56 DEG
ORBIT
-MISSION DURATION 120 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1984 (1989-90 LAUNCH
SIZE 5.0
	
X	 1.5	 dia	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS 03280	 CKG)
AVERAGE
	
POWER 01.4	 CKW)
PEAK POWER 01.9	 (KW)
DATA (I/0
	 RATES) 1500.0	 (K3PS)
DATA	 (STORAGE	 CAP) 01200 (!BITS)
STABILITY 0010.0	 (ARC	 SEC)
POINTING ACC >	 1 ARC MIN
MANNING a
INTERFACES TORSS
SERVICE/MAINT 2 FLIGHTS PER YEAR FOR 	 10	 YEARS
LOGISTICS L
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO 0.2	 CKW)
OPERAT
	 ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES f,
TEXT SAl230.TXT
Starlab	 is a space lab facility	 for astronomical observations	 in ,.
the	 visual
	
and ultraviolet portion of the	 spectrum.	 Im3ga motion
compensation to reach 1	 (arc	 sec)
	
pointing	 acc.	 E	 0.2	 (arc	 sac)
stability.	 Contamination problem during	 Shuttla visits.
Avoidance	 A gle :°
35 deg - Sun
15 deg - Bright Moon
5 deg - Dark Earth
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OF POOR QUALITY
REQ1D SAl240
SOURCE SSTM VOL	 1,	 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR B.G.	 DAVIS,	 MSFC
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT ADVANCED X-RAY ASTROPHYSICS FACILITY
ALTITUOE 500
	
(KM)
INCLINATION 28.5 DEG
OR3IT
MISSION DURATION 120 - 180 MONTHS a
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1984
SIZE 13	 X 1.3	 dia	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS 10000 -	 12000	 (KG)
AVERAGE	 POWER 02.0
	
(KW)
PEAK POWER
DATA	 (I/0
	 RATES) 1000.0	 (KBPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP) 01000
	
(MBITS)
STABILITY 0000.49	 (ARC SEC)
i POINTING ACC 0030.9	 (ARC	 SEC)
MANNING
INTERFACES TORSS
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO
OP"c RAT	 ENVIRON
CONSUM.ABLES
TEXT SAl240.TXT
" The Advancad X-RAY Astrophysics Facility will determine the
positions of x-ray sources,	 their Physical	 properties,	 and	 the
` processes involved in	 x-ray photon production.
f
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REQIO
	 SAl250
SOURCE	 SSTM VOL 1, 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 G. STOUFFER, GSFC
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SOLAR SOFT X-RAY TELESCOPE FACILITY
ALTITUDE	 430 (KM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 000.2 - 001.0 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE
	 1985
SIZE	 6.0 'X 1.2 dia (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	 01300 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.24 (KW)	 ^r
PEAK POWER
	 00.36 (KW)
DATA ( I/0 RATES)
DATA ( STORAGE CAP)
ST481LITY	 0000 . 21 (ARC SEC)
POINTING ACC	 0001.0 (ARC SEC)
MANNING
INTERFACES
	 TORSS
SERVICE / MAINT	 REVIST EVERY 5 - 12 MONTHS
	 ~%
LOSISTICS
THERMAL /CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES r#
TEXT	 SAl250.TXT
Solar Soft X-Ray Talescope has as its purpose fundamental
observations of the outer solar atmosphere.
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Off' POOR QUALITY
REQxD	 SAl280
SOURCE	 SSTM YOB. 19 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 D. SURD=T y , GSFC
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SOLAR INTERIOR DYNAMICS MISSION (SIOM)
ALTITUDE	 575 (KM)
INCLINATION	 28 OR 98 DEG
OR3IT
MISSION DURATION	 024 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE
	
1987
SIZE	 6.0 X 2.0 dia (M)
WEIGHT/MASS	 02600 CKG)
AV E RAGE POWER	 00.8 (KW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0 RATES)
DATA (STORAGE CAP) 02000 (MBITS)
STABILITY	 0000.41 (ARC SEC)
POINTING ACC	 0001.0 (ARC SEC)
MANNING
INTERFACES
	
TORSS
S'e2VICE/MQINT
LOSISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CON0
OPERAT ENVZRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SAl280.TXT
Solar Interior Dynamics Mission will study long-term solar
phenomena and short time —varying solar mechanisms.
F
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REQ1D
	 SA1300
SOURCE	 SSTM VOL It 9-81
CONTACT /AUTHOR	 J. ORMES, GSFC
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/PH
MISSION/ EXPERIMENT COSMIC RAY OBSERVATORY
ALTITUDE
	 400 CKM)
INCLINATION	 56 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION
	 024 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE	 1987
SIZE	 15.0 X 5 . 0 dia (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	 18000 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 02.0 CKW)
PEAK POWER
DATA ( I/O RATES) 0007 . 0 CK3PS)
DATA ( STORAGE CAP) 00500 (MBITS)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
	 > 1 ARC MIN/> 1 DEG
MANNING
INTERFACES
	 TORSS
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA1300.TXT
Cosmic Ray O5s a rvatory will study the composition and energy)
spactrum of primary cosmic rays.
LMSC-D889718
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j	 REDID	 SA1310
+1	 SOURCE	 SSTM VOL is 9-Al/SP92-MSFC-2583 * 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 R. CHAPPELL, MSFC
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/PH/GE
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SOLAR TERRESTRIAL OBSERVATORY (STO)
ALTITUDE	 400 (KM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 060 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE	 1987
SIZE	 80 X 15 X.9 (M)
WEIGHT 3MASS	 16500 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 10.6 CKM)
PEAK POWER	 20.35 CKW)
DATA CI/O RATES)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 0001.03 (ARC SEC)
POINTING ACC	 > 1 ARC MIN
MANNING
INTERFACES	 TORSS/CRBITER RMS USED.FOR RPOP DEPLOY
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA1310.TXT
Solar Terrestrial Observatory contains hardware for IT flight
exoeriments and constitutes a mission in itself. The instruments
are grouped onto two single pallets and a two-pallet train. One
of the pallets contains a pointing mount. The Chemical Release
Module CCRM), a free-flyer, will be launched separately. The
STD instrument descriptive data were compiled by Teledyne Brown
Engineering. Materials describing the STO payliads and mission
are presented as developed by Programs'Development, MSFC.
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILITES: Since STO occupies the whole Space
Platform, emissions and suseptib.ilities ar9 an internal matter.
In general STO instruments are sensitive to•H2O 9 CO2 9 and optical
IT	
contaminants effective in the IR-visibl*-UV spectral regions.
STO emits particle beams (electrons, Has and Ar) rf radiation
C1-30 kHz 0.1-30 MHzs - 140 MHz, and -400 Miz), laser light CIR-UV)*
w	 and purge gases (Xe, CH4 9 and COZ).
VIEWING REQUIRMENTS: STO instruments.have as variety of viewing
requirements to include solar, limbs limb through solar occultationt
nadirs and magnetic field pointing.
OPERATIONAL CONSIOERAT:ONS: The STO science objectives lie in the
following areas: Solar Variability, Wave-Particle Processes,
Magnatosphere-Ionsphere Mass Transports Global Electric Circuit,
Up per Atmospheric Dynamics, Middle Atmos p heric, Chemistry and
Ener9eticss.lower Atmospheric Turbidity, and Planetary Atmospheric
Waver— 'Investigations in the above-listed areas require extensive
simultaneous operation of the STO instruments.
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REND	 S A 1320
SOURCE	 SSTM VOL It 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 J.P. MURPHY. ARC
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT LARGE AMBIENT DEPLOYABLE IR TELESCOPE
ALTITUDE	 700 tKM)
INCLINATION	 '28 - 50 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 120 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE
	 1987
SIZE	 15 X 12 dia (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	 20500 ( K G)
AVERAGE POWER	 0j.0 (KW)
PEAK P OWER
DATA ( I /O RATES)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 0000.01 (ARC SEC)
POINTING ACC
	 0000.1 tARC SEC)
MANNING
INTERFACES
	
TORSS
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OP,c""RAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA1320.TXT
Large Ambient Oeployaole IR Telescope provides improved spatial
resolution and energy collecting capability for the study of
a Wide variety of astrophysical phenomena.
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OF FLOOR QUALITY
REOIO SA1340
SOURCE SSTM VOL I t	 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR J.	 GITELMAN.	 GSPC
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT X-RAY	 OBSERVATORY
ALTITUDE 400
	
(KM)
INCLINATION 28.5	 DEG
ORBIT
_ MISSION DURATION 024 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE C	 1990
SIZE
14EIGHT/MASS 03550	 CKG)
AVERAGE
	 POWER 00.9	 (KW)
PEAK POWER 02.1	 (KW)
DATA (I/0 RATES) 0014.0-0150.0
	
(KBPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP) 01000	 (MBITS)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC > 1	 ARC	 MIN
MAVNING
INTERFACES TORSS
SERVICE /MAINT
_ LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO
°- OPERAT ENVIRON
f CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA1343.TXT
X-Ray Observatory will make observations with broadband x-ray
. instruments to resolve fundamental questions in cosmology.
6+	 _
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REQIO	 SA1350
SOURCE
	
SSTM VOL I t
 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR
	
E. MERCANT 9
 GSFC
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT LARGE AREA MOOULAR ARRAY X-RAY TELESCOPE
ALTITUDE	 400 (KM)
INCLINATION	 28.5 DEG
OR3IT
MISSION DURATION	 024 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE	 C 1990
SIZE	 3 . 42 X 4 . 42 dia (:M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	
09289 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 03.0 CKW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/O RATES)
	
0125.0 CKSPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP) 00500 (MBIT5)
STABILITY	 0010.0 (ARC SC)
POINTING ACC
	 > 1 ARC MIN
MANNING
INTERFAC E S	 TORSS
SERVICE 3 MAINT
LOGISTICS	 3 YEAR GAS SUPPLY
THERMAL /CNTRL COND 0.855 CKW)
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
	 637 (KG)
TEXT	 5,11350. TXT
Large Area Modular Array of X-Ray Tolescops will conduct a full-
sky survey for x-ray sources. Vents 0 . 05 (g/hr) xenon/meth•ano
gas (90/10)
Avoidance angles;
60 dog - Sun
20 deg - Earth
{
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S
REQIO	 SA1370
SOURCE	 SSTM VOL 19 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 M. SANDER, SB-3
DERIVATION
FAMYLY	 LS
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SPACE LAB BIOLOGICAL AN00 MEDICAL EXPERIMENT
ALTITUDE	 300 CKM)
'	 INCLINATION	 28.5 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 000.2 - 001.0 MONTHS
t	 TECHNOLOGY DATE	 1980
SIZE	 15.0 X 4.5 dia (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	
14000 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 02.5 CKW)
PEAK POWER	 06.5 CKW)
DATA (I/0 RATES)
	
0064.0-169000.0 (KBPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP) 40000 (MBITS)
r
	
	 STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES	 POCC
SERVICE /MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMA L-/CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA1370.TXT	 j
x:
	
	 Spacelab Biological and Medical Experiments are to use the	 F
null gravity and altered environments of space to further the
knowledge in medicine and biology for terrestrial as well as
space needs.
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REQID SA1470
-I
SOURCE SSTM VOL 1.
	
9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR M.	 SANDER,	 SB-3
DERIVATION -
FAMILY LS
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SPACE	 SCIENCE PLATFORM
j	 ALTITUDE 400 CKM)
INCLINATION 28.5 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION 003 — 006 MONTHS EACH FOR 10
	 YEARS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1982 7
SIZE 80	 X	 30	 X	 9	 (M)
WEIGHT / MASS 60000	 (KG)
AVERAGE
	 POWER 15.0
	
(KW)
PEAK POWER 25.0	 (KW) ^}
DATA	 ( I/0 RATES)
DATA	 (STORAG E 	CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING 6 MEN
INTERFACES TORSS.
SERVICE / MAINT REVISIT	 EVERY 3-6 MONTHS
LOGISTICS
TH;:RMAL/CNTRL
	 COND
OPERAT	 ENVIRON
CONSUM,ABLES tzL
TEXT SA1470.TXT
The Space	 Science Platform is a facility for long duration
man flight experiments to increase the knowledge of the	 s p ace 'p
environment in biological processes.
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OF Poore QUAL9~
- REQIO SA1480
SOURCE SSTM VOL	 1 ' 9-81
> CONTACT/AUTHOR H.	 MANNHEIMER 9 NASA HQ
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/RO 1
MISSION/EXPERIMENT LANOSAT 0—D'
ALTITUDE 705	 (KM)
INCLINATION
OR3IT POLAR,	 SUN SYNCHRONOUS
MISSION DURATION 036 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SILE
1980
WEIGHT/MASS 01597	 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER 00.75 (KW)
IT
- PEEAK	 POWER
DATA	 (I/0	 RATES)
DATA	 (STORAGE	 CAP)
STABILITY
j POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES TURSS
SERVICE/MAINT
LQoISTICS
THERMAL /CNTRL CONO
OPERAT	 ENVZRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA1480.TXT
Landsat 0 and	 D' will provide data continuity	 of earth resources
information for worldwide uses.
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ORIGINAL PAGE 19	 LMSC—D889718	 s
OF POOR QUALITY
REQIO SA1500
SOURCE SSTM VOL 19
	
9-81 fi
CONTACT/AUTHOR T.	 FISCHETTI•
	
NASA	 HQ
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/RC
MISSION/EXPERIMENT GRAVSAT A
ALTITUDE 160 (KM)
INCLINATION
ORBIT NEAR POLAR ORBIT w
MISSION DURATION 009 MONTHS
TE CHNOLOGY DATE' 1983
SIZE 4.0	 X	 1.0	 dia	 (M)
HEIGHT/MASS 04000	 (KG)
AVERAGE	 POWER 00.15	 (KW)
PEAK	 POWER
DATA	 (I/0 RATES) sJ
DATA	 (STORAGE
	
CAP) 00100	 (M61TS)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
.w
INTERFACES TORSS,GPS
SERVICE/MAINT
LO; ISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL
	 COND
OPER.AT	 ENVIRON rp
COVSUMABLES
TEXT SA1500.TXT
Gra y sat A	 will	 map the earth's	 gravity field at wavelenths of ^Q
100-1000	 km and	 the	 :jean ocean	 surface	 topography	 at wavelenths
of 100-3040 km. n
ORIGINAL PACE C
OF POOR QUAL y
LMSC-D889718
REQID	 SA1530
SOURCE	 SSTM VOL 19 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 K.J. AND0 9 NASA HO
^	 DERIVATION?i
FAMILY	 PS/RO
MISSION/EXPERIMENT ADVANCED LAND OBSERVING SYSTEM CALOS)
ALTITUDE	 705 (KM)
INCLINATION
ORBIT	 SUN SYNCHRONOUS
MISSION DURATI3N	 060 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY OAT'c	 1984
SIZE
WEIGHT/MASS	 00315 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.31 (KW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (.I/0 RATES)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNIN G
INTERFACES
	
TORSS
SERVICE/MAINT
LOSISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
-"	 CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA1530.TXT
Advanced Land Observing System will ,provide an advanced land
remote sousing capability in the late 1990's and beyond.
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ORIGINAL PACE IS	 LMSC-D889718
^u
OF POOR QUALITY
REDID SAIS90
SOURCE SSTM VOL It	 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR R.	 ARNOLD•	 NASA Mp
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/GE
MISSION/EXPERIMENT GEOSTATIONARY OPERATIONAL ENVIRONMENT SATELLITE (GOES O,EgF)
ALTITUDE 35000	 (KM)
INCLINATION
ORBIT GEO
MISSION DURATION 084 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1980
SIZE -T
WEIGHT/MASS 00874 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER 00.33 CKW) as
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0 RATES)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT
L051STICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA1590.TXT
c The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite ornvides
atmospheric soundings continuous time and
observationso	 and space environment monitoring.r
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ORIGINAL PAGra
	
LMSC-D889718
}
	
OF POOR QUALB
RE^IrO SA1600
SOURCE SSTM VOL 1 9	9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR S.	 TILFORO,	 NASA HQ
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/GE
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SOLAR MESOSPHERE EXPLORER	 CSME)
ALTITUDE 500	 (KM)
INCLINATION 97.6 DEG
OR3IT
MISSION DURATION 012 MONTHS
r TECHNOLOGY DATE 1980
SIZE 1.1	 X	 0.9	 dia	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS 00155	 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER 00.125	 (KW)
?? PEAK	 POWER 00.16	 (KW)
DATA	 CI/O	 RATES)
DATA	 (STORAGE	 CAP) 00004	 (MBITS)
STABILITY ? 1 ARC MIN
POINTING ACC
MANNINU
INTERFACES POCC
t4 SERVICE/MAINT
' LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
I OP_RAT	 ENVIRON
s CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA1600.TXT
Solar	 Mesosphere Explorer provides a com p rahansive study of
atmospheric ozone and	 the	 processes which	 form and destroy it.
" LMSC-D889718
ORIGINAL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALITY -
REDID SA1610
SOURCE SSTM VOL 1 9
	9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR G.	 DILLER
DERIVATION
FAMILY P'S/GE
1 MISSION/EXPERIMENT EARTH RADIATION BUDGET SATELLITE
ALTITUDE 600	 (KM)
INCLINATION
'k
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION 024 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1980
SIZE
WEIGHT/MASS 02000	 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER 00.54	 CKW)
PEAK POWER
DATA	 (I/0 RATES)
DATA	 (STORAGE
	
CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVILE /MAINT
LOGISTICS G.
THERMAL /CNTRL
 
CONO
GPERAT	 ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES un	 ;
TEXT SA1510.TXT
Earth's Radiation Budget Satellite Will	 develop a	 global
	 system s
for measuring	 the components of	 the earth's	 radiation
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} 1 ORIGINAL PAGE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
REQIO SA16ZO
SOURCE SSTM VOL It	 9-81
G _ CONTACT/AUTHOR J.	 ARNOLOs
	
NASA HQ
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/GE
MISSION/EXPERIMENT NOAA AG/TIROS-N
'
ALTITUDE 830	 (KM)
INCLINATION
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION 024 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1980
b SIZE
WEIGHT/MASS 00740	 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER OD.46	 ( KW)
PEAK	 POWER
DATA	 (I/0 RATES) 2660.0	 CKSPS)
DATA	 (STORAGE	 CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
e MANNINGF
INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO
OPERAT	 ENVIRON
CONSUMAgLES
TEXT SA1620.TXT
Th3 NOAA AG/T'RCS— N program will d3velo p a third— generatio n
operational prototype satellite to be	 incor p orated into the
- operational
	 system upon depletion of ITOS
	 spacecraft.
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• ORIGINAL PAGE 19
	
LMSC-D889718OF POOR QUALITY
li
REQIO	 SA1630
SOURCE	 SSTM VOL It 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 R. McNEAL• NASA HQ
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/GE
MISSION/EXPERIMENT UPPER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH SATELLITES (UARS)
ALTITUDE	 400 CKM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 01 8 MONTHS
TE:NNOLOGY DATE	 1982
SIZE	 5.75 X 3.0 (M) PLATFORM
WEIGHT/MASS
	
02367 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER	 01.339 CKW) EACH
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0 RATES) 0013.9 CKBPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP) 00100 (MBITS)
STABILITY
►P OINTING ACC	 0035.0 (ARC SEC)
MANNING
INTERFACES
	
TORSS
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
	
CLES VENTS HYDROGEN
THER4AL /CNTRL CONO
OP_RAT ENVIRON
COYSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA1530.TXT
The Upper Atmosphere Research Satellites W ill study th•e radiationg
chemistry, and dynamics of the stratosphera, mesosphere, and
thermosphere, and the coupling betweQn these properties.
Targets: Sun, solar occulation, stars earth's limb
(45, 135 1 909C 270 deg az.imulth)
Sensitive to UV thru IR spectrum, microwave interference, and
,, ,sposition on optics.
Ys
LMSC—D889718
t
ORI^I€^f^^, ^^,^^ ^^
OF POOR QUALrry
f REQID SA1640
SOURCE SSTM VOL 1 9 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR W.	 TOWNSEND, NASA HQ
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/GE
MISSION/EXPERIMENT OCEAN CIRCULATION MISSION-TOPOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT CTOPEX)
ALTITUDE 300:CKM)R
`- INCLINATION 65 DEG'
ORSIT
MISSION DURATION 060 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1983
_
SIZE
WEIGHT/MASS 01350 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER 00.65 (KW)
PEAK POWER
DATA CI/O RATES)
DATA CSTORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
#
POINTING AC-C
{ MANNING
INTERFACESe
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICSt
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
DPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA1640.TXT
Ocean Circulation Mission--Topography Experiment (TOPEX) Will
tr;j the surface topography of the ocean. 3
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ORIGINAL PAGE 	 LMSC-D889718
OF POOR QUALITY	
A
REQIO SA1570
SOURCE SSTM VOL	 1 9
	 -81
CONTACT/AUTHOR L.	 KEAFER 9	NASA	 LRCa	
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/GE
MISSION/EXPERIMENT LOWER ATMOSPHERIC RESEARCH SATELLITE	 (LARS)
ALTITUDE 780	 (KM)
INCLINATION 60-98.2 DEG
ORBIT ^ n	 i
MISSION DURATION 036 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE
WEIGHT/MASS 01170
	 (KG) `"V
AVERAGE POWER 01.7	 CKW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0	 RATES)
DATA (STORAGE
	
CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
s :	 MANNING
E'	 INTERFACES TORSS o_
SERVIC-E/MAINT
LOGISTICS n
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMASLES
x-	 TEXT SA1570. TXT
_ The Low Altitude Research	 Satellite	 will monitor the troposphere
from space.
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ORIGINAL PAGE F,9
	 LMSC-D889718
OF POOR QUALITY,
h
p
F
4'
E	 AEQID	 SAIT00
SOURCE	 SSTM VOL 1 9 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 T. McGUNIGAL• NASA HQ
DERIVATION
®	 FAMILY	 SO/COM
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SEARCH AND RESCUE MISSION
ALTITUDE	 834 (KM)
INCLINATION	 98.8 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 012 — 024 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE	 1980
SIZE
WEIGHT/MASS
	
00850 (KG)
AVERAGE PCWER	 00.099 CKW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (1/0 RATES)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE /MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL /CNTRL
 COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA1700.TXT
Search and Rescu3 Mission providos the technical basis for
a world—wide satellite aided search and rescue system.
r^
ORiGIMAIL P'kCE IS
OF POOR QUALITY
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REND
	 SA1T30
SOURCE	 SSTM VOL 1 9 9-81
CONTACT / AUTHOR	 G. KNOUSE, NASA HQ
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 SO/COM
MISSION/EXPERIMENT MULTI — SERVICE THIN ROUTE NARROWBAND PROGRAM
ALTITUDE
	 35000 (KM)
INCLINATION
OR3IT	 G EO
MISSION DURATION	 094 — 240 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE
	 1984
SIZE	 14-55 dia (M)
WEIGHT /MASS
	 02300 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 08.0 — i0.0 CKW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0 RATES)
DATA ( STORAGE CAP)
STA3ILITY	 0015 . 5 (ARC SEC)
POINTING ACC
MAVNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL / CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA1T30.TXT
Multi — Servico Thin Route Narrowband Program will demonstrate
satellite technology and economic viability in the UHF-S band
spectrum for fixed and mobile users.
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ORIGINAL PAGE 6$
	 LMSC-D889718	 .:1
OF POOR QUALITY
REBID SA1750
r
SOURCE SSTM VOL 19	 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR M.	 McOONALO,
	
NASA HQ
DERIVATION
FAMILY SO/ST
i
MISSION / EXPERIMENT MULTIMISSION MODULAR SPACECRAFT
k ALTITUDE 500-1500	 (KM)a
INCLINATION
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION 024 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY OATS 1980
SIZE 1.7	 X 2.0	 (M)
WEIGHT / MASS 00665	 CKG)
`
AVERAGE POWER 01.2	 (KW)
PEAK POWER 02.0	 CK:1)
DATA (I / 0 RATES) 0512.0-1024.0	 (KBPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP) 00300	 (MBITS)
STABILITY
''	 ... POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES GSTDN,TORSS
SERVICE /MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO
'
IF OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA1750.TXT
Multimission Modular	 Spacecraft p rovides a standard spacecraft
e	 ^
bus that can be used for a range of missions.
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OF POOR QUALITY
LMSC-D889718 l
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REQIO	 SATT90
SOURCE	 SSTM VOL 1 9 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 E. JAMES, NASA HQ
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 SO/SE
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SPACELAB
ALTITUDE	 400 (KM)
INCLINATION
ORBIT	 LEO
MISSION DURATION	 000.2 - 001.0 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE	 1980
SIZE	 7 X 4.1 dia CM)
WEIGHT/MASS	 06200 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 04.0 CKW)
PEAK POWER	 09.0 (KW)
DATA CI/O RATES)
	
1000.0-109000.0 (KBPS)
DATA CSTORAGE CAP) 00300 - 03000 (M8ITS)
STABILITY	 r^
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE / MAIhT	 5-20 FLIGHTS P ER YEAR
LOGISTICS
THERMAL /CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
COYSUMABLES
TEXT	 S A1T90. TXT
The purpose of Spacelab is to provide ready access to space for
a broad spectrum of experimenters in many fields and from many
t nations.
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LMSC-D889718
ORIGINAL PACE Rg
OF POOR QUALITY
REDID SA1830
SOURCE SSTM VOL 19	 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR M.	 NOLAN 9	 NASA HQ
DERIVATION
FAMILY SO/SE
MISSION/EXPERIMENT POWER UTILIZATION PLATFORM ALPHA(PUP—a)
ALTITUDE 435	 (KM)
INCLINATION 28.5 or 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION 060 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1983
SIZE 120	 X	 50	 X	 25	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS 12500	 (KG)
AVERAGE	 POWER 11.0 —	 12.0	 (KW)
PEAK POWER 66.7	 (KW)
DATA (1/0	 RATES)
DATA	 (STORAGE	 CAP) 00500	 (MBITS)
STABILITY
POINTING	 ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES TORSS
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL GONG
OPERAT	 ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA1830.TXT
The Power Utilization Platform 	 Alpha will be a Shuttle—deployed
and Shuttle—tended facility #	placed	 in low earth orbit for	 an
indefinite	 times	 and	 intended to provide stabilityt 	 pointings
communications #	powers	 and thermal dis3ipation services	 to	 a
variety of	 temporarily emplaced payloads.
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ORIGINAL PAGE 19 LMSC—D889718
OF POOR QUALITY
^: a
REND SA1840
SOURCE SSTM VOL is
	
9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR W.	 SMITH,	 NASA	 HQ
DERIVATION
. FAMILY SO/SE
4 MISSION/EXPERIMENT SAT=LLITE SERVICES .REMOTE 	 FROM ORBITER
=tr
ALTITUDE 999 - 1600	 (KM)
INCLINATION 28.5 TO
	
POLAR
ORBIT LEO TO GEO
MISSION DURATION 120 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1984
SIZE 3.3
	
X	 3.2	 X	 3.4	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS 06000	 (KG) `tt
AVERAGE POWER 00.55	 CKW)
PEAK POWER
DATA	 (I/0	 RATES)
DATA	 (STORAGE	 CAP)
STABILITY > 1 ARC MIN
POINTING ACC
t€ MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO
OPERAT	 ENVIRON "'r
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA1340.TXT
The Satellite Services Remote
	 from Orbiter program will	 develop
and demonstrate satellite
	 servicing ca p ability	 at standoff
distances from the Orbiter of up to 1600 km.
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ORIGINAL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALITY LMSC-D889718
REQIO
	 SA1850
SOURCE	 SSTM VOL 1. 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 M NOLAN * MTG-3
DERIVATION
a	FAMILY	 SO/SE
i	 MISSION/EXPERIMENT SPACE STATION
ALTITUDE	 370-405 CKM)
INCLINATION
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 120 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE	 1986
SIZE	 14 (M) LENTH
WEIGHT /MASS
	
59000 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 50.0 CKW)
"	 PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0 RAZES)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
a.	 POINTING ACC
MANNING
	
4 MEN
INTERFACES
"	 SERVICE/MAIN?	 REVIST 90 DAYS
LOGISTICS
q
	
	
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OP=RAT ENVIRON
°	 CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA1850.TXT
S p ace Station is a Shuttle-serviced, permanently manned facility
in near space.
f
LMSC-D889718
ORIGINAL. PAGE 19
OF !BOOR QUALITY
REQID SA1860
SOURCE SSTM VOL
	 1 9 	9-81
C0NTACT /AUTHOR M.	 NOLANjP	MTG-3
DERIVATION
FAMILY SO/SE
MISSION/EXPERIMENT POWER UTILIZATION PLATFORM - BETA(PUP-b)
ALTITUDE 400 KM m^
INCLINATION 57 DEG
ORBIT ^z
MISSION DURATION + 120 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE 1983
SIZE
WEIGHT/MASS 13000 -	 16000	 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER 10.0 -	 25.0
	
(KW)
PEAK	 POWER
DATA (1/0 RATES) 4'
DATA	 ( STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC,
MANNING
INTERFACES TORSS
SERVICE / MAINT REVIST 6 MONTHS
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES r
TEXT SA1860.TXT
Power Utilization Platform - Beta is an evolutionary growth
version of the Powar Utilization Platform - Alpha.
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ORYMNAL PAGE 90OF POOR QUALI-N,	 LMSC-D889718
REDID
	 SA2080
SOURCE	 SSTM VOL 1 9 9-81
CONTACT /.AUTHOR	 P. SWANSON 9
 JPL
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/PH
MISSION /EXPERIMENT ORBITING INFRARED SJBMILLIMETER TELESCOPE (GIST)
ALTITUDE	 700 (KM)
INCLINATION
OR3IT
MISSION DURATION	 120 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE	 > 1990
SIZE	 10-15 dia (M)
WEIGHT / MASS
	
10090 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.5 CKW)
PEAK POWER	 01.0 CKW•,
DATA (I/0 RATES)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 0002.0 ('ARC S:C)
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
	
TORSS
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2980.TXT
The Orbiting Infrared Submillimeter Telescope can carry out a
wide range of astrophysical observations in a spectral region that
is not accessible to ground-based observatories because of the
absorption by the terrestrial atmosphere.
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ORIGINAL PAGE 19 LMSC-D$89718 _	 lOF POOR QUALITY
l
.J ti
REDID SA2090
.
SOURCE SSTM VOL 39
	 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR J.	 MURPHY•
	
ARC
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/PH
MISSION /EXPERIMENT INFRAREO INTERFEROMETER
ALTITUDE 400-700	 (KM)
INCLINATION 28-:0 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION 060 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE >	 1990
j	 SIZE 100	 X	 15	 X	 9	 (M) #
I	 WEIGHT /MASS 22500	 CKG)
AVERAGE
	 POWER 25.0	 CKW)
PEAK POWER 59.0
	
CKW)
DATA	 (I / 0	 RATES)
DATA (STORAGE CAP) 10000	 (MBITS)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES TORSS
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL /CNTRL COND
OPERAT	 ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
[,
'',wt
TEXT SA2090.TXT
The Infrarad Interferometer will make high-resolution studies Wit°
of	 galactic nuclei, protostars,	 young stellar objects, circum-	
J^
}
stellar	 shalls,	 and 'binary	 systems	 in order to elucidate the
physical
	
processes in	 galactic cores• the
	 dynamics of stellar,,
formation,	 and	 the interaction of gas and radiation in planetary
nebulae.
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LMSC-D889718
ORIGINAL PAGE R,
OF ROAR QUAI-Irl
REND	 SA2110
SOURCE	 SSTM VOL 3e 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 M. NEIN, MSFC
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT COHERENT OPTICAL SYSTEM OF MODULAR IMAGING COLLECTOR (COSMIC)
ALTITUDE	 500 (KM)
INCLINATION	 28.5 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 120 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE	 > 1990
SIZE	 12 X 4 dia CM)
WEIGHT /MASS 	 67000 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER	 25.0 (KW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0 RATES)
DATA (STORAGE CAP) 10000 (MBITS)
STABILITY	 0000.0004 CARC SEC)
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2110.TXT
Coherent Optical System of Modular Imaging Collectors (COSMIC)
will increase the capabilities of UV Optical/IR astronomy by
several orders of magnitude more than Space Telescope.
I^u	 I
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ORIGINAL PAGE 19
OF POOR QUALITY
REDID SA2120
a.
SOURCE SSTM VOL 39
	 9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR M.	 NEIN *	MSFC
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/PH 4C
MISSICN/ EXPERIMENT 100-METER THINNED APERATURE TELESCOPE
ALTITUDE 500
	
CKM)
INCLINATION 28.5 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION 120 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE >	 1990	 i
SIZE 1 00	 dia	 (M) 4u
WEIGHT / MASS 85000
	 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER 25.0	 (Kw) >x
PEAK	 POWER
DATA	 (I/D	 RATES) "b
DATA	 (STORAG E-	 CAP) 10000
	 (MBITS)
STABILITY 0000.0001	 (ARC	 SEC)
POINTING ACC oil
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVIC B/ MAINT
LOGISTICSti
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO
OP E RAT ENVIRON
C04SUMABLES ^o
TEXT SA2120.TXT
i Tha	 100 — Meter	 Thinned	 Aperture Telescope (TAT)
	
has	 its basic
objectives a 30 — fold	 increase in image resolution and
	 a 1000—fold
increase in astromatric precision over that afforded by the
Space Telescope.
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ORIGINAL. PAGE ER
i
OF POOR QUALITY,
t • REQID SA2130
SOURCE SSTM VOL 3,	 9-81
CONTACT / AUTHOR J.	 BALLANCE,	 MSFC
DERIVATION
t FAMILY PS/PH
MISSION / EXPERIMENT VERY LONG BASELINE UV/OPTICAL /IR INTERFEROMERTER
ALTITUDE 400	 CKM)
INCLINATION 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION
Y TECHNOLOGY DATE
SI ZE
F WEIGHT /MASS 01400	 (KG)
AVERAGE
	
POWER 00.9	 CKW)
k PEAK	 POWER
DATA (I/0	 RATES) 12000	 (KBPS)
DATA	 (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY > 1 ARC MIN
POINTING ACC > 1 ARC MIN
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA2130.TXT
Tha	 objectives	 of the Very Long 9asesline UV/Optical/IR Interfero-
meter have not yat been determined.
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m ORIGINAL PAW W LMSC-D889718
OF POOR QUALIV,
"v
k
s RE SID SA2140 ^7
SOURCE SSTM	 VOL
	
3,	 9-81 n 1
CONTACT /AUTHOR M.	 NEIN,	 MSFC
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/PH
MISSION / EXPERIMENT VERY LARGE	 SPACE TELESCOPE	 ( VLST)
ALTITUDE 425	 CKM)
INCLINATION 28.5	 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION 120 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY CATE >	 1990
SIZE 28.25	 X	 8.4	 dia	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS 22850	 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER 06.0	 (KW)
PEAK POWER 12.0	 (KW)
{ DATA (I / 0	 RATES)
DATA	 ( STORAGE	 CAP)
STABILITY 0000.002	 (ARC	 S=C)
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES TORSS ^.
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS Lz
THERMAL /CNTRL CONO
OP=RAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA2140.TXT
The	 Very Large S p ace Telesco p e will	 increase the sensitivity and ter
angular resolution available to UV / O p tical / IR	 astronomy by an
order of magnitude above	 the	 S p ace	 Telescope.
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^M
REBID	 SA2180
SOURCE	 SSTrM VOL 3 9 9-8i
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 W. HIBBARD, GSFC
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/aH
MISSION/EXPE.RIMENT SOFT X-RAY EXPLORER
ALTITUDE	 400 (KM)
INCLINATION	 28 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 012 MONTHS
_TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE
WEIGHT/MASS
	
01300 (KG)
AVERAGE POKIER	 00.14 (KW)
PEAK POWER
h.
	
	 DATA (I/0 RATES)
	
0002.0 CK3PS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
d POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2180.TXT
The Soft X-Ray Explorer will parform an all-sky survey in the
rf,	 soft x-ray (0.1 to 3.0 keV) spectral range.
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REDID S42190
SOURCE SSTM VOL
	
3 9	9-81
CONTACT/AUTHOR W.	 HIBBARD,	 GSFC
DERIVATION
FAMILY PS/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT GAMMA-RAY TRANSIENT EXPLORER (GTE)
ALTITUDE 450	 (KM)
INCLINATION 28.5	 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION 024 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SI ZE
WEIGHT/MASS 03000	 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER 01.5	 -	 02.0	 (KW) ^m
PEAK	 POWER
DATA ( I/0	 RATES) 010.0 ( K3PS) -B
DATA	 (STORAGE
	
CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT
LOSISTICS
THERMAL /CNTRL COND
OFERAT	 ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA2190.TXT
The Gamma - Ray	 Transient Explorer Will be used	 to study both the .^
recently discovered cosmic	 gamma - ray	 transients,	 with	 all-sky
coverage and with very accurate positional
	
and	 spectral measure-
meets,	 and
	
solar	 flare gamma-ray transients.
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LMSC-D889718
OF POOR QUAUTY
REDID	 SA2470
'	 SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC -2583
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 J. HILC`iEY, PS02, MSFC
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 LS
MISSION/EXPERIMENT LIFE SCIENCES PAYLOAD #1 (LS-1)
ALTITUDE	 400 CKM)
INCLINATION
ORBIT	 ANY /LEO
MISSION DURATION	 006 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 1.07 X 4.46 dia (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	 017TO CKG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00..62 (KW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (1/0 RATES)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACeS
	
FREON PUMP PACKAGE
SERVICE/MAINT	 90 DAY REVISIT
LOGISTICS
TH_RMAL/CNTRL COND HEAT REJECTION 0.65 CKW)
OP"c RAT ENVIRON	 LOW G
CONSUMABLES
r.	 TEXT
	
SA2470.TXT
LS-1 is a minimum configuration *
 unmanned life sciences facility.
Tha conc•apt is based on individual animal and plant containers
carried on an MPE Support Structure with associated life support
and integration hardware. Six rat containers and twelve plant
containers are included. The life support system is sized for
nominal 90 day service intervals.
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REQID SA2480
SOURCE SP92-MSFC-2583
'	 CONTACT /AUTHOR J.	 HILCHEY •
	PS02 t	MSFC
DERIVATION
_	 FAMILY LS
MISSION /EXPERIMENT LIFE
	 SCIENCES
	
PAYLOAD	 # 2 	 CLS-2)
ALTITUDE 400
	
(KM)
INCLINATION
ORBIT ANY/LEO
MISSION DURATION 006 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE 2.69	 X	 2.90	 dia	 (M) n
WEIGHT/MASS 02500	 (KG) y
AVERAGE
	 POKIER 01.1	 (KW)
PEAK	 POWER 01.1	 (KW) s;
DATA	 ( I/0 RATES) 0020 . 0	 CKSPS)
DATA	 (STORAGE
	
CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
a Y
INTERFACES FREON PUMP PACKAGE ^r
SERVICE /MAINT 90 DAY	 REVISIT
LOGISTICS ^b
TH_RMAL /GNTRL (ONO HEAT REJECTION	 1.2	 (KW)
OPERAT
	 ENVIRON LOW G
C04SUMABLES
TEXT SA2480.TXT
-,	 LS-2	 is	 a	 pressurized life	 sciences	 research	 facility	 ;which will
-	 house	 24 rats
	
and 24	 mice	 ( or	 e q uivalent).
	
It contains	 life
support	 systems • 	a cantrifuge which provides a 1-g environment
for half the
	 animals, and integration hardware.
	 Life	 support
gases	 are contained in externally
	
mounted
	 bcttles.
	 The life
R
support	 system	 is sized	 for nominal
	 90 day service interval.b
g.
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REOIO SA2490
SOURCE SP82—MSFC-2583
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION
? FAMILY PS/GE
MISSION/EXPERIMENT METEOROLOGY PAYLOAD	 t
ALTITUOE 400	 CKM)
INCLINATION 57 DEG
ORSIT
MISSION DURATION
TECHNOLOGY DATE
- SIZE 1.6	 X	 4.81 X	 2.69	 CM)
WEIGHT/MASS 01170	 CK.G)
AVERAGE POWER	 01.14 CKW)
PEAK POWER
DATA CI /O RATES)	 0014.2 CKSPS)
OATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 0006.0 (ARC SEC)
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACE'S
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO 0.74 (KW)
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2490.TXT
Tha payload contains AMTS, AMSU, and MPS with integration hardware.
The payload is carried on an MPE support structure or equivalent.
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OF POOR QUALITY	 LMSC-D889718
REOIO	 SA2500
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-2583
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/GE
MISSION/EXPERIMENT OCEAN PAYLOAD
ALTITUDE
	 400 (KM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION
TECHNOLOGY OATE
SIZE	 9.6 X 4.0 X 1.5 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	 01736 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER
	 00.965 CK'W)
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0 RATES)
	 1106.0 (K3PS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVIC"c/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND 0.355 (KW)
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2500.TXT
The payload contains the Ocean Microwave Package, Scatterometer,
Microwave Radiometer, and Color Scanner with integration hardware.
A special carrier is assumed since the payload occupies the
equivalent of more than two Spacel:ab pallets.
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RE !QID	 SA2510
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-2583
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/GE
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SPACE PLASMA PHYSICS (SPP) PAYLOAD
ALTITUDE	 300-400 CKM)
INCLINATION	 57-90 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 4.4 X 4.46 X 3.4 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS	 03183 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 02.665 CKW)
PEAK POWER	 08.885 CKW)
DATA (1/0 RATES)
	
0277.0-7000.0 CKBPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 0060.0 (ARC SEC)
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE /MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND 1.84 (KW)
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2510.TXT
Tha SPP payload contains the SEPAC, WISP, and AEPI instruments.
The integration hardware includes an active thermal control loop,
a shelf on which to mount the SEPAC electron gun, MPO arcjat, and
instruments, and a special struture for mounting the WISP dipole
antenna. The SPP payload is packaged on a SpaceLab pallet.
ORIGINAL PACE M,
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REDID	 SA2520
SOURCE	 SP82—MSFC-2583
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/GE/PH
MISSION/EXPERIMENT UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH SATELLITE CUARS)
ALTITUDE	 400 (KM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 5.8 X 3.0 X 3.9 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	 02367 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER
	 01.339 (KW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0 RATES)	 0013.9 (KOPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND 0.849 CKW)
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
	 u
TEXT	 SA2520.TXT
Payload contains OARS instrument group (HALOE, TWM, CLAES9 ISAMS,
MLS, HRDI• USSIE, and SUSIM) plus integration hardware. It is
anticipated that a s p ecial carrier strutura Would be utilized
which Would satisfy the viewing requirements of the instrument
group and o p timize utilization of the Orbiter cargo envelope.
e- a
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REQID	 SA2560
SOURCE	 SP82—MSFC-25839	 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 J.	 WELLMAN t	 JPL
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 SO/GE
MISSION/ EXPERIMENT IMAGING	 SPECTROMETER (IS) 	 PAYLOAD
ALTITUDE	 400	 (KM)^.
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
OR3IT
MISSION DURATION	 012 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE
WEIGHT / MASS	 01938	 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 02.77	 CKW)
PEAK	 POWER	 03.94	 (KW)
DATA
	
(1 / 0	 RATES)	 1000 . 0	 CKSPS)
DATA	 ( STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 0000 . 04	 (ARC	 SEC)
POINTING ACC	 0036 . 0	 (ARC	 SEC)
MANNING
INTERFAC
E
S	 TORSS
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL /CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2560.TXT
Payload contains
	
the IS instrumento	 a two axis pointing	 systemp
and other integration hardware packaged on	 a Spacelab pallet.
IS	 would l ike	 to observe the same targets	 as	 SAR.	 Six	 opera-
tion s per	 orbit	 is minimum requirement.	 More operations	 are
desirable.	 Some	 laaka g e of nitrogen possible.
Ra
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OF POOR QUALITY
REOIJ SA2570
SOURCE SP82—MSF-C-2583
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION .
FAMILY SC/SE
MISSION/EXPERIMENT ELECTROPHORESIS OPERATIONS IN SPACE (EOS)
ALTITUDE 400	 (KM)
INCLINATION
ORBIT ARTY/LEO
-f
k
MISSION DURATION 006 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE 1.22 X 4.27 dia (M)	 EACH MODULE
WEIGHT/MASS 04891	 (KG)
AVERAGE
	 POWER 03.5	 CKW)
PEAK	 POWER 03.5	 CKW)
DATA	 (I/0 RATES) 0000.001	 (K3PS)
DATA	 (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
L°MAVNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT RESUPPLY MODULES EXCHANSED EVERY 6 MONTH
LOSISTICS
THERMAL /CNTRL COND 3.5	 (KW)
OPERAT	 ENVIRON LOW G
CONSUMABLES VENTS 0.71
	 KG/DAY	 OF	 WATER
TEXT SA2570.TXT
The EOS facility comes in two modu.less
	
a production module	 and	 a .G
resupply module. The production module remains on orbit While as
resupply modules are exchanged every 6 months.
	
The current
	 EOS
concept requires an interloop	 heat	 exchanger (froon-;eater) 	 and
other integration hardware to
	
adapt to the	 S p ace Platform.	 EOS
provides its own carrier structure.}
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ORIGINAL PAGE 
151'OF POOR QUALITY	 LMSC-D889718
„ REQIO SA2580
SOURCE Sa82—.MSFC-2583
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION
FAMILY SO/SE
Y
MISSION/ EXPER MENT MAT E RIALS	 EXPERIMENT ASSEMBLY	 CMEA)
ALTITUDE 400
	
CKM)
INCLINATION
ORBIT ANY/LEO
MISSION DURATION 005 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE
' SIZE 1.2	 X	 4.2	 dia	 (M)
WEIGHT / MASS 02315	 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER 05.0	 CKW)
PEAK	 POWER
DATA	 (I/D
	 RATES) 0000.6-0006.0
	 (KBaS)
DATA	 ( STORAGE
	
CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES RAU/FfMOM /HRM/POI
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL /CNTRL CONO
OPERAT ENVIRON LOW G
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA2580. TXT
The	 facility conducts a	 series of materials	 processing cycles in
series.	 Cycler	 durations run	 from	 3 to	 30	 :g ays.	 Continuous
e operation desired within each cycle but ;creak
	 points would exist
between cycles.
	
M EA vents small amounts of air 	 (4.06 kg).	 helium
(0.08
	
kg),	 anti	 argon (0.13 kg)
	
during the	 150	 day op?rating
duration.
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REQIO	 SA2590
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-2583
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 R. WILSON 9
 JPL
DERIVATION	 SA1310
FAMILY	 PS/PH/I
MISSION/EXPERIMENT ACTIVE CAVITY RADIOMETER CACR)
ALTITUDE	 120 - 500 CKM)
INCLINATION
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 0.299 X 0.229 X 0.337 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	 00020 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.010 (KW)
PEAK POWER
	 00.013 (K'W)
DATA (I /0 RATES)
	
0000 . 217 (KBPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
	 > 1 ARC MIN/> 1 DEG
MANNING
INTERFACES
	
RAU/FMOM
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS	 TEMP. LIMITS 283-343 DEG (K)
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO 00.010 CKW)
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2590.TXT
ACR is an electrically self calibrating, cavity detector pyrhelio-
meter capable of defining the absolute radiation scale with an
accuracy better than 0.2%. It measures solar irradiance from far
ultraviolet through far infrared. ACR contains three identical
detectors which are used simultaneously. Continuous opera-tion is
desired when the sun is available.
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REDID	 SA2600
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC -2583
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 G. 3RUECKNER 9 NRL
DERIVATION	 SA1310/SA2520
FAMILY	 FS/PH/I
MISSION/EXP'ERIMENT SOLAR CUV) SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE MONITOR (SUSIM)
ALTITUDE	 400 CRM)
INCLINATIO14	 28.5 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 0.86 X 0.77 X 0.28 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS	 0083.7 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.123 CKW)
PEAK POWER	 00.153 CKW)
DATA CI/3 RATES)	 0000.53 (KBPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 > 1 ARC MIN
POINTING ACC	 > 1 ARC MIN
MANNING
INTERFACES
	
RAU/FMDM
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS	 TEMP. LIMITS 288-253 DEG (K)
THERMAL/CNTRL
 (CND 0.153 CKW)
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 S.A2600. TXT
SUSIM measures the far ultraviolet Plus spectrum from the entire
sun in the wavalengh range 120-400 nm, with a resolution of 0.1 nm.
Tha goals are to irprove the accuracy of absolute solar fluxes and
to study both long (solar cycle - 11 years) term and short term
(minutes) variation of the solar flux. Two modes of operation are
used, continuously monitoring fixed wavelengths and continuously
scanning the spectrum. Calibration using the deuterium lamp Will
be performed once per day (25 minutes). Alignment verification
(ste p scan) will be performed as needed (40 minutes).
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REQID	 SA2610
SOURCE	 USER CONTACTS
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/GE
MISSION/ EXPERIMENT OCEANOGRAPHIC OBSERVATORY
ALTITUDE	 400 (KM)
INCLIN;TION	 65 DEG
ORBIT	 300 (KM) AT 28.5 DEG * MARGINALLY USEFUL
MISSION DURATION	 10 YEARS USEFUL OPERATION
TECHNOLOGY DATE
	
1985
SIZE
	
9.2 X 4.3 dia (M)
WEIGHT/MASS	 14000 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER
	
01.5 (KW)
PEAK POWER
	
05.0 (KW)
DATA (1/0 RATES)	 1000.0 (K.SPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP) 20000.0 - 40000.0 ( MBITS)
STABILITY 0001.3	 (ARC	 SEC)
POINTING ACC 0000.2	 (ARC	 SEC)
MANNING 2 MEN (MINIMUM)
INTERFACES TORSS
SERVICE/MAINT 6	 MONTHS
	
CRE-CREW)
LOGISTICS EVA
THERMAL/CNTRL COND 0.5 -	 1.5	 (KW)	 HEAT	 DISSIPATION
OPERAT ENVIRON LOW - G
CONSUMABLES NO	 INSTRUMENTATION	 PECULIAR NEEDS
TEXT SA2510.TXT
The OCEANOGRAPHIC OBSERVATORY payload contains the SAR, altimeter,
Scatteroneter, singla channel Microwave Radiomater, and SSMI Microwave
Imager. The sensors will operate over the completa wavelenth
spectrum. The need for an experimental laboratory in space in which
multi-sensor systems can be developed and correlated with observations
from space to expand existing ca p abilities and to expand our
understanding of the data has bean recognized. Long duration flights
(30 - 60 days minimum) are re q uired to accom p lish this objective,
since the long-time behavior of dynamic ocean phanoma is of prime
interest. Initial requirements are for the experimenter to control
the pointing of or control the duty cycles of the instruments. A
desirable capability is to be able to change out or re-configure
equipmant on-orbit.
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REQID
	 SA2620
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-25839 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 A. LOOMIS, JPL
DERIVATION
FAMILY	 PS/GE
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SYNTHETIC APERATURE RADAR (SAR)
ALTITUDE	 •400 (KM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 4.1'X 2.6 X 0.5 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	 01876 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 06.0 (KW)
PEAK POWER	 06.5 (KW)
DATA (I/0 RATES)
	 120000 CKSPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP) T30
STABILITY	 > 1 ARC MIN
POINTING ACC
	 > 1 ARC MIN/> 1 DEG
MANNING
INTERFACES
	 FMOM
SERVICE/MAINT
	 NO LIMITING FACTORS IDENTIFIED
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND 5.4 (KW)
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2520.TXT
Payload contains the SAR instrument p lus integration hardware and a
Spacelab p allet. The SAR antenna folds for launch/return and deploys
on orbit for operation. The antenna would mount lanthwise or
crosswise to the carrier as necessary to achieve orientation parallel
to the velocity vector during operation.
TARGET DESCRIPTION: The entire earth's surface is potantial target.
Complete coverage of land masses for mapping is an early objective.
Agricultural studies prefer re p etitive observations on time scales of
weeks, typically. Ocean and ice studies prefer repetitive
observations on short time scales.
Six o p erations per day minimum. Cne operation per orbit of 15-20
minute duration during pass over specified target areas. More
operations are desirable. Altitude must be known to set transmittati
power and trans- mission/reception timing. Operating sequence change
required if altitude changes by "35 km. Orbit should be circular \to
+-4 km. The SAR requires a clear field of view 6 X 60 degrees.
The SAR radiates high power, pulsed radio fre q uency energy at 1.2 and
5.3 or 9.6 GHz. Bandwidth is `20 MHz at each band. It is susceptible
to radio frequency .interference.
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REQIO	 SA2630
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-25839 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION	 SA2490
FAMILY	 PS/GE/I
MISSION/ EXPERIMENT ADVANCED MICROWAVE SOUNDING UNIT (AMSU)
ALTITUOE	 400 (KM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
OR3LT
MISSION DURATION	 NO LIMIT
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 0.5 X 1.6 X 0.6 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	
00080 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.17 (KW)
PEAK POWER
DATA ( I/0 RATES)	 0003.6 (K3PS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 > 1 ARC MIN
POINTING ACC	 > 1 ARC MIN
MANNING
INTERFACES
	
RAU/FMOM
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/ CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
	
a
TEXT	 SA2630.TXT
The AMSU is a 20 channel microwave radiometer which measures the
vertical profile of atmospheric temperature and moisture for input to
numerical weather pradiction modals. It will also measure
precipitation distri- bution and intensity. Ground resolution is 50
km for channals 1-15 and 15 km for channels 16-20.
EMISSIONS/SUSC:PTI3ILITIES: Susce p tible to microwave radiation at the
observing frequencies. Water vapor and oxygen lines are used for 	 .,: 6 I
several channels.
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Requires global coverage at least twice
daily. The instrument scans +-50 deg cross track with an 8 sec scan 	
Y
period.	 ^f
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REQID	 SA2640
SOURCE	 SPSZ-MSFC--25831 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION	 SA2490
FAMILY	 PS/GE/I
MISSION/EXPERIMcNT ADVANCED MOISTURE AND TEMPERATURE SOUNDER (AMTS)
ALTITUDE	 400 CKM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 NO LIMIT
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 1.0	 X	 1.4	 X	 0.8 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	 00300	 (KG)
AVERAGE
	
POWER	 00.15	 (KW)
PEAK POWER
DATA	 (I/0	 RATES)
	
0003.0
	
(KBPS)
DATA	 (STORAGE	 CAP)
STABILITY	 > 1
	
ARC
	 MIN
POINTING ACC	 >	 1	 ARC
	 MIN
MANNING
INTERFACES	 RAU/FMOM
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
g THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OP=RAT
	
ENVIRON
CONSUMASLES
TEXT	 S42640.TXT
The AMTS is a 28 channel infrared spectrometer which measures vertical
w profils	 of	 atmospheric	 temperature and moisture for input	 to numerical
weather pradiction models.
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILITIES:	 Susceptible to omission,	 absorption or
scat- tering of infrared radiation in	 the field
	
of view and
	
to
k condensation on	 optical
	
surfaces.
OPERATIONAL
	
REQUIREMENTS:	 Requires global	 ccverage at	 least twice
daily.
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REQIO	 SA2650
SOURCE	 SP82—,MSFC-25839	 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION	 SA2490 `}
FA4ILY	 PS/GE/I
MISSION /EXPERIMENT' MICROWAVE 	 PRESSURE	 SOUNDER	 CMPS)
ALTITUDE	 400	 (KM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG +
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 NO LIMIT
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 1.5	 X	 0.6	 X	 0.5	 (M) d
WEIGHT/MASS
	 00050 CKG)
AVERAGE	 POWER	 00.42	 (KW) —
PEAK POWER
DATA	 ( I/0	 RATES)	 0007 . 6	 CKBPS)
DATA	 ( STORAGE
	
CAP)
STABILITY	 >	 1	 ARC MIN
POINTING ACC	 > 1 ARC MIN
MANNING
- INTERFACES	 RAU/FMOM
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL /CNTRL 'ONO
OPERAT	 ENVIRON
- CONSUMABLES a
TEXT	 SA2650.TXT
The MPS is an	 active microwave sensor using up to 6 channels to
measure	 surface (sea level)	 pressure of	 the	 atmosphere for	 input to
numerical
	
weather	 prediction models.
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTI3ILITIES: 	 MPS	 radiates microwave rf energy.	 It	 is
susceptible	 to microwave intarferenca 	 at the operating frequencies.
OPERATIONAL
	
RE•^UIR "cMENTS:	 Global	 coverage	 desirable	 but not mandatory.
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RE^IO	 SA2660
SOURCE	 SP8Z-MSFC--25839
	 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION
	 SA2500/SA2610
FAMILY	 PS/GE/I
MISSION/_X XPERIMENT COLOR SCANNER
ALTITUDE
	
400	 (KM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
OR3IT
MISSICN DURATION
	 NO LIMIT
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 0.56	 X	 O.a6	 X 0.41	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS	 00050	 (KG)
AV E RAGE
	 PO4ER	 00.085	 (KW)
PE;K POWER
DATA	 (I/;	 RATES)	 1080.0	 (K3PS)
DATA	 (STORAGE
	 CAP)
STABILITY	 >	 1	 ARC MIN
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES	 RAU/FMDM/HRM/PDI
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
C04SUMABLES
TE XT	 SA2660.TXT
The Color	 Scanner	 is a nine channely
	 scanning radiometer operating in
the visible and
	 infrared portion of the
	 spactrum.	 It	 measures	 the
ocean colorg	 from -which chlorophyll concentrationg
	 and
	 thereby
phytoplankton	 abundance can be inferred.
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILITI-E S:	 Susceptible	 to	 absorption *	emission or
scat-	 tering in the	 Visible	 and	 infrared.
OPERATIONAL RE.ZUIREMENTS:
	 09sirable to
	 operate continuously over
I ocean when sun	 angle is	 acceptable.	 Sun	 angle	 must be
	 within	 +-30pl:
degrees
	 of	 nadir.
SPECIAL
	 CONSIDERATIONS:
	 Requires clear
	 field	 of	 view +- 40	 degrees
from nacire	 crosstrack.	 Space	 visw
	 required	 for calibration.
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REaID
	 SA2670
SOURCE	 SP82—MSFC-25839 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION	 SA2.500/SA2610
FAMILY	 PS/GE/I
MISSION/EXPERIMENT MICROWAVE R.AOICMETER
ALTITUDE	 400 (KM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 NO LIMIT
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 0.153 X 0.495 X 0.204 6 0.8 (M) ANT.
WEIGHT/MASS
	 00055 ( K G)
AVERAGE POKIER	 0<0.065 CKW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (110 RATES)
	 0002.0 (KSPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC	 > 1 ARC MIN
MANNING
INTERFACES
	
RAU/FM0M/HRM/PDI
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2670.TXT
The Microwave Radiometer is a passive, 5 channels scanning radiometer
Which measures the sea surface temperature, atmospheric Water vapor,
and ice cover.
EMISSIONS/SUSC - PT13ILITIES: Susceptible to microwave radiation at the
operating Frequencies.
OPERATIONAL RFOUSREMENTS: The antenna bo rasight must be pointed
approx— imately 40 degrees forward of aft of nadir, and a clear field
of view is required 25 deg cross track. Continuous operation over
ocean is des — irable both day and night.
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REGI'D	 SA2680
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-25839 3-82
CONTACT / AUTHOR
DERIVATION	 SA2500 / SA2610
FAMILY	 PS/GE/I
MISSION / EXPERIMENT OCEAN MICROWAVE PACKAGE
ALTITUDE
	
400 (KM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 NO LIMIT
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 SEE SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
WEIGHT/MASS
	
00200 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.2 (KW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (I /0 RATES)
	
0020 . 0 (KBPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC	 > 1 ARC MIN
MANNING
INTERFACES
	
RAU/FMOM / HRM/POI
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/ CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2680.TXT
The Ocean Microwave Package contains two active instruments, the
Multibeam Altimeter (MA) and the Directional Wave Spectrometer (DWS).
MA uses two antennas to interferometrically generate multiple radar
beams either side of nadir. OWS scans a 10 deg half angle cone around
nadir.
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILITIES: The instruments radiate and are
susceptible to rf energy at 13 . 7 G'Oz.
OPERATIONAL RE;UIREMENTS: Continuous operation is desirable over
oceans, day or night. Clear field of view is required 110 deg around
nadir.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
2 - 1
	
m diamater antennas separated by 11	 m during operation
1	 -	 3	 m diameter conically scanning antenna
1- 2 m diameter x	 0.8 m nadir viewing	 antenna
1	 -	 0.51 x	 0.34	 x 0.25	 m box
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REQID 542690
SOURCE SP82-MSFC-2583,	 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION SA2500/SA2610
FAMILY PS/GE/1
MISSION/EXPERI,MENT SCATT'EROMETER
ALTITUDE 400	 (KM)
INCLINATION 57 DEG
"§ORBIT i
MISSION DURATION NO LIMIT
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE SEE	 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS u
WEIGHT/MASS 00160	 CKG)
AVERAGE
	
POWER 00.215	 CKW)
PEAK POWER
DATA	 (I/0	 RATES) 0004.0	 (K3PS)
DATA	 (STORAGE	 CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC >	 1	 ARC	 MIN
MANNING
INTERFACES RAU/FMOM/HRM/PDT 7f
SERVICE/MAINT !
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO
OPERAT
	
ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA2690.TXT
The Scatteromater is a multi p le beam radar which measures	 grind	 speed
and direction over a wide	 swath	 either side of nadir.
EMISS20NS/SUSCEPTIBILITIES: The Scatteromater radiates	 and is
susceptible to	 14 . 5 GHz radiation.
^b
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Desirable	 to operate continuously over
ocean	 both day	 and n?ght.	 Clear	 field	 of	 view required approximately
45 degrees either side of	 nadi .b
SPECIAL
	
CONSID=RATIONS:
Re quires auxillary rain	 detection.}`
Six	 antennas-3.1	 x 0.099	 x	 0.15	 r
one box-1.15 x 0.55 x 0.31 m
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SEPAC is scheduled for SPACELAB - 1 flight..
REDID	 SA2700
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-2533, 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 R. ISE9 MSFC
DERIVATION	 SA2510/SA1310
FAMILY	 PS/GE/I
MISSION/ EXPERIMENT ATMOSPERiC PHOTOMET R IC IMAGING (A;-:Pi)
ALTITUDE
	
250 CKM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 NO LIMIT
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 1.4 X 0.47 X 1.4 (M)
WEIGHT /MASS
	
00174 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.34 (KW)
PEAK POWER	 00.56 (KW)
DATA (I/0 RATES)	 0277.0 (KSPS)
DATA ( STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 > 1 ARC MIN
PO.NTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES	 RAU/FMDM/VIDEO
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND 00.34 (KW)
DPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2700.TXT
AcPI consists of a dual channel, low light level video system mounted
on a staoilized two-axis gimbal systems with associated optics and
data hand- ling electronics. The mount is a Modified Apollo Star
Tracker ( MAST).
AEPI observes the ground footprint of the SEPAC charged particle beam,
the SEPAC beam as it exists the accelerator, and natural auroras.
Most oiler- ations will ba coordinated with SEPAC, although the
possibility exists of independent observations of natural auroras at
high latitude, and observa- Lions of tarminator and magnetic equator
crossings.
The observations are photometric video images of natural and induced
atro- spheric emission, and of the beams produced by SEPAC.
Observations of natural emission are performed in the auroral zones.
	 -
Coordination with SEPAC i s raquired for observations of induced
emission. A typical obser- vation will last 10-15 minutes. Operation
scheduling for induced emission is a function of geomagnetic
coordinates.
ORIGINAL PACE 'S
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REBID	 SA2710
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-25839 3-82
CONTACT/AUTMOR	 B. ROBERTS9 MSFC
DERIVATION	 SA2510/SA1310
FAMILY	 PS/GE/I
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SPACE EXPERIMENTS WITH PARTICLE ACCELATORS CSEPAC)
ALTITUDE	 250 CKM)
INCLINATION	 57-90 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 O.TS X 0.56 X 1.75 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	
00637 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.10 CKW)
PEAK POWER	 00.30 (KW)
DATA (I/0 RATES)
	
0512.0 (KBPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 > 1 ARC MIN/> 1 DEG
POINTING ACC	 > 1 ARC MIN/> 1 DEG
MANNING
INTERFACES	 RAU/FMOM/VIDEO/WIDEBAND ANALOG
SERVICE/MAINT	 FLIGHT DURATION LIMITED BY GAS SUPPLY
LOGISTICS	 GAS RESUPPLY
THERMAL/CNTRL COND 0.5 CKW) PASSIVE-1.75 CKW) BEAM FIRING
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMASLES	 20 CKG) Ho 9 Ar 9 N2 or Xa
TEXT	 5A2710.TXT
SEPAC as an active instruments generates a disturbance in the vicinity
of the spacecraft and observes the interaction of the emitted beam
With the space plasma and atmosphere. O perations will be driven by
geomagnetic field pointing geographic locationss and lighting
requirements. Emphasis on UV-Vis-IR mea- surments/observations
creates proference/requirement for dark side operation. Opportunities
vary with tim•/position in orbit but are predictable. E-beam/ plasma
gun firing C - 5 min.) would occur 3-4 times par orbit mostly on the
dark side. Intensive operation -1 woek/month would be satisfactory.
Coordination with ground sites Within 150 km of ground track is of
sow* interest for optical and radio observations. MPO/NGP provides
charge neutralization for most FO's using the EGA. 	 -
Primary investigation areas on SL-1 are: (1) Vehicle neutralization,
C2) Seam plasma physics * and (3) Seam atmosphere interaction. In-beam
Cgun-mounted) measurements include beam currents electron density and
tesperatures and electric graves. Other measurements from the
spacecraft include return currents vehicle charges plasma density and
temperatures electric and magnetic wavess video observations * and
photometric measurments. Emphasis is on UV-Vis-IR
measurements/observations.
TARGET DESCRIPTION: Look directions are established with respect to
the goo- magnetic field vector. tones of interest includ*:
Auroral/high riagnotic latitude (M.L. >60 dsg)s high and middle
latitude (lat. > 30 deg)t equatorial zone (M.L. <.+- 2 deg)• South
Atlantic Anomaly (long. = 30 deg S +- 15 dogs lat. s 40 deg W ♦-30
deg) * and ground radar sites.
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Night operation desired (where sun is > 30 deg
below the horizon on the ground) for,those functional objectives
relying on optical observations. Electron gun cathode is sensitive to
029 H2Oe and micron size particles.
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REQIO	 SA2720
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC -25839 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 D. REASONER, MSFC
DERIVATION	 SA2510/SA1310
FAMILY	 P,S/GE/I
MISSION/EXPERIMENT WAVES IN SPACE PLASMAS (WISP)	 ti
ALTITUDE
	
325 -500 (KM)
'f	 INCLINATION	 50-90 DEG "90 DEG PREFERRED
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 NO LIMIT
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 2.42 X 0.60 X 1.27 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS	 00732 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 01.0 (KW)
PEAK POWER	 07.0 (KW)
DATA (I/0 RATES)
	
7000.3 (KBPS)'
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 > 1 ARC MIN /> 1 DEG
}i	 POINTING ACC	 > 1 ARC MIN /> 1 DEGy
MAYNING
INTERFACES
	
RAU /FMOM
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL /CNTRL
 
CONO 01.0 CKW)
OPERAT ENVIRON
11,	 COVSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2720.TXT
WISP is facility for performing active (power radiating) radio
:t	
frequency experiments. The major assemblies are the VLF Subsystem
(VLFSS)f HF Subsystem CH.FSS)s Oipole Antenna Subsystem (OASS), and the
Comman Operating Research Equipment (CORE) assembly. VLFSS is a
transmitter operating in the 1-30 kHz range. HFSS is a transmitter
and receiver operating in the 100 kHz th 30 MHz range. OASS radiates
outputs of the VLF and HF transmitters and receives the returned HF
F	 signals. CORE controls antenna extension/retraction, generates the
VLF waveforms, and reformats returned HF signals for video display.
The OASS mounting structure is treated as a GFE item. DASS mounting
must provide high voltaga/high frequency isolation. Cables from the
HF and VLF transmitters carry high voltages (500-6500 V).
Major Oe p loyable Elements/Internal Moving Parts: Antenna elements
extend to 150 meters each in operating configuration. Tip-to-tip
Y	
extension is 300 m. Antennas fit inside the triangular support
elements when retracted. Spacelab WISP antenna elements extend to
50 m for 100 m tip-to-tip length. Cycle life is -50 cycles.
Extension/retraction takes -4 min each direction. 100 m element
length is considerad achievable but costly.
Target Description: Magnetic field pointing. Field model provides
field direction with 1-2 deg. uncertainty. Pointing error bands for
most FO's are +-5-10 deg. Coordination with ground based receivers
desired. See Notes for list. Scheduled for Spacelab-6.
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REQID
	 SA2730
SOURCE	 SP82—MSFC-25839 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 A.E. ROCHE, LMSC
DERIVATION	 SA2520
FAMILY	 PS/GE/PH/I
MISSION/EXPERIMENT CRYOGENIC LIMB ARRAY ETALON SPECTROMETER (CLAES)
ALTITUDE
	 400 (KM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 018 MONTHS
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 2.6 X 1.2 dia (M)
WEIGHT/MASS	 00450 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.02 (KW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0 RATES)
DATA (STORAGE CAP.)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
	
RAU/FMOM
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS	 18 MONTH HYDROGEN SUPPLY
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO PASSIVE (CRYOGENIC)
uPERAT ENVIRGNCOCLEO TO 10 DEG (K)
CONSUMABLES	 20 (K•;) (SOLIO HYDROGEN)
TEXT	 SA2730.TXT
CLAES is a cryogenically cooled (solid hydrogen) infrared spectrometer
sensitive over 3.5-12 um range with 0.25 cm-1 resolution. Uses tilt —
scanned aalid etalons and 5locking filters. The entire instrument is
cooled, with the focal plane cooled to 10 K. Measures thermal limb
emission. S p ecific interest in ozone destructive N and Cl families
CN20 9
 NO, NO2, HNO39 CF2C12, CFC13, HC1 9
 CIO, and C1NO2), selected
minor minor constituents (03 9
 H2O, CH4 9 and CG2), and temperature.
One side via-wing.
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILIT ES: Sensitive to emission, adsorption, or
scattering in the 3.5-12 um range. .Deposition on optics degrades
accuracy.
OPERATIONAL .REQUIREMENTS: Global synoptic coverage desired. Operates
both day and night. Limb scan is from 10-90 km altitude with a 90
second scan period.
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REQIJ SA2740
SOURCE SP82-MSFC-25839 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR J.	 RUSSELL,	 LaRC
DERIVATION SA2520
FAMILY, P S/GE/PH/ I
MISSION/EXPERIMENT HALOGEN OCCULTATION EXPERIMENT (HALED)
ALTITUDE 550	 (KM)
INCLINATION 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION 024 MONTHS	 (MINIMUM)
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE 0.70	 X	 0.76	 X	 0.82	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS 00096	 CKG)
AVERAGE	 POWER 00.078	 CKW)
PEAK	 POWER 00.096	 (KW)
DATA	 (I/0	 RATES) 0004.0	 CKBPS)
DATA	 (STORAGE	 CAP)
STABILITY > 1 ARC MIN /> 1 DEG
POINTING ACC > 1	 ARC MIN/> 1	 DEG
MANNING
INTERFACES RAU/FMOM/SHUTTLE
SERVICE/+MAINT
LOoISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND 0.078	 (KW)
OPERAT	 ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA2740.TXT
HALO_ is an instrumentation concept develo p ed	 for NIMBUS-G under the
MAPS program.	 It has been	 selected for flight on the Earth Radiation
Budget and U pper Atmosphere Research Satellites. No modifications have
bean identified for Space Platform flight.
HALOS measures the concentration of 9 atmospheric gases by gas filter
correlation radiometry during solar occultation. Clear sun calibration
observations are also required. Observations are desired at every
sunrise and sunset. Observations are p erformed while the sunline is
10-60 km altitude at the tangent point. Clear sun observations require
the sunlina >150 km altitude at the tangent point. Typical observation
duration is 7 minutes but varies with occultation position. Latitude/
longitude coverage of the tangent point is needed over as wide a range
as possible.
HALO= includes a two-axis gimbal with an azimuth range of +-180 deg.
and elevation range of -9 deg to +26 deg. Glint free field of view
.-	 required 30X30 degrees around sensor field of view. Sun sensor FOV
'	 is 20X20 degrees.
STS Interfaces: HALOE is launched with the isolation mount unlocked,
7	 but the mount must be locked for landing. Since the mount locks when
the gimbal is rotated• STS power must be available during launch to
lock the mount in the event of an abort.
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REDIO	 SA2750
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-25839 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 P. HAYS, UNIV. MICH.
DERIVATION	 SA2520/SA1310
FAMILY	 PS/GE/PH/I
MISSION/EXPERIMENT HIGH RESOLUTION DOPPLER IMAGER (HROI)
ALTITUDE	 400 CKM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 NO LIMIT
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 1.8 X 0.3 dia (M) "TELESCOPE"
WEIGHT/MASS	 00OT6 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.082 CKW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0 RATES)
	 0004.0 CKSPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC	 > 1 ARC MIN/> 1 DEG
MANNING
IN T ERFACES
	
RAU/FMOM
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO PASSIVE
OPERAT ENVIRON	 DAYLIGHT ONLY
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2750.TXT
HROI is an imaging triple stalon Febry-Perot interferometer fed by a
two axis gimbaled telescope. It observes adsorption features of 02
and bands in the scattered light in the 10-50 km attitude range and
atmospheric emission features in the 60-300 km attitude range.
Velocity broadening and doppler-shift measured. Both—side viewing
desired. Desired wind measurement accuracy is 5 m/sec.
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTI3ILITIES: Sensitive to amission or adsorption in
lines measured, and to deposition on optics.	 k
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OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: HROI operates in daylight only.
Observations are mace of the earth's limb at azimuth angles of
135 degrees with respact to the velocity vactor. Measurement
wind component requires on-9 scan ( 20 sec), one side viewing.
Measurement of two wind components requires two scans spaced 1
seconds aparty one side viewing.
45 and
of one
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REQIO	 SA2760
SOURCE	 SPSZ-MSFC-25839 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 F. TAYLOR, OXFORD UNIV.
DERIVATION	 SA2520
FAMILY	 PS/GE/PH/I
MISSION/EXPERIMENT IMPROVED STRATOSPHERIC E MESOSPHERIC SOUNDER (ISAMS)
ALTITUDE	 400 (KM)
	
T	
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 T80
	
{ y	 TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 1.04 X 0.94 X 0.83 (M)_
WEIGHT/MASS
	 00085 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.125 (KW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/3 RATES)
	 0000.6 (KSPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
	
3!7-	 INTERFACE
	
RAU/FMDM
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND PASSIVE, (CC COOLED)
OPERAT ENVIRON	 CLOSEO CYCLE COOLED TO . 70 DEG (K)
CONSUMA5LES
TEXT	 SA2760.TXT
ISAMS is a limb scanning, infrared• gas correlation radiometer. Three
4 =, of the detectors will be cooled to 70 K using closed cycle coolers.
Specific sensitivity to 002 9 H209 CO 9
 NO9 N20 1 and CH4. Measures
thermal emission and resonance fluorescence of solar radiation.
Instrument views cross track in both directions.
N„
EMISSIONS /SUSCEPTIBILITIES: Gaseous contamination by species
measurad9 or deposition on optics degrades accuracy.
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Global coverage desired. Day and night
operation. Scans limb from 15 to 60 km altitude with scan period of
	
e	 36 seconds. One side views limb, other side simultaneously views
space for calibration.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: Attitude knowledge to 0.0003 degrees desired
to support a secondary objective (%eopotential height measurement).
To have all raw data transmitted to Oxford within 24 hours.
a
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REQIO	 SA2770
SOURCE	 SD82—MSFC-25839	 3-82 ^~
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 J.	 WATERS,	 JPL
DERIVATION	 SA2520
FAMILY	 PS/GE/PH/I
a a
MISSION/EXPERIMENT MICROWAVE LIMB	 SOUNDER	 CMLS)
ALTITUDE	 400	 (KM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 NO LIMIT F
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 2.9	 X	 1.8	 X	 2.1	 (M) u.
WEIGHT/MASS	 00234 CKG)
AVERAGE
	 POKIER	 00.47	 CKW)
PEAK	 POWER
DATA	 (I/0	 RATES)	 0004.1	 (K8PS)
DATA	 (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC	 0036.0	 CARC	 SEC) va
MANNING
INTERFACES	 RAU/FMOM
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
n
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO ACTIVE HEAT REJECTION
OPERAT	 ENVIRON
CONSUMA8LES
TEXT	 SA2770.TXT
The
	
instrument consists of a multi —frequency microwave radiometer
operating	 at	 639	 119.	 183.
	
205 9	and	 231 GHz.	 Specific	 interest	 is	 in
thermal
	 limb emission of	 039	 CIO,
	
H2O29	 029	 CO,	 and H2O to measu^s
concentration #	magnetic	 fiald,	 wind,	 temperature,	 and pressure.	 One
side	 vie ing "
ma
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILITIES:
	
Sensitive to microwave interference in
observing	 bands. "u
OPEERATIONAL
	 REOU REMENTS:
	 Scans limb vertically
	
from 15
	 to 100 km
tr
altitude.	 Scan period =	 80	 seconds.	 Operates	 both day and night.
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REQIO	 SA2780
!	 SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-25839 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 G.THUILLI'ER, SERV. d'AERO. du CNRS
DERIVATION	 542520
FAMILY	 PS/GE/PM/I
MISSION/EXPERIMENT TEM o AND WINO MEASUREMENTS IN T-1E MESOSPM -ERE t LONER THERMOSPHERE CTMM)
ALTITUDE '	 400 CKM)
INCLINATION	 57 DEG
ORBIT
MISSION OURATION	 NO LIMIT
TECHNOLOGY OATS
^U3	 SIZE	 0.87 X 0.80 X 0.44 CM)
HEIGHT/MASS
	
00055 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.047 CKW)
s	 PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0 RATES)
	
0001.1 CK3PS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES'
	
RAU/FMOM
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND PASSIVE
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2780.TXT
The instrument is a Wide angle Michelson interferometer fad by a
Cassegrain telesco p e. Altitids scan performed by tilting a plane
mirror. One side viewing selected natural emission lines are used to
measure rind and tamoerature in high mesos phere and low thermosphere
C5577 A-OC1S), 6300 A-OC1D), 7319 A-O*, and 7278 A, 7371 A-OH).
Measurement objective is to derive the eddy diffusion coefficient.
Desired measurement accuracies are +-3K in temperature and •-8 m/sec
wind velocity.
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTI3ILITI 2 S: Sensitive to emission or adsorbtion by
oxygen (atomic or singly ionized) and 'hydroxyl CON) at lines measured,
and to deposition on optics.
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: The instrument scans the earth's limb from
SO-300 km altitude in 28.5 soc. Observations are performed both day
and night.
SPECIAL CCNSIDERATIONS: Instrument temperature limits 273-313 k at
all times due to molecular bonding of interforomater elements.
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REQIO
	
SA2790
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-25839 3-82	 ^.
CONTACT/AUTKOR	 G. ROTTMAN, UNIV COLORA00	 F"
DERIVATION	 SA2520	 ,!
FAMILY	 PS/PH/I	 }
MISSION/EXPERIMENT ULTRAVIOLET SOLAR SPECTRAL IRRADIANCE EX (U.SSIE)
ALTITUDE	 400 (KM)
INCLINATION	 57 OEG
OR3IT
MISSION DURATION	 NO LIMIT
TECHNOLOGY DATA
SIZE	 0.61 X 0.17 X 0.20 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS	 00008 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.005 (KW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (1/0 RATES)	 0000 .064 (KSPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP).
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
	
RAU/FMDM
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON	 DAYLIGHT ONLY
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2790.TXT
USSIE is a small Ebert-Fastie spectrom•ater mounted on a pointing
p latform capable of tracking both the sun and selected stars. Full
disk s p ectral irradiance is measured in the region 115 to 440 nm.
Selected ultraviolet stars are used to monitor calibration stability
of the instrument.
EMISSIONS/3USCEPTI3ILITIES: Gaseous or p articulate contamination that	
tt
absorbs or scatters ultraviolet, or de p osition on optics degrades
accuracy of measurements.
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Objective is to measure day to day
variations in solar irradiance on the order of 1% over periods of the
solar rotation. Want to observe sun atleast daily. Stellar
observations are needed periodically to monitor long term stability.
P
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LMSC-D889718
OF POOR QUALITY
} REND SA2800
SOURCE SP82-MSFC-2583r
	 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR B.	 R03ERTS 9	 NASA HQ
DERIVATION SA1310
FAMILY PS/GE/PH/1
MISSION/EXPERIMENT SOFT X-RAY
	 TELESCOPE
	 (SX)
ALTITUDE 400	 (KM)
INCLINATION 57 DEG
OR3IT
MISSION DURATION
° TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE 2.7	 X	 1.0	 dia	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS 03465	 CKG)
- AVERAGE
	
POWER 00.070
	
CKW)
PEAK	 POWER 00.105	 CKW)
DATA (I/0 RATES) 0400.0	 (K3PS)
DATA	 (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC 0005.0	 (ARC	 SEC)
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT RESUPPLY GAS
LOGISTICS FLIGHT	 OURATI3N GAS LIMITED
THERMAL/CNTRL COND PASSIVE
OPERAT
	 ENVIRON SUN	 AVAILABLE
3. CONSUMABLES GAS VENTED AT	 1	 LITER	 PER HR.	 nSTPM
TEXT SA2800.TXT
- SX is a high resolution (1	 arc	 sic)	 X-ray	 filter	 telescope	 supported
y by	 a fine	 field (20 arc	 sec)	 high resolution	 ("^/^	 <	 0.001)	 X-ray
spectrometer.	 Mounting on	 a pointing	 system is assumed.	 The
spectrometer contains three measurement channels,
	 each with a
collimator,	 a Bragg monochrometer,	 and a gas proportional 	 detector.
	
A
L two-axis	 gimbal system provibes internal
	 offset pointing for the
spactr.ometer.
OP
E
RATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: The operational objective is to
observe/measure X-ray emissions from high tem p erature regions of the
sun's atmosphere. X-ray video observations (1 frame each 10 sec) are
made of the full disk to identify active regions. The spectrometer is
offset pointed to observe the identified ragions .at selected
wavelengths. Real time examination of images is Aesired for
spectrometer pointing control. Near real time interaction on a 1-2
orbit basis is a workable mode.
i
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
	
Photographic
	 image recording	 was
	 planned	 for
the Spacelab version	 of	 SX.	 The two
	 focal
	 plane	 film	 cameras	 together
contain 4000 exposures
	
so	 film cameras may
	 b ra 	meaningful
	 in the
context of	 a S p ace	 Platform mission p rovided	 environmental
	 constraints
can be met.
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OF POOR QUALITY	 t u
REQIO	 SA.2810
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFFC-25839	 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 B.	 ROBERTS•
	
NASA HQ
DERIVATION 	 SA1310 -.
FAMILY	 PS/GE/PH/I s
MISSION /.E XPERIMENT LYMAN-ALPHA	 WHITE LIGHT CORONOGRAPH (WLC)
ALTITUDE	 185+	 (KM)
INCLINATION	 ANY
OR3IT ,	 d
MISSION DURATION	 NO FIRM LIMIT
TECHNOLOGY DATE s
SIZE	 2.79	 X	 0.38	 X	 0.73	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	
00250	 CKG)
AVERAGE
	
POWER	 00.087*	 (KW)
PEAK	 POWER	 00.280	 CKW)
DATA	 (I/0	 RATES)
	
0013.5
	 CK3PS) u.
DATA	 (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 0002 . 0	 (ARC SEC)
POINTING ACC
	 0010 . 0	 (ARC	 SAC)
MANNING
s
INTERFAC ES
SERVICE/MAINT
LOSISTICS «_
THERMAL/CNTRL COWD PASSIVE
OP=RAT	 ENVIRON	 SUN AVAILABLE
CONSUMABLES k
E
_
TEXT	 SA2810.TXT u
[ The primary objective of this instrument is
	 the measurement of coronal
teiparatures,	 densities,	 and	 flow velocities throughout
	 the inner
solar	 corona	 (1.2	 Ro	 to	 8	 Ro	 from	 disk	 center).	 The	 single hardware
unit contains	 a Spacelab Lyman-Alpha Coronograah (SLAC)
	
and	 a White
Light Coronograph	 CWLC)	 which mace simultaneous and co-spatial
observations.
	
SLAC measures hydrogen Lyman-Alpha and
	 0 VI	 ^1032 a
radiations	 (0.04 - 5	 A spectral resolution,	 0.25 - 5	 arc min spatial
resolution).	 WLC measures intensity and polarization of visible
coronal-light	 (20
	
arc	 sec
	
spatial resolution).
;I
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTI3ILITIES:	 Instrument
	 is	 sensitive to	 standard
optical
	 contaminants
	
effective in	 the	 UV	 and	 visible	 spectrum.
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS:
	 This instrument requires	 sun center
a u
pointing,	 sun center pointing	 with	 an axial roll every 50
	 sec,	 and
+-15 arc min.	 Mountingoffset pointing by	  on an instrument pointing
system	 is	 desired , by	 the investigator to meet these requirements.
Pointing knowledge desired	 within +-5	 arc
	 sec.	 Stability requirement
is	 2 arc	 sec for	 30	 sec.
ex
SPECIAL CONSID _ RATI0NS:
	
No	 specacraft	 illuminated
	 surfaces within	 15
deg.	 of	 Solar	 LOS.	 Desire	 absolute	 time to +-100	 cosec,	 IPS pointing
cooridinatast	 and	 time of	 sunrise	 and	 sunset.
*Includes	 5	 VA	 of	 400	 Hz	 ac power.
s_
an.
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OF POOR QUALITY
REOI0 SA2820
SOURCE SP82-MSFC-25839	 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR L.	 SIMMONS, JPL
rte• DERIVATION SA1310
FAMILY PS/GE/PH/I
MISSION/EXPERIMENT ATMOSPHERIC TRACE MOLECULES OBSERVED BY SPECTROSCOPY ( ATMOS)
ALTITUDE 400 (KM)
INCLINATION
ORBIT ANY/LEO
d MISSION DURATION
TECHNOLOGY DATE
"
SIZE 0.9T X 0.67 X 0.82	 (M)
WEIGHT /MASS 00300	 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER 00.175 dc,	 00.135 ac (KW)
PEAK POWER 00.200	 dc,	 00.170	 ac	 CKW)
N
DATA (I/0 RATES) 16000.0	 CKBPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY 0020 . 0 (ARC SEC)
POINTING ACC > 1 A RC MIN/> 1 DEG
MANNING
INTERFACES RAU/FMOM
SERVILE/MAINT
LOGISTICST-
THERMAL /CNTRL COND 0.333 (KW) COLD PLATE
OPERAT ENVIRONy
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA2820.TXT
ATMDS locks onto and tracks the sun near sunrise and sunset to measure
the spectral adsorption of solar energy in the stratosphere. 	 The
primary measurement objectives are:	 Cl) to identify trace species and
measure the volume mixing ratios to levels of 10 to the -12th power;
(2) to determine vertical profiles;	 and (3) to measure the
stratospheric infrared background.	 The stratospheric =one of interest
.is
	
from 20-80 km. Vertical resolution is 2 km. 	 Typical observation
lasts 3 minut : s. Direct sun observations during orbit day and cold
sky observations during orbit night are made for calibration.
With respect to electrical power ATMDS raquires both 28 Vdc and 115
-• Vat power.	 ATMOS uses two HRM channels, one for science data at 15.76
! Mbps and the other for engineering/housekeeping data at 1.28kbps.
	
A
1 cold plat* is used for heat rejection.
Target Description: Sun is tracked during sunrise and sunset to
measure adsorption spectrum of stratosphere between 20-80 km. Direct
sun and cold sky observations are made for calibration purposes.
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OF POOR QUALITY	
LMSC-D889718
REQID	 SA2830
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-25839 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 0. OILLER• NASA'HQ
DERIVATION	 SA1310 / SA1610
FAMILY	 PS/GE/PH/I
MISSION/ EXPERIMENT ERSE --- W-MF7V
ALTITUDE	 600 (KM)
INCLINATION	 46 DEG OR SS POLAR
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 0.67 X 0.25 X 0.24 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS00030 (KG)
AVERAGE PO WER	 00.017 CKW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0 RATES)
	
0000.24 (KBPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL.'CNTRL COND PASSIVE
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2930.TXT
Sensors for the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment CERBE) are contained
in two instrument packages, a Wide and Medium Field of View (W/MFOV)
unit, and a Scanner unit. The W /MFOV unit contains two nadir pointing
sensors CFOV -130 deg) viewing the entire Earth disk, two nadir
pointing sensors (FOV ` 75 deg) viewing a 10 deg Earth central angle,
and a solar viewing cavity radiometer. This unit contains its own
azimuth pointing gimbal.
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILITIES: ERBE W/MFOV measurement channels are
0.2-5 um and 0.2-50+ um. ERSE W/MFOV would be sensitive to
contaminants effective within these s p ectral ranges.
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Duty cycle of ERSE W/MFOV unit was not
specified but continuous operation is antici p ated. Data is averaged
on a monthly basis. Monthly sampling of the solar flux density is
desired. Earth viewing sensors (wire-wound thermopiles) view
internally during launch and outgassing and view the sun, space and
internal black-body sources for p eriodic in-flight calibration.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: E.RBE objectives require simultaneous sampling
of the radiation reflected from and emitted by the Earth. A minimum
of two flight vehicles are needed, one in a 46 deg, 600 km orbit and
the other in a high inclination orbit (polar mid-morning or
mid-afternoon preferred).
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LMSC-D889718
OF POOR QUALITY
REQIO
	 SA2840
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-2583. 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 0. DILLER, NASA H0
DERIVATION	 SA1310 / SA1610
FAMILY	 PS/GE/PH/I
MISSION/EXPERIMENT ERBE ---- SCANNER INSTRUMENT
ALTITUDE	 600 (KM)
INCLINATION	 46 DEG OR SS POLAR
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION
TECHNOLOGY DATE	 i
SIZE	 0.36 X 0.33 X 0.30 (M)
WEIGHT /MASS
	00025 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.035 (KW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0 RATES)
	 0000.88 (KdPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY
POINTING ACC
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND PASSIVE
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2340.TXT
The Scanner unit contains three boresighted sensors (3 deg FOV),
mounts facing Earth nadir, and scans the sensors cross-track from
horizon to horizon.
EMISSIONS/ SUSCEPTIBILITIES: ERBE Scanner measurement channels are
0.2- 5 um, 5 - 50 um, and 0 . 2 - 50 um. The ERBE Scanner would be sensitive
to contaminants effective within these spectral ranges.
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: The duty cycle of the ERBE" Scanner unit was
not specified out continuous operation is anticipated. Data is
averaged on a monthly basis. The continuously rotating scan drum
sequences each sensor ( pyroelectric type) through the Earth scan, a
deep space vier, and either a black-body view (long
- wave and total
bands) or a sun view (short ;cave and total bands).
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: EREE objectives require simultaneous sampling
of the radiation reflected from and omitted by Earth. A minimum of
two flight vahicles are needads one in a 45 deg• 6u0 km orbit and the
other in a high inclination orbit ( polar mid-morning or mid-afternoon
	 `	
Ipreferred).	 I
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OF POOR QUALITY
REQIO	 SA2850
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-25839 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 S. ROBERTS, MSFC
DERIVATION	 SA1310
FAMILY	 PS/GE/PH/I
MISSION/EXPERIMENT MAGNETOSPHERIC MULTIPRGBES (MMP)
ALTITUDE	 350; (KM)
INCLINATION	 57+ DEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 3.9 X 1.4 X 1.5 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	 00846 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.143 CKW)
PEAK POWER
DATA (I/0 RATES)	 0060.0 CK3PS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 > 1 ARC MIN
POINTING ACC	 > 1 ARC MIN
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2850.TXT
MMP for Spacalab contains six free-flying instrument units which when
released will provide spatially separated measurements of space plasna
p arameters. S p ace Platform MMP will contain 12 multiprodes. Each
multiprobe will be stored in a spin-up/ejection canister prior to
release. Other hardivare remaining with the paylead includes a
transmitter, receiver, two antennas, and a command and data unit.
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILITIES: Data links from the multiorobss are in
the 401-402 MHz rf band. Command links to the multiprobes are in tha
137-139 MHz band. Each probe measures vector magnetic and electric
fields, electron density and temperature, electron energy spectrum (5
eV - 25 keV), and el ectric field power spectrum (2 kHz - 10 MH).
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: Cooridination with SEPAC, WISP, AEPI, CRM,
and RPDP is desired. Positioning of Space Platform and a multiprobe
along a common magnetic field line is desired for some observations.
Positioning with respect to Space Platform along velocity vector
desired for other observations. Additional observations require
auroral zone coverage. Desire attainment of latitude extremes
(magnetic) between 2200 and 2400 local time.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: Antenna system needs a conducting surface and
	 7'
clear field of view (preferably 2pi steradians with respect to the
mounting plane).
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OF POOR QUALITY
REQIO SA2360
SOURCE SP82-MSFC-25839
	 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR S.	 ROBERTS,	 MSFC
f" DERIVATION SA1310
FAMILY PS/GE/PH/I
MISSION/EXPERIMENT L.GHT DETECTION AND RANGING FACILITY CLIDAR)
ALTITUDE 300	 (KM)
INCLINATION 57	 DEG
d ORBIT
MISSION DURATION
TECHNOLOGY DATE
fI SIZE DEDICAT -ED	 SP LAS PALLET
WEIGHT/MASS 01900
	 (KG)
AVERAGE POWER 03.5	 (KW)
PEAK	 POWER 04.5	 (KW)
DATA	 (I 3 0	 RATES) 0253.0	 (KSPS)
DATA	 ( STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY >	 1	 ARC MIN
h POINTING ACC > 1	 ARC MIN /> 1	 DEG
MANNING
$ r INTERFACES
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL /CNTRL CONO ACTIVE/PASSIVE
4
OPERAT	 ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT SA2860.TXT
LIAR is a modular multiusar facility consisting of 	 several elements:
(1)	 Laser sources	 - Nd:	 Yag,	 Dye system,	 CO2:	 detection	 packages:	 1.25
meter	 class	 telescope: and controlling	 electronics.
	 LIOAR will occupy
a	 full pallet.	 Science objectives include profiling the abundance of
atomic and molecular s p ecies and aerosols	 and collecting
meteorological data (wind velocity, cloud
	 height,	 temperature
	 and
f pressure profiles). Pointing	 direction is mostly nadir.{
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTIBILITIES: Laser output is in the 0.2 - 	 12.0	 um
} spectral range.	 LIOAR would be sensitive
	 to the standard range of
rr optical contaminants effective in this spectral range.	 Oye laseri,.
(215-940 nm) puts	 out 5 -	 200	 uJ pulses at	 a repetition rate of 10
	 Hz.
CO2	 laser puts	 out 10 J pulses	 at a	 15 Hz	 re p etition	 frequency.
'- OPERATIONAL
	
REQUIREMENTS: Meaningful data may be
	 taken over the
wP 24-hour day.
	 Some observations of particular target zones may be
desired.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: Radiator requires view to 	 space/sun
a
avoi dance.
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*Includes 5 W of 28 Vdc and 190 VA of 400 -iz a,.
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RE1I0	 SA2370
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-25839 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR	 S. ROBERTS• NASA HQ
DERIVATION	 SA1310
FAMILY
	 PS/GE/PH /J'
MISSION/EXPERIMENT ATMOSPHERIC X-RAY EMISSION TELESCOPE CARET)
ALTITUDE	 400 CKM)
INCLINATION	 57 OEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION	 NO FIRM L+MIT
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 1.02 X 0.79 X 0.21 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS
	 00210 CKG)
AVERAGE POWER	 00.195* CKW)
PEAK POWER	 00.294 CKW)
DATA CI/O RATES)
	
0010.0 CKSPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 > 1 ARC MIN
POINTING ACC
	
> 1 ARC MIN
MANNING
INTERFACES
SERV ICE/ MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO PASSIVE
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
TEXT	 SA2370.TXT
AXET Will image and measure the spatial, temporal, and spectral
distributions of X-ray aurorae produced by precipitating electrons in
the Earth upper atmosphere C80-120 km). AXET detectors (proportional
counters) provide source imaging from 5-25 keV and non-imaged data up
to 50 keV. Instrument can detect 1 to 10 to the 5th power
photons/cm2s ( - 10 keV) with an energy resolution of 20% FWHM. Spatial
resolution is 200 km from a distance of 1500 km and temporal
resolution is 1 sec for bright sources t 50 sac for dim sources. AXET
consists of three detector units, one of Type A (10deg X 10deg FOV)
and two of Typa 8 Cldeg X 10deg FOV).
EMISSIONS/SUSCEPTI3ILITIES: RFI susceptibility. 3room magnets
generate 500 Gauss f ield across collinators. Some venting of Xenon
and CO2 is anticipated to purge counters.
OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS: The wide field of view detector Will be
used to search for activ? regions. The idantified active regions will
in turn be scanned (port rotation or singla-axis pointer) by the
narrow FOV detectors. Near real time data is desired for u p dating of
the observing plan. Cbsarvations may be made day or right.
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS: On Spacelab the AXET units are mounted to
look 18 deg below horizontal when the pallet is looking nadir.
uG
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p00 ►R QUALITYOF
REQIO SA2380
SOURCE SP82—MSFC-25839	 3-82
CONTACT / AUTHOR R.	 ISEP
	
MSFC
DERIVATION SA1310
FAMILY PS/GE/PH/I
MISSION/EXPERIMENT IMAGING SPECTROMETRIC 	 03SERVATORY (ISO)
ALTITUDE 250	 (KM)
INCLINATION ANY
OR3IT
MISSION DURATION NO LIMIT ^{
j TECHNOLOGY DATE
k SIZE 1.10	 X	 0.84	 X	 1.30	 (M)
WEIGHT/MASS 00245	 (KG)
- AVERAGE
	
POWER 00.190	 (KW)
PEAK POWER 00.215	 CKW)
DATA (I/0 RATES) 200).0
	
(XSPS)
DATA	 (STORAGE
	
CAP)
STABILITY >	 1 ARC MIN
POINTING ACC > 1	 ARC MIN
MANNING
INTERFACES RAU/HRM
SERVICE/MAINT
LOGISTICS
THERMAL/CNTRL CONO 0.19
	
CKW)	 COLD PLATE
OP=RAT	 ENVIRON
_	 3 CONSUMA9LES
TEXT SA2880.TXT
The ISO instrument flying on SL-1 consists of an array of five
spectrometers inteyratad as a pallat —mounted unit plus a rack—mounted
control unit.	 The spectrometers provide 3 - 10 A resolution over the
a wavelength range 300 - 12000 A.	 Instrument is modular design so that
gratings and detectors can be	 easily changed. Fewer than	 five modules
can be flown if desired. 	 Instrument could ba mounted	 in IPS if
desired.
ISO experiments measure the optical emissions from the Earth's
atmosphere ► the spacecraft induced atmosphere, artificially induced
aurorae, and the interplanetary and interstellar media. ISO operates
in a survey mode. Viewing opportunities /interests exist throughout
each orbit. Typical viewing sequences last 20- 30 min. SL-1
operations are planned on a two — shift basis, four personnel each
shift	 Nominal operation of the ISO experiment is accomplished 5y D=P
software under the control of	 timelined commands.
S p ecial Requirements:	 Physical	 alignment with horizon sensor
desired within 2
	 degrees.	 Alignment knowledge desired within	 1	 arc
min.	 !SO	 desires no illuminated object within 20	 deg of FOV.	 Other
requiremants include	 sun >30 deg from FOV and moon >20 deg	 from FOV.
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REDID	 SA2890
SOURCE	 SP82-MSFC-2583, 3-82
CONTACT/AUTHOR
DERIVATION	 SA1310
FAMILY	 PS /GE/PM/I
MISSION/EXPERIMENT ADVANCED LIMB SCANNER GALS)
	 `y
ALTITUDE	 500 (KM)
INCLINATION
	 90 AEG
ORBIT
MISSION DURATION
TECHNOLOGY DATE
SIZE	 0.4 X 0.4 X 1.0 (M)
WEIGHT /MASS	 00072 CKG)
	 V
AVERAGE POKIER	 00.155 CKW)
PEAK POWER	 00.190 (KW)
DATA (1/0 RATES)
	 0008.0 (KBPS)
DATA (STORAGE CAP)
STABILITY	 0035.0 (ARC SEC)
POINTING ACC	 > 1 ARC MIN/> 1 DEG
MANNING
INTERFACES
	
RAU/FMDMIHRM/PDI
SERVICE/MAINT	 N
LOGISTICS
TH_RMAL/CNTRL COND
OPERAT ENVIRON
CONSUMABLES
	 vi
TEXT	 SA2890.TXT
Target Description.: Earth Limb. Internal scan mirror scans limb
vertically. Scan mirror alternately scans opposite limbs. Clear
space view required for calibration. Azimuth of scan not critical,
but some preference for viewing limb in orbit plane.
Emissions/Susceptibilities: Sensitive to contamination affecting 6-18
	
U`
um spectral range. Likely to be very sensitivw to Water vapor and
CO2. ALS is looking at trace elements in upper atmosphere.
	 "k
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I	 SCENARIOS
Seventeen scenarios were initially identified as a means of combining space
missions into an identifiable Space Station system. Requirements and concepts
described in earlier volumes evolved from these scenarios and discussions with
potential users pertaining to these scenarios.
A description of each scenario follows with the exception of two classified
scenarios and the HEO Satellite Servicing. HEO Satellite Servicing is very
similar to Satellite Servicing in LEO and is not included for that reason.
SCENARIOS
1. Human Research Laboratory
2. Non-Human Research Laboratory
3. Celestial Observatory
4. Space Environment Facility
S. Earth Observation Facility
6. Global Habitability Observatory Laboratory
7. Meteorological Facility
8. Material Processing Research Laboratory
9. Material Processing Facility
10. Space Observation Development Laboratory
11. Oceanography Observatory Development Laboratory
12. Orbiting National Command Post (Classified)
13. Space Objects Identification System (Classified)
14. On-Orbit Satellite Servicing in LEO
15. Large Satellite Assembly
16. On-Orbit Satellite Servicing in HEO
17. Space Platform Servicing - Free Flyer
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U.S. NATIONAL SECURITY SCENARIO
	 T
SYSTEM/PROGRAM:
	 Oceanographic Observatory Development Laboratory
Observations made during the first four Shuttle flights have demonstrated
the benefit of correlating visual observations of the ocean by an
astronaut in space with data obtained by various sensors (e.g., SAR
antenna).
	 We now recognize the need for an experimental laboratory in
space in which multisensor systems ( microwave,	 IR, lasers, etc.) can be
developed and correlated with observations from space and on the ground
to expand existing capabilities and our understanding of the data.
	 Since
the long-time behavior of ocean phenomena is of prime interest, long
duration flights (30 to 60 day minimum) are required to accomplish this
objective.	 Initial requirements are for the experimenter to control the
pointing of the instruments.
	 A desirable capability is to changeout or
reconfigure equipment on orbit.
	 Since the intent is to fly development
or breadboard systems, equipment changeout goes beyond the usual approach
to satellite servicing. 	 Another objective is to reduce development costs
to the range of aircraft sensor development cost and to reduce the
development span by a factor of 2 or 3.
	 A research objective is to
evaluate the role of man in an operational environment (as opposed to
developmental).
It is anticipated that sensors developed in a space station will
	 lead to
new or enhanced unmanned operational systems.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
Lifetime:
	 3 to 6 months per experiment sequence
10-year useful operation
Launch Vehicle:
	 Shuttle
Transfer Vehicle:
	 None required for Space Station sortie missions
TMS required for cluster-free flyer
Operational Locations:
	 Altitude, 300-700 km
Inclination, 60 deg preferred"
300 km at 28.5 deg marginally useful
Total Mass at Operational Locations:
	 TBD (but less than 14,000 kg)
Average Operational Power:
	 TBD (but less than 5 kW)
Desired Initial Operational Date: 1988 (Shuttle-based experiments)
1990 (Space Station based experiments)
154
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Oceanographic Observatory Development Laboratory (Continued)
General Needs:
o	 Equipment to be mounted on existing pallet (e.g., ESS or
Spacelab pallet)
o	 Laboratory is to be capable of supporting experimental
hardware and sensors
o	 Physical Characteristics:
	 9.1 x 4.3m diam.
Up to 9.1m antenna (sortie)
Up to 91m antenna (free flyer)
o	 Operational Crew:
	 2 experimenters minimum (no
equipment mods)
10 technicians (maximum)
for on-orbit equipment mods
CONTACTS
CDR. D. Honhard Environmental
	 Satellite Br.
Naval
	 Oceanographic Division
U.S. Naval Observatory, Washington,
	 D.C.
RADM. J. B. Mooney Chief Oceanographer
Pentagon
Capt. W. Peirce Dep. Director, Navy Space
Pentagon
RADM. W. E. Ramsey Director, Navy Space
Pentagon
Dr. R. Stevenson ONR-West
Scripps Oceanographic Institute
La Jolla,	 California
Dr. Frank Allario NASA-LaRC
Hampton, Virginia
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U.S. NATIONAL SECURITY SCENARIO
SYSTEM/PROGRAM: Space Observation Development Laboratory
Space surveillance opens a new spectrum of data which can be collected,
evaluated, and utilized. Selection of the proper array of sensors and
determination of optimum pointing for data acquisition can best be done
from a space-based manned laboratory. Initial requirements are for the
experimenter to control the pointing of instruments. A desirable
capability is to changeout or reconfigure equipment on orbit. Since the
intent is to fly development or breadboard systems, equipment changeout
goes beyond the usual approach to satellite servicing. Another objective
is to reduce development cost to the region of aircraft sensor
development costs and to reduce the current development span from 6 to 8
years to 2 to 3 years.
It is anticipated that sensor development will lead to unmanned
operational systems; however, a research objective is to evaluate the
role of man in an operational environment (as opposed to developmental).
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
Purpose:
	 Evaluate multisensor systems
Lifetime.	 3 to 6 months per experiment sequence
10-year useful operation
Launch Vehicle:	 Shuttle
Transfer Vehicle:	 None required for Space Station sortie missions
TMS required for cluster-free flyer
Operational Locations:	 Altitude, 300-700 km
Inclination, 28.5 deg
Total Mass at Operational Locations: 	 TBD (but less than 14,000 kg)
Average Operational Power: 	 TBD (but less than 4 kW)
Desired Initial Operational Date:
	
1988 (Shuttle-based experiments)
1990 (Space Station based
	
f	 ^
experiments)
GENERAL NEEDS:
o	 Equipment to be mounted on existing pallet (e.g., ESS or
Spacelab pallet)
o	 Laboratory is to be capable of supporting experimental hardware
and sensors
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Space Observation Development Laboratory (Continued)
o	 Physical Characteristics:	 9.1m x 4.3m diam.
Up to 9.1m antenna (sortie)
Up to 91m antenna (free-flyer)
o	 Operational Crew:	 2 experimenters minimum (no equipment mods)
10 technicians (if on-orbit equipment mods
are to be made)
CONTACTS:
Col. J.	 B. Gross
Col. R. A. Schow
Capt. W.	 Pierce
' RADM. W. E. Ramsey
L•.
f
{
^
Dr. Frank Allario
a
K^
k x. ix
y	 .
u
-q
{
Hq. USAF/INET
Pentagon
ASPO
Alexandria, Virginia
Dep. Director, Navy Space
Pentagon
Director, Navy Space
Pentagon
NASA-LaRC
Hampton, Virginia
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GLOBAL HABITABILITY*ASSESSMENT SCENARIO
SYSTEM/PROGRAM: Global Habitability Observatory Laboratory
The Woods Hole, Massachusetts, Workshop, June 21-26, 1982, has identified
the urgent need to understand and control factors that relate to the
production of food to meet the needs of the growing Earth population.
Pertinent to this is the need to understand interactions between land,
ocean, and atmosphere that affect the ability of the Earth to sustain
human and animal habitation. In this century, humanity has become a key
factor in the global environmental cycles of carbon, nitrogen,
phosphorus, and sulphur that can affect global and regional air quality
and climate. An understanding of the overall system is essential for the
survival of the human race.
A long-duration space observatory that can use specialized sensing
instruments and manned presence for realtime observation and evaluation
can provide the means to assess global habitability effects of the sun,
depletion of ozone by freon. It is anticipated that initially the
laboratory will be used to develop sensor equipment, sensing techniques,
and to verify man-machine interactions that affect sensing and control
measures. Once operational, the space facility can be used to maintain a
continuous assessment of changes in the Earth environment.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
Purpose:
	
To monitor changes to the Earth environment and assess
impacts on habitability
Lifetime:	 10-year useful operation
Launch Vehicle:
	 None required if attached to Space Station
TMS required for free-flyer platform
Operational Location:	 Altitude, 300 km
Inclination, 57 deg preferred
Total Mass at Operational Locations:	 TBD (but less than 14,000 kg)
Average Operational Power:	 TBD (but less than 7 kW)
Desired Initial Operational Date: 	 1990
GENERAL NEEDS:
o	 Equipment to be mounted on existing pallets (Spacelab type)
o	 Laboratory to be capable of supporting both experimental hardware
and sensors as well as operational equipment
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71 	 Earth Habitability Observatory Laboratory (Continued)
o	 Capable of continuous operation
o
	
	
Onboard data storage, programming, and analysis capability;
provisions for preprogrammed and realtime targeting
o	 Physical characteristics: 9.1m x 4.3m (diam)
o	 Operational Crew: 4-6 technicians
CONTACTS:
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ASTROPHYSICS SCENARIO
EM/PROGRAM: Celestial Observatory
The objective of this mission is to use the STARLAB, a lm,
ultraviolet/visible, wide-field telescope coupled with a direct imager
and a spectrograph to observe celestial sources. Wavelengths from UV to
visible range (120-20,000 nm) are surveyed in continuous time intervals
from 2 to 45 min. A planned objective is to achieve 2/3 of total time
productive. Scientific investigations that can be conducted include
high-resolution, wide-field imaging, far ultraviolet spectroscopy,
precise spectrophotometry and polarimetry, and synoptic planetary
observations. A Starlab mission can have unique scientific objectives
and an appropriate instrument complement.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
Purpose:	 To observe, catalog, and evaluate light sources from the
celestial sphere (galactic, extragalactic, solar system)
on	 a continuous basis
Lifetime:	 10 years (1989-1990 launch)
Launch and Transfer Vehicles:	 Shuttle/teleoperator
maneuvering system (TMS)
Operational Locations:	 Altitude, 300-400 km
Inclination, 28.5 deg
Total Mass at Operational Location: 	 3280 kg
Average Operational Power: 	 1.4 kW; peak power 5 kW
Physical Characteristics:	 Telescope instrument, 1.5m diam.,
5 m long
Pointing Accuracy:	 10 to 30 arcsec
GENERAL NEEDS:
o	 Observation equipment to be mounted on pallet/platform
o	 Observatory capable of continuous operation ( 2/3 of total time
to be productive)
o	 Capability to preprogram viewing and to interact in realtime to
verify target acquisition
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Celestial Observatory (Continued)
o	 Orbit to minimize atmospheric ultraviolet absorption and
radiation from Van Allen belt
o	 Pointing system to improve target availability, provide rapid
retargeting, and high pointing accuracy and stability; slew
rate of 180 deg in 5 min is desired
o	 Contamination control measures are needed to eliminate gases or
particles that absorb, scatter, or emit ultraviolet radiation
and any materials that can condense on optics
o	 Observatory requires accurate tracking data and capability to
correlate celestial targets and observatory track
o	 Secondary mirror for focus control and image motion compensation
o	 Data recording and storage
o	 Command and data handling computer
o	 Digital data transmission via TDRSS (Tracking and Data Relay
Satellite System)
o	 Platform provided attitude control and general celestial
pointing, power, and thermal control
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:
The Starlab facility consists of a lm-aperture, f/15 modified
Richey-Chretien telescope, followed by instrument selector, that gives
access either to the conventional Cassegrain focus or to a radial focal
plane. Starlab will consist of two major sections, the telescope and the
instrument bay, which are joined at a central structural ring. The
complete Starlab is attached to the stop plate of an instrument pointing
system provided by the European Space Agency.
The complement of focal plane instruments may be changed and can be
tailored to meet specific scientific objectives. Each focal plane
instrument and its observation program may be selected automatically once
the target is acquired. Control of the instrument may be managed
interactively by the payload specialist. Data-taking sequences for
Starlab instruments will range from seconds to hours on each object. The
acquisition of scientific data from Starlab can be in the form of film
and telemetry data. Digital data can be multiplexed into the Space
Station data management system and transmitted through the TDRSS for
recording.
FwNa
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Celestial Observatory (Continued)
CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY NEEDS:
Current technology is satisfactory. Potential improvements can be used
in the following:
o	 Direct imaging camera detector
o	 Large format detector
o	 Two-dimensional photon-counting devicesb
R
INSTRUMENT ELEMENTS:
Direct imaging camera
Planetary imaging camera
Precisely calibrated spectrophotometer
Far UV spectrograph
High-resolution spectrometer
CONTACTS:
0
0
0
0
0
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SPACE ENVIRONMENT SCENARIO
SYSTEM/PROGRAM: Space Environment Facility
Monitoring the environment of space and determining the radiation
characteristics and seasonal variations as a function of extended time
periods will be primary scientific goals to support space programs during
the 1990s. A Solar Terrestial Observatory (STO) containing 17 flight
experiments has been identified by NASA MSFC as a potential for the
SASP. The STO objectives include the following environmental areas:
solar variability, wave-particle processes, magnetosphere-mass transport,
global electric circuit, upper atmospheric dynamics, middle atmosphere
chemistry and energetics, lower atmospheric turbidity, and planetary
atmospheric waves. Investigations in these areas require extensive
simultaneous and continuous operation of STO instruments.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
Purpose: To measure environmental characteristics of space on a
continuous and long-duration basis
Lifetime: 10 years
Launch and Transfer Vehicle: Shuttle
Operational Locations:	 Altitude, 400 km
Inclination, 57 deg preferred
Total Mass at Operational Locations: 15,000 kg
Average Operational Power: 	 TBD (but less than 10 kW)
Desired Initial Operational Date: 1990
General Needs:
o	 Equipment to be mounted on 4 pallets (similar to Spacelab)
o	 Observatory capable of continuous operation
o	 Capability to preprogram viewing of some instruments
+F
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Space Environment Facility (Continued)
o	 Contamination control measures are needed. Instruments are
sensitive to H2O, CO2, and optical contaminants effective in
the IR-visible-UV spectral regions. STO emits particle beams
(electrons, He, and Ar) RF radiation (1-30 kHz, 0.130 MHz, and
400 MHz) laser light (IR-UV) and purge gases (Xe, CH4 and CO2)
o	 Viewing requirements include solar, limb, limb through solar
occultation, nadir and magnetic field pointing
o	 Physical Characteristics: 	 4 pallet grouping
7.6m x 4.3m diam. (X axis)
3.Om x 4.3m diam. (+ Y axis)
3.Om x 4.3m diam. (- Y axis)
o	 Operation Crew: TBD
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:
The STO consists of the 17 experiments as summarized in the following
table.
CONTACTS:
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SP PORT INSTRUMENT ACRONYM WEIGHT
(kg)
9 PALLET
AREA
POWER (W)
OP./PEAK
THERMAL
CONTROL
DATA (kbps)
LR/MR
OPERATION POINTING
ACCON.
1
2
3
Y 4
S
6
TOTAL IRRADIANCE MONITOR ACR 20 S 10/13 Cold plate 0.2171NA Sun Av. Fixed
IRRADIANCE MONITOR SUSIN 84 <10 123/153 Passive O.S31/NA Sun Av. Fixed
SOFT X-RAY TELESCOPE SK 465 25 70/10S Passive TBD/3 -8 • 400 Sun Av. AGS
WHITE LIGHT CORONAGRAPH
RESONANCE LiNE CORONAGRAPH
MAN
ALPHA
250 25 17/210 Passive TBD/13.5 Sun Av. AGS
iR ABSORPTION SPECTROMETER
IN EMMISION SPECTROMETER
ATMOS-P 300 1S 310/370 Cold Plate NA/1.25
15.760
Sunset/rise Suitt in
RAUTATION BALANCE MONITOR EASE 6S S 52/60 Passive 1.120/16A Cant. Built in
7
—
y S
PARTICLE INJECTOR SEPAL 637 2S 1000/3000 Cold plates 1.4/S12 • TV
• W An.
High Hass.
Lat.. Night
Built is
MULTIPROBES 1NP 1692 <50 143/143 Passive TBD/60 Cant.
--
9
10
11
X
4
12
13
14
iS
LIDAR LIDO 1900 100 3S00/4SO0 Cold plates TSOM Intermit. Body Ptg.
LOW LIGHT LEVEL TELEVISION AEPI 174 <10 340/560 Cold Plate 1.0/277 • TV SEPAC/WISP MUST
X-RAV TELESCOPE (AXET) Mt 210 <10 196/294 Passive TBO/-10 Cont. Fixed
RADIATION BALANCE MONITOR ERBE SS S S2/60 Passive 1.120/11A Cont. Wilt in
VISIBLE SPECTROMETER ISO 245 <1S 190/21S Cold Plate 0.001/12S or 2000 Day/Night Built in
ZIPPER ATMOSPHERIC
TEMPERATURE SOUNDIR
ALS 72 <10 165/190 Cold Plate 110/5 Cont. Fixed
ZIPPER ATMOSPHERIC
MIND SENSOR
HRDI 76 <10 12/150 Passive TBO/4 Day Built in
WISP wisp 732 <50 1000/7000 Cold plates TBD/7000 Day/Night Body Fig.
FREEFLTERS
	
16
SEPARATE
LAUNCH	
17
CHEMICAL RELEASE MODULE CAN 1900 100 NO STD-ATTACHED HARDWARE
RECOVERABLE PLASHA
DIAGNOSTIC PACKAGE
RPDP 440 440 SO/SO Cold plate 0.296/32	 1200 Cont. --
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EARTH OBSERVATION SCENARIO
SYSTEM/PROGRAM: Earth Observation Facility
Observation of Earth on a continuous long-term basis will continue to be
a key method in allowing man to understand and survive in his
environment. Detection and monitoring of geodetic characteristics,
thermal absorption and radiation characteristics, and status of renewable
and nonrenewable material resources will be important functions that will
allow man to understand and plan for survival.
The state of the art for sensors has permitted unmanned operational
systems to date; a research and developmental objective of this program
is to evaluate the role of man in an operational environment and to
evaluate the effectiveness of new sensing and analysis techniques.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
Lifetime:	 5 to 10 years
Launch Vehicle:	 Shuttle
Transfer Vehicle:	 None required for Space Station attached mission.
Teleoperator maneuvering system (TMS) required for
detached (cluster-free flyer missions)
Operational Locations:
	 Altitude, 400-600 km
Inclination, 57 deg preferred
Inclination, 28.5 deg marginally useful
Total Mass at Operational Locations:	 TBD (but less than 5,000 kg)
Average Operational Power: 	 TBD (but less than 6 kW)
Desired Initial Operational Date: 1990 (Space Station supported)
General Needs:
o	 Sensors and equipment to be mounted on existing pallet-type
structures (e.g., Spacelab pallet)
o	 Facility capable of continuous operation
o	 Capability to preprogram viewing and to interact in realtime to
verify specific target areas; quick-look capability
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Earth Observation Facility (Continued)
" Y o	 Facility requires accurate track data and capability to
r correlate target locations on Earth's surface
o	 Physical Characteristics:
	 7.6m x 4.3m diam.
10.6m antenna for SAR-type imaging
sensor
o	 Operational Crew:	 Capability for temporary manned habitation
2 experimenters
o	 Realtime data transmission to control observation station
(ground - space)
o	 Computer preprocess capability
SYSTEM CONFIGURATION:
The facility will use a synthetic aperture radar (SAR) with L- and C-band
and L- and X-band capability.
	 A planar phased array antenna (llm x 2.1m)
is used in conjunction with the radar electronic and data electronics.
Electronic beam steering and mechanical	 tilting of antenna is used to
t
acquire targets.
The facility will	 also use an imaging spectrometer (IS) fed by a 3m
telescope mounted on a pointing mount for fine guidance and pointing.
CONTACTS:
F Geology
` M. Duke	 NASA JSC
t' Land Cover/Land Use/Productivity
„ R. Hill	 NASA JSC
F'
Agricultural
C. Caudill	 USDA
R. Gilbert	 USDA/SCS
R. Hatch	 USDA AGRISTARS
p R. McArdle	 WORLD FOOD BOARD
Natural Vegetation Inventory/Monitoring
R. Alison	 USFS
S. Green	 DEA
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Earth Observation Facility (Continued)
Environmental Observations
Near Atmosphere
M. Helfort	 NOAA
Oceans, Coastal and Estuarine
J. Koltenback	 NASA JSC
General
J. Erickson	 NASA HQ
J. Knull	 Space & Technology - Washington, D.C.
W. Huffstetler	 NASA JSC
W. Piotrowski
	 NASA HQ
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MATERIAL PROCESSING SCENARIO
SYSTEM/PROGRAM: Material Processing Research Laboratory
Material research experiments performed under changing environments,
including KC-135, Skylab, and Shuttle flights, have demonstrated possible
benefits to be gained from certain processing methods under microgravity
conditions.
It is probable that man can increase the efficiency of research in space
as he does on ground based laboratories.
A desirable capability is to be able to perform a variety of experiments
and to be able to duplicate them without a roundtrip to Earth. The
intent here is to resolve the many unanswered questions as to material
behavior under microgravity conditions. Another objective is to reduce
the time required to go from idea to production.
It is anticipated that findings from this material processing laboratory
will find their way into processes on Earth, but also may result in
free-flying automated facilities serviced by a manned space station.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
Purpose:	 To conduct research on materials processes to develop and
conduct proof of principal experiments
Lifetime:	 3 to 6 years
Launch Vehicle:
	 Shuttle
Transfer Vehicle:
	 Shuttle
Operational Locations:
	 Any	 Earth orbit; for radiation-reasons, the
lower range of inclination angles and altitudes
are preferred.
Total Mass at Operational Locations:
	 15,000 kg
Average Operational Power:
	 5 kW to 10 kW maximum
Desired Initial Operational Date: 1990
9
-	 General Needs:
o	 Experiment to be based in a shirtsleeve laboratory
o	 General type laboratory benches equipped
	
	  p ed with electrical
plug-ins, gaslines, hotplates, coldplates, etc.
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Material Processing Research Laboratory (Continued)
o	 General type analytical and electrical instruments, permanently
installed. Such instruments will will include microscopes, gas
chromatagraphs, mass determinators, centrifuges, scanning
electron microscope, optical and mass spectrographs.
o	 Experiment section should be separable (fire door) from the
general lab section
o	 Capability data record, display and storage/recall of data
o	 On-board computer controlled collection, storage and analysis
capability
o	 Communications via TDRSS
o	 Physical Characteristics:	 10.5m x 4.3m diam
o	 Resupply:	 3 months for personnel changes
3 - 6 months for consumables
o	 Operational Crew:	 2 - 4 lab operators
CONTACTS:
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SPACE MANUFACTURING SCENARIO
SYSTEM/PROGRAM: Material Processing Facilities
The objective of this mission is to use the unique space enivronment for
'N	 commercial production of materials such as metals, semiconductors,
polymers, ceramics, pharmaceuticals, and improved microbiological
processes such as fermentations and genetic engineering. The processes
to be performed here are those developed in the Material Research
Laboratory. Also results from the MPS ground based research program will
be incorporated.
h. Before the construction of a production facility is contemplated, it is
necessary to conduct evaluation tests on prototype or pilot models. Data
from such prototype models generate operational and economic data
 necessary for feasibility decisions. Therefore, two types of facilities
are proposed for this scenario:
o	 Materials Processing R&D Facility (1990)
o	 Materials Processing Operations Facility (1995)
Description of these facilities follows.
Materials Processing R&D Facility System Description:
Purpose:	 To allow for assembly, modification, and testing of
prototype or pilot models of production facilities
Lifetime:	 3 to 6 years
Launch Vehicle:	 Shuttle
Transfer Vehicle:
	
Shuttle
Operational
Locations:
Total Mass at
Operational Level:
Average Opera-
tional Power:
Any Earth orbit at low radiation levels
15,000 kg
10 kW
amt. ^	 .,...^R
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Material Processing Facilities (Continued)
GENERAL NEEDS:
o	 Shirtsleeve environment but with ready access to space for both men
and equipment. Small models will be put in free-flyer (low g) mode
for tests. Shielding to avoid cross- and station contamination
therefore must be provided for.
o	 Provision for general tool, machine, and electrical shops.
o	 Supplies such as gases for welding, oils for lubrication, cleaning
solvents.
o	 Capability for data record, display, and storage/recall of data.
o	 Onboard computer controlled collection, storage, and analysis
capability.
o	 Microbiological cpabilities.
o	 Physical Characteristics: 15.2m x 4.3m (diam.)
o	 Resupply: 3-6 month for commercial supplies.
o	 Operational Crew: As required for repair and maintenance.
o	 Need for g levels to be < 10-5 for long periods (up to 1 month)
MATERIAL PROCESSING OPERATIONS FACILITY SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
Purpose: To commercially process materials needing the unique space
environment (microgravity) to be able to improve yield or
precision.
This facility will not have permanent manned habitation, but instead will
be able to support a man for short periods of time (2 days). Because of
the nature of the work to be performed and the possible environmental
contamination, this facility will be proposed as a free flyer to be
tended by the space station.
I
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Material Processing Facilities (Continued)
Lifetime: 5 to 10 years
Launch Vehicle: Shuttle
Transfer Vehicle: Facility to Space Station (for Free Flyer mode)
Operational Locations: Any Earth orbit at low radiation levels
Total Mass at Operational Locations: 25,000 kg
Physical Characteristics: 15m x 4.3m diam.
Average Operational Power: 15 kW
Desired Initial Operational Date: 1995
GENERAL NEEDS:
o	 Shirtsleeve environment
o	 Capability data record, display and storage/recall of data
o	 Onboard computer controlled collection, storage, and analysis
capability
4+
o	 Communications via Space Station to TDRSS
o	 Microbiological capability
o	 Facility and its processes controlled by Space Station
^•	 o	 Facility not physically connected to Space Station
r	 o	 Resupply: Ever weekp y:	 y	 - personnel from Space Station
3-6 months for commercial supplies
o	 Operational Crew: As required for repair and maintenance of
free-flying facility
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LIFE SCIENCES SCENARIO
SYSTEM/PROGRAM: Non-Human Research Laboratory
The objectives of this mission are to (1) provide data and verification of
research findings to support qualification of man for indefinite exposure to
weightlessness, (2) further understand zero-gravity biology in the areas of
plant, bacteria, and animal development and, (3) conduct research in
Controlled Ecological Life Support System (CELSS).
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
Purpose: To perform invasive or prolonged research on non-human
specimens to further the understanding of biological effects of
space
Lifetime: 10 years
Launch and Transfer Vehicle: Shuttle
Operational Locations:	 Low-earth orbit such as 28.5 deg except for
radiation studies that will require either a
higher inclination or altitude
Total Mass at Operational Locations: Approximately 10,000 kg
Average Operational Power: Approximately 8 kW
Desired Initial Operational Date: 1990
GENERAL NEEDS:
o	 A laboratory separate from the human research facility
containing vivaria for animals and plants. The vivaria must
provide air, water, food, and waste management to keep the
animals and plants healthy and stable. The laboratory must
also provide suitable work areas and facilities and
instrumentation such as sampling and analysis equipment and
surgical capabilities to conduct required experiments.
o	 Physical Characteristics: 	 7.6 x 4.3 m diam
(equivalent to a full Spacelab
module)
o	 Resupply:	 3 to 6 months for specimen change
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Non-Human Research Laboratory (Continued)
ARCHITECTURE/CONFIGURATION CONSIDERATIONS:
The non-human research laboratory will be a separate laboratory isolated
from the habitability module. It will involve specimen holding
facilities for animals and plants. These holding facilities will be
similar in nature to those being developed for Spacelab; however, they
}#
	
	 may have a higher level of automation to reduce crew time required to
service the facilities. The other supporting equipment such as laminar
flow workbenches and other laboratory instruments will probably be very
similar to those being developed for Spacelab life sciences
I
	
	 laboratories. A variable gravity centrifuge will also be required for
experiment controls and subgravity research. The centrifuge must provide
the same levels of life support as the holding facilities. Any
experiments involving unique species will require experiment specific
life support provisions.
jy
	
	 The non-human laboratory will also include equipment required to evaluate
biological life support system development for future long-duration
missions.
Most of the life sciences experiments require crew manipulation;
therefore, the primary ,non-human laboratory must be attached to the Space
Station with crew members transferring from the habitability module to
the non-human life sciences laboratory in a shirtsleeve environment. A
number of experiment types such as radiation, biology, or plant biology
require no in-flight manipulation and hence these could be located on a
free-flyer.
CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY NEEDS:
o
	
	 Upgrading of holding facilities and support hardware to provide
higher levels of automation than are planned for Spacelab missions
.p	
o	 Increasing life support capacity of holding facilities
^ro
o	 Development or onboard analysis capabilities.
EXPERIMENTS AND FACILITIES:
Experiments: (see Table 1)a	
Common Facilities: (see Table 2)
au
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Non-Human Research Laboratory (Continued)
CONTACTS:
	
u
A large number of persons were contacted to review and discuss the
Non-Human Life Sciences Research Facility. Significant contributors
included:
Joe Sharp	 Deputy Director, Life Sciences, NASA-ARC
Dick Johnson	 Chief, Biosystems Division
Bill Berry	 Chief, Life Sciences Experiments Project Office
Hal Sandler	 Chief, Biomedical Research Branch
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REQUIREMENTS
REQUIRED BY
EXPERIMENT NUMBER
DEVELOPMENT
STATUS
WEIGHT(kg) VOLUME(cu m) POWER(W) HUMANUSE ALSO
ANIMAL HLDG FAC (RODENT) (AOOS- 1) 1-9,	 11,	 12,	 21,	 23,	 24 FABRICATION 280 1 320
ANIMAL HLDG FAC (SML PRI) (A005-2) 1-9,	 11,	 12,	 19, 20, 22-24 FABRICATION 240 1 320
ANIMAL HLDG FAC (LARGE PRIMATE) 10,	 19,	 20, 22,	 23 CONCEPTUAL 200 2 300
GENERAL PURPOSE WORK STATION (AO04) 1-7,	 11,	 12,	 14,	 16,	 23 DESIGN 325 2 Sao
SMALL MASS MEASUREMENT (JO06) 1-7,	 11,	 12,	 18 COMPLETE 17 0.04 15 X
BIOTELEMETRY SYSTEMS (AO10) 6,	 10,	 19 FABRICATION 36 0.026 NIL
DISSECTION MICROSCOPE (AO06) 1-3,	 5,	 11,	 12,	 14,	 21 DESIGN 18 0.1 60
RADIATION DOSIMETER (AO17) 8, 9 DESIGN 3.9 0.006 14
VARIABLE GRAVITY CE , -9TRIFUGE 1,	 2,	 4,	 7,	 12,	 14,	 19 CONCEPTUAL 830 3 1100
VESTIBULAR RESEARCH FACILITY 6, 23 CONCEPTUAL 830 3 2300
LINEAR SLED 6, 23 CONCEPTUAL 260 7 TBD
FREEZER (-30°C) NOW 1-S,	 7,	 11,	 12,	 16 DESIGN 70 0.3 200
INCUBATOR 17,	 12 CONCEPTUAL 36 0.13 80
RACK MOUNTED CENTRIFUGE (JO03) 1,	 2,	 3,	 11,	 12,	 22 COMPLETE 30 0.08 TBD X
GAS ANALYZER (JO07) 4,	 16 COMPLETE 41 0.1 ISO X
BLOOD COLLECTION SYSTEM (JOOS) 1,	 2,	 3,	 11,	 12,	 22 COMPLETE 8 0.05 NONE X
PLANT HOLDING FACILITY (SMALL) (PGU) 13-16 COMPLETE 18 0.01 75
PLANT HOLDING FACILITY (LARGE) 13-16 CONCEPTUAL 200 1 300
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HARDWARE
REQUIREMENTS
REQUIRED BY
EXPERIMENT NUMBER
DEVELOPMENT
STATUS
WEIGHT(kg) VOLUME(cu m) POWER(W) HUMANUSE ALSO
METABOLIC CAGE MODULE (RAHF) 3,	 4,	 21 CONCEPTUAL 2 0.005 2
NESTING CAGE 7,	 11,	 12 CONCEPTUAL 2 0.005 NONE
VIDEO RECORDER 7,	 14 DESIGN 11 0.013 14
ANIMAL SACRIFICING KIT 1,	 2,	 3,	 5,	 7,	 11,	 12,	 23 COMPLETE 7 0.001 10
DISSECTION KIT 1,	 2,	 3,	 5 COMPLETE 2 NIL NONE
MINI OSCILLOSCOPE (.1001) 19, 23,
	 24 COMPLETE 1.9 0.003 BATTERY X
MICRO COMPUTER (.1002) 23 COMPLETE 10 0.03 8 X
MULTI-CHANNEL STRIP RECORDER 0018) 23 CONCEPTUAL 30 0.09 500 X
CASSETTE DATA RECORDER (.1045) 19,	 23,	 24 COMPLETE NIL NIL BATTERY X
EVENT TIMER 0047) 23 COMPLETE 0.2 NIL BATTERY X
EMG MONITOR AND SIGNAL CONDITIONER 18,	 24 COMPLETE 0.06 NIL BATTERY X
GEOSTAT/CLINOSTAT 25 CONCEPTUAL TBD 0.1 TBD
910 SPECIMEN TEST APPARATUS (.1009) 14,	 21 COMPLETE 10 0.012 16
B10/RADIOLOGICAL CONTAINER (.1020) 8, 9 CONCEPTUAL 12 TBD NONE
GENERAL PURPOSE TEMP RECORDER 4,	 19 COMPLETE NIL NIL BATTERY
UTENSIL/HAND CLEANING FIXTURE (.1012) 1-7,	 11,	 12,	 18,	 21-24 PROTO COMPL 27 1.0 375 X
POCKET 'VOICE RECORDER 0013 20 COMPLETE 0.3 NIL BATTERY X
ELECTRODE IMPEDANCE METER 0 032) 6, 23 COMPLETE NIL NIL BATTERY X
MINI SPECTROPHOTOMETER (.1048) 4, 20 COMPLETE 0.46 0.0007 BATTERY X
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LIFE SCIENCES SCENARIO
SYSTEM/PROGRAM: Human Research Laboratory
The objective of this mission is to understand and mitigate effects of
the space environment on humans to qualify a varied segment of the
population for indefinite presence and operations in weightlessness, to
increase the understanding of the space environment on biological
processes, and to use the space environment to better understand life
processes on Earth.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
Purpose: To perform non-invasive research on human subjects to (1)
further understand biological effects of space, (2) establish
zero-gravity norms, (3) evaluate effectiveness of
countermeasurf:s, and (4) enhance our capability to use and
explore space.
Lifetime: 10 years
Launch and Transfer Vehicle: Shuttle
Operational Locations:
	 Low-earth orbit such as 28.5 deg except for
radiation studies that will require either
higher inclination or altitude.
Total Mass at Operational Locations:
	 Approximately 5,000 kg
Average Operational Power:
	 Approximately 4 kW
Desired Initial Operational Date: 1990
General Needs:
o Initial laboratory capable of supporting activities involving
observation, monitoring, collection, and storing of specimens
(e.g., blood, urine, and feces) for subsequent ground analysis.
o	 Laboratory to monitor microbiology of man and his environment.
o	 Increased capacity to include the establishment of zero-gravity
physiological norms and to conduct biochemical analyses in
space.
o	 Increased capacity to include instrumentation and facilities to
fully evaluate physiological status in zero gravity.
o	 Physical Characteristics: 3m-long section of habitation module
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o-.	 o	 Resupply: 3 months for personnel change
3-6 months for consumables
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Human Research Laboratory (Continued)
ARCHITECTURE/CONFIGURATION CONSIDERATIONS:
-	 The Human Research Laboratory (HRL) will be an evolutionary outgrowth of
a Health Maintenance Facility (HMF) and will be collocated with the HMF,
utilizing some of the same items of equipment. The initial HMF will
consist of an upgraded version of the Shuttle Orbiter Medical System that
will be used for early missions where the Orbiter remains docked to the
station. This facility provides no capability to conduct significant
human research. The next step in the evolution of the HMF will be the
addition of a first aid facility as part of the habitability module.
This facility will grow to include a dedicated medical area with expanded
treatment facility and will also form the basis of the HRL. The HRL will
utilize the equipment with the HMF as well as having its own unique
equipment for more sophisticated research.
S.. CRITICAL TECHNOLOGY NEEDS:
Research
o	 Definition of experiments and identification of required
facilities.
o	 Coordination of research activity with health maintenance.
o	 Plans for implementation of research.
Hardware
o	 Internal body imaging (tissues and bones)
o	 Automated analysis, e.g., hematology, urinalysis
o	 Microbiology
EXPERIMENTS AND FACILITIES:
Research Areas: (see Table 1)
Common facilities: (see Table 2)
182
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Human Research Laboratory (Continued)
CONTACTS:	 ^?
I
A large number of persons were contacted to review and discuss the Human
Life Sciences Research Facility requirements. Significant contributors
included:
Dr. Larry Dietlein	 Assistant Director, Life Sciences, NASA JSC
r L
Dr. Sam Pool	 Chief, Medical Sciences Division, NASA JSC
Hal Granger	 Chairman, Space Station Sciences and
Applications Working Group
Stuart Nachtwey	 Chief, Biomedical Applications Branch, NASA JSC
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1.	 CENTRAL HEMODYNAMICS AND CARDIOVASCULAR X X X 0.75 NONE REQUIRED do-50 Hz
REFLEX REGULATION
2.	 CRANIAL AND CEREBRAL CIRCULATION X X X 0.50 NONE REQUIRED TBD
3.	 ORTHOSTATIC INTOLERANCE X X X 4.00 COUNTER PRESSURE GAR. TBD
EXPERIMENTS 4.	 DIRECT MEASUREMENTS OF CALCIUM LOSS X X X X 0.75 NONE REQUIRED TBD
IDENTIFIED
BY S.	 MINERAL AND NUTRIENT BALANCE X X X X X 1.50  URINE AND FECAL STOR- TBD
NASA AGE CONTAINERS
HEADQUARTERS 6.	 BIOCHEMICAL AND HORMONAL MEASUREMENTS X X X 1.S0 URINE AND FECAL STOR- TBD
AGE CONTAINERS
7.	 POSTFLIGHT BIOPSY" ) X X X 1.50 NONE REQUIRED TBD
8.	 EFFECTIVENESS OF COUNTER MEASURES X X X X X 0.25 1.50 NONE REQUIRED TBD
9.	 CONFIRMATION OF RED CELL MASS DECREASES X X X X 0.50 1.00 NONE REQUIRED TBD
AND RED CELL SHPAE
10.	 KINETICS OF OTHER BLOOD CELLS X X X X 0.50 2.00 NONE REQUIRED TBD
11.	 POSTFLIGHT BLOOD CELL ANALYSIS IMPROVED X X X X 1.00 2.00 NONE REQUIRED TBD
METHOD
12.	 BEHAVIOR AND PERFORMANCE X X X X 1.00 2.00 NONE TBD
13.	 EXERCISE PHYSIOLOGY X X X X X X X X 1.00 2.00 NONE TBD
14.	 MUSCLE LOSS X X X X X X - 2.00 NONE TBD
OTHER
EXPERIMENTS 15,	 ANTHROMETRIC MEASURES X X X X 0.75 0.75 MEASUREMENT DEVICE TBD
16.	 IMMUNOLOGY X X X X X 1.00 1.00 NONE TBD
17.	 VESTIBULAR SENSITIVITY X X X X X 1100 1.00 NONE TBD
18.	 SPATIAL ORIENTATION/HUMAN CONTROL X X X X 1.00 1.00 NONE TBD
19.	 RADIATION DOSIMETRY X X X X 1.00 - NONE TBD
20.	 AUDITORY SENSITIVITY X X X X 0.50 0.50 NONE 20-20K Hz
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FACILITY
REQUIREMENTS
REQUIRED BY
EXPERIMENT NUMBER
DEVELOPMENT
STATUS
WEIGHT
(kg)
VOLUME
(cu m)
POWER
(W)
ALSO REQUIRED
FOR NON-HUMAN
LIFE SC! LAB
ECHOCARDIOGRAPH 0046) 1,	 12,	 13 CONCEPTUAL 90 0.2 450
BLOOD PRESSURE AND ECG 1,	 2,	 3,	 12,	 13 DESIGN 10 0.9 10(PHYSIOLOGICAL MONITORING SYSTEM
PMS) (J008)
PLETHYSMOGRAPH, LAMB (.1023) 1,	 13 FABRICATION 1.2 0.0004 BATTERY
LOWER BODY NEGATIVE PRESSURE 1,	 3,	 13 PROTOTYPE 20 0.15 50
SUIT 0033) COMPLETE
RETINAL PHOTOGRAPH 2,	 13,	 14 NONE TBD TBD TBD
OCCULAR TONOMETER 2,	 13 NONE TBD TBD TBD
INDIRECT PRESSURE RETINAL VESSELS 2 NONE TBD TBD TBD
DIRECT CALCIUM MONITOR (PHOTON 4,	 13 NONE TBD TBD TBD
AB, ACTIVATION, TOMOGRAPHY)
URINE SAMPLING AND STORAGE 5,	 6,	 16,	 13 DESIGN 15 0.02 50
FECAL SAMPLING AND STORAGE 5,	 6,	 16,	 13 CONCEPTUAL TBD TBD TBD
REFRIGERATOR FREEZER (.1044) 6,	 8,	 10,	 11 DESIGN 70 0.30 200
RACK MOUNTED CENTRIFUGE 0003) 6, 7,	 10,	 11,	 16 COMPLETE 30 0.08 480
IN-FLIGHT BLOOD COLLECTION 6,	 8,	 11,	 13,	 16 COMPLETE 8 0.05 NONE X
SYSTEM 0005)
MINI OSCILLOSCOPE (.1001) 17,	 18 COMPLETE 1.9 0.003 BATTERY X
MICRO COMPUTER 15,	 17,	 18 COMPLETE 10.0 0.03 8 X
CASSETTE DATA RECORDER 0045) 15,	 17,	 18 COMPLETE NIL NIL BATTERY X
EVENT TIMER 13 CONCEPTUAL 0.2 NIL BATTERY X
COMPOUND MICROSCOPE 9 COMPLETE 15.0 0.01 60 X
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FACILITY
REQUIREMENTS
REQUIRED BY
EXPERIMENT NUMBER
DEVELOPMENT
STATUS
WEIGHT VOLUME POWER ALSO REQUIREDFOR NON HUMAN
LIFE SCI LAB
ROTATING CHAIR 17,	 18 COMPLETE 100 1.2 :s00
LINEAR SLED 18 CONCEPTUAL 260 7.0 TBD X
AUDIOMETER 15 CONCEPTUAL TBD TBD TBD
FAR FIELD POTENTIOMETER 15 CONCEPTUAL TBD TBD TBD X
EMC MONITOR AND SIGNAL CONDITONER 13,	 14 COMPLETE 0.06 NIL BATTERY X(J011)
BICYCLE ERGOMETER (J024) 13 DESIGN 70 0:04 50
GAS ANALYZER 0007) 12,	 13 COMPLETE 41 0.1 150 X
UTINSIL/HAND CLEANING FIXTURE (.1012) 1,	 5,	 6,	 9-11 PROTOTYPE 27 1.0 375 X
COMPLETE
POCKET VOICE RECORDER 0013) 3,	 8,	 12,	 13,	 17,	 18,	 20 COMPLETE 0.3 NIL BATTERY X
HEMATOCRIT CENTRIFUGE (JO16) 9-11,	 16 COMPLETE 0.83 0.009 BATTERY
SMALL MASS MEASUREMENT 0061) TBD COMPLETE 17 0.04 15 X
'BODY MASS MEASUREMENT DEVICE (JO17) 15 COMPLETE 39 0.6 15 X
MULTI-CHANNEL STRIP CHART RECORDER 1-3,	 12,	 13,	 17,	 18,	 20 CONCEPTUAL 30 0.09 500 X
0018)
URINE MONITORING (J027) 4-6,	 8,	 16,	 19 FABRICATION 22 0.04 50
VENOUS OCCLUSION CUFF 1,	 12,	 13 FABRICATION 2 0.001 BATTERY
ELECTRODE IMPEDANCE METER (132) 1,	 3,	 12,	 13,	 17,	 18,	 20 COMPLETE NIL NIL BATTERY X
LOW GRAVITY CENTRIFUGE (J043) 9-11,	 16 CONCEPTUAL 12 0.04 345
MINI SPECTROPHOTOMETER (J048) 12,	 13 COMPLETE 0.46 0.0007 BATTERY X
IMAGING/X-RAY 14,	 15 CONCEPTUAL TBD TBD TBD X
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ATMOSPHERIC OBSERVATION SCENARIO
SYSTEM/PROGRAM:	 Meteorological Payload
The payload consists of the Advanced Moisture and Temperature Sounder
(AMTS), Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU), and Microwave Pressure °w
Sounder (MPS) with integration hardware.	 The payload is carried on an t
MPE support structure or equivalent.
The AMTS is a 28-channel infrared spectrometer that measures vertical
profiles of atmospheric temperature and moisture. a
The AMSU is a 20-channel microwave radiometer that measures the vertical a
profile of temperature and moisture.	 It will also measure precipitation
distribution and intensity.	 Ground resolution is 50 km for channels 1 	 to
15 and 15 km for channels 16 to 20.
The MPS is an active microwave sensor using up to 6 channels to measure ^.
surface (sea level) pressure of the atmosphere.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
v a
Purpose:
	
To provide continuous meteorological data.for input to
numerical weather prediction modelsy
Lifetime:	 No limit
^n
Launch Vehicle:	 Shuttle
Operational Location:	 Altitude, 400 km ^u
Inclination,	 57 deg
Operational Considerations: 	 High inclination is required to provide
latitude coverage; global coverage required	 Jk
twice daily.
Total Mass at Operational Locations: 1170 kg	 `k
Average Operational Power:	 2 kW	 -.
General Needs:
o	 Physical Characteristics: 1.6 x 4.0 x 2.7 m
o	 Major Deployable Elements/
Internal Moving Parts:	 Instruments contain moving 	 8
scan mirrors
186
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Meteorological Payload (Continued)
o	 Viewing Requirements: 	 Payload requires radius orientation
with instruments scanning crosstrack.
AMTS requires orientation with respect
to the velocity vector.
- Pointing Accuracy:	 6 arcmin
- Stability:	 6 aresec
Emissions/Susceptibilities:	 MPS radiates microwave energy
AMSU and MPS are sensitive to
microwave RF interference at
their operating frequencies.
AMTS is sensitive to IR emission,
absorption, or scattering and to
condensation on optics.
STS Interfaces:	 TBD
187
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OPERATIONS SCENARIO 1
SYSTEM/PROGRAM:	 On-Orbit Satellite Servicing in LEO y
An important function for a space station in low-Earth orbit (LEO), can
be to provide service to free-flying orbiting satellites also in LEO. T
Several modes of servicing are contemplated such as:
(a)	 Conducting maintenance, equipment replacement, propellant
resupply by hands on, and robotic techniques at the satellite
location.
(b)	 By capturing the satellite and performing the servicing at the
^a
space station.
It is envisioned that the space station should have the flexibility to
accommodate either of the two modes for servicing.°
To perform servicing functions, the space station must be augmented by
orbit transfer vehicle elements to provide transport from the station to
the orbiting satellite and return.	 Warehouse storage, propellant
resupply and transfer, shop and checkout type facilities are required at
the station to accommodate maintenance and assembly tasks.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
"	 Purpose:	 Conduct service operations on satellites in LEO ,b
Lifetime: 10 years (lifetime of Space Station).
Launch and Transfer Vehicle : Via Shuttle and Orbital Transfer Vehicle
(OTV).
Operational Locations:
	
	 Station at 400 km altitude and 28.5 deg	 s
inclination
Satellites at various locations
Total Mass of Operational Locations:
u
C
o	 Satellites
o	 OTV'X
.y
o	 Service facilities at Space Station
a a
n 4
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Desired Initial Operational Date: 1994
GENERAL NEEDS:
0	 Fuel/oxidizer/pressurant storage and transfer
0	 Warehouse storage
0	 Servicing, assembly, and checkout area
0	 Checkout systems
Mechanical	 tankage/line leak checks - valve functional
checks
Electronics	 subsystem input-output
0	 Checkout data system - electronic automatic sequencing and
signal monitoring/control and status
0	 Operational crew - 10 person crew including technicians
0	 Orbit transfer vehicle - (manned and unmanned)
0	 Robotic manipulators for performing servicing at satellites
CONTACTS:
rM171*11,
189
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ON-ORBIT SATELLITE SERVICING IN LEO SCENARIO
(INTEGRATED TACTICAL SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM)
u b
SYSTEM/PROGRAM: Integrated Tactical Surveillance System (ITSS) Servicing in
Low-Earth Orbit
A major goal to achieve economical free-flyer satellite operation is to
	 `u
effectively expand the on-orbit life of the satellite by conducting
on-orbit servicing.
The objective of this scenario is to provide servicing in LEO for the
ITSS including equipment replacement, subsystem modification, repairs,
replenishment of expendables for the ITSS free-flying satellite at
periodic intervals.
ITSS is a program to define the Navy surveillance/command, communication,
and control (C 3 ) improvements in support of the anti-air warfare and
surface/subsurface warfare. Surveillance and C 3
 problems are
increasingly magnified as air and sea launch weapon ranges increase.
Both existing senso command and control (C 2 ) improvements and new sensor 	 V
C 2 systems are being defined. In addition, the Air Force has augmented
the ITSS effort. i
ITSS is expected to fill deficiencies in both C 3
 and surveillance. The
C3
 improvements address the use of existing sensors in conjunction with
new sensor systems. Processing and timeliness in a warfare environemnt
are key issues. For the new sensors, the ability to provide attack ^g
warning and weapon placement data re key issues. As such, the ITSS
architecture is expected to drive both sensor and C 3 improvements in the
late 1980s to the 1990s.
L` k
SYSTEM DESCRIPTON:
ITSS Satellite cv
Purpose:	 Protect the U.S. Navy fleet from attack and inform Air
Force of impending aerial attacks 	 >x
Lifetime:	 Classified (greater than 3 years)
Launch and Transfer Vehicle:	 Initial launch from Shuttle
Operational Location: 	 1000 and 2600 km at both 65 deg and 57 deg
	
a
Total Mass at Operational Location:	 10,000 to 11,000 kg
Average Operational Power:	 13 kW average	 °t
Desired Initial Operational Date:
	
Early 1990
190
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Integrated Tactical Surveillance System Servicing in Low-Earth Orbit
(Continued)
General Servicing Needs:
o	 Servicing frequency: TBD
o	 Servicing Needs: 	 Fuel/OX/pressurant resupply
Equipment changeout - various items in 8
subsystems
o	 Support for servicing and ITSS C/O after servicing scenario
o	 Servicing uses STS based teleoperator or 'mini OTA/MOTV'
'	 o	 Data link to station for servicing C/O (10M/bits/sec)
CONTACTS:
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LARGE SATELLITE ASSEMBLY IN LEO
SPACE-BASED RADAR (SBR)
SYSTEM/PROGRAM: Space-Based Radar
The SBR will consist of a group of interrelated sensors and associated
support equipment for use in earth-looking observation modes. The total
sensor and equipment complement will be mounted on a large space
structure assembled and tested at low-Earth orbit (LEO) for subsequent
redeployment to high-Earth orbit (HEO). Servicing (e.g., consumables)
could be accomplished remotely with a LEO-based servicer.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
Purpose: To view in a surveillance mode specific Earth geographical
locations for intelligence gathering, examination, and
verification
Lifetime: 5 to 10 years (including servicing)
Launch and Transfer Vehicle: Shuttle to station, propulsion module (LEO
to GEO transfer) and possible teleoperator
Operational Location: Primary GEO (Payloads)
Total Mass at Operational Location: Approximately 15,000 kg
Desired Initial Operational Date: 1988 (Shuttle-based experiment: 60m
reflector)
1993 (Station constructed with SBR
launch to GEO)
General Construction Support Needs:
o	 Construction in LEO: Both IVA and EVA crew support plus
construction equipment
o	 SBR Platform Stability 1/10 of antenna beamwidth
o	 Data rate of 50m/bits/sec
o	 Propulsion modules for transport from LEO to HEO
c
o	 Potential use of teleoperator
o	 Physical Characteristics: 225m antenna (reflector size)
o	 On-orbit servicing
192 (^ -- 3
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Space-Based Radar (Continued)
o	 C/O of SBR pre- and postlaunch transfer to GEO
o	 Comm/data links to ground and to TDRSS (military dedicated?)
CONTACTS:
1r
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ASTRONOMY PLATFORMS AND MSS DERIVATIVES
SYSTEM/PROGRAM: Space Platform Servicing - Free Flyer (Astronomy Platforms
and MMS Derivatives)
As the Space Transportation System is augmented and evolving in the
1990-2000 era, free-flyer platform elements will be added to operate in
an autonomous mode. These free-flyers will accommodate experiments and
payloads for long-duration-type observation where low-g and low
contamination criteria can be maintained. Many of these free-flyers are
presumed to be man-tended at periodic intervals.
An important operational function of a Space Station will be to provide
the capability to execute service missions to these platform to resupply
expendables, conduct maintenance, repair/replace equipments, modify
experiments, etc. It is anticipated that these missions will be
conducted on a scheduled basis and also that the capabilty should exist
to conduct an occasional emergency-demand-type visit.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION:
Purpose:	 To perform service operations in support of free-flying
platforms.
Lifetime:	 Life of Space Station
Launch and Transfer Vehicle:
o	 Shuttle - S/C to orbit
o	 Shuttle - spares/fluids for servicing (pre-STA era)
o	 Shuttle - spares/fluids to station
o	 P/L handing unit (S/C transfer to/from STA)
Operational Location:	 Platform located in LEO at 28.5 deg and altitude
of 310 to 550 km
L^.!
Total Mass at Operational Location:
Average Operational Power:
Desired Initial Operating Date:
General Platform Support Needs:
Approximately 6,800 to 11,000 kg
TBD
Varies from 1984 to beyond 1988
TBD
-
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Space Platform Servicing - Free Flyer (Astronomy Platforms and MMS
Derivatives) (Continued)
o	 On-Orbit servicing
o	 Capture and holding/positioning for servicing
o	 Spares and fluids resupply
o	 Potential use of P/L handling unit
ti
o	 Checkout data rate of TBD
o	 Physical Characteristics: 2.5 to 4.4m diam., 3 to 14m long,
and arrays up to 6m each
o	 Comm/Data Links: S/C to TDRSS (up and down link), possible
station link.
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INTRODUCTION
With the prospect of routine operation of the Shuttle near at hand, NASA has
begun a planning activity to define future space systems. Before even
contemplating any specific configurations, however, NASA has set itself the task
of determining user requirements to ensure that the system designs will be driven
by user requirements and not vice versa. A number of major aerospace contractors
were contracted to help NASA achieve this objective. Lockheed was one of the
selected contractors.
The potential user community is divided into several sectors: national security,
foreign, science applications, and commercial. This report deals with Lockheed's
efforts in determining commercial user requirements.
The commercial sector has divided itself thus far into satellite communications,
remote sensing, space manufacture of unique products, and support services for
the preceding three areas. Although business interests are already active in
varying degrees in all of the cited areas, the vast majority of the business
community has not yet even thought of what they might do in space. Reasoning
that the needs and requirements of the presently active business firms probably
are already, or shortly will be, well canvassed by NASA and other competitive
contractors in the present contracted effort, Lockheed chooses to concentrate on
z	 trying to elicit responses from the thus far silent majority.
Lockheed decided that any meaningful participation of the business community in
defining future space systems requirements would first require establishing an
ongoing dialogue between the potential users and systems designers. A
two-pronged strategy was thus devised for establishing such dialogues with
production and financial businesses that are relatively uniformed and widely
dispersed. The management consultant firm of A.D. Little was subcontracted to
help Lockheed educate and stimulate interest in space commercialization. A.D.
Little organized and presented two seminars to carefully selected industrial
leaders. Concurrent with this activity, a number of selected firms were visited,
some of which were represented at the A.D. Little seminars. Contact was also
established with two professional trade organizations, and a personal
presentation to the board of directors of one was given.
In addition, some other avenues to involving the commercial sector by, so to
s peak, the side door were explored. These included trying to interest the Air
	
R.	 Force in undertaking an exploration of the possibilities of space for materials
	
ur,	
processing and treatment of human disabilities and determining if the National
Bureau of Standards had requirements for performing physical properties
	
`	 determinations in space. The rationale for this approach is that the Air Force
has specific needs in the mentioned areas and itself performs or contracts a
	
'	 great deal of research and development to answer those needs. Should the Air
Force find that space offers a real advantage for either space produced materials
or space treatment facilities, it could provide a market for the materials or
facilities. Commercialization of the technology would thus be rapid indeed. In
b
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the case of the Bureau of Standards, determination of physical properties in i	 ,
space would call for new apparatuses that would challenge the ingenuity of
te
instrument manufacturers.	 Advances in the art of instrumentation have always led
to breakthroughs in technology that have benefited not only the instrument makers
but have also spawned new industries.
A full report of the A.D. Little seminar activity is presented in another
..fl
volume.
	
The remainder of this report concern itself with the personal visits. :.
SELECTION OF COMPANIES AND VISIT ARRANGEMENTS,
Because the period of performance of the present contract was quite short,
essentially September 1982 to March 1983, a number of visits had to be arranged
before personal contacts could be made at the A.D. Little seminars. 	 Past
experience in the space processing field served in helping to identify a fern
likely candidates. 	 Identification of other likely firms in an area was
accomplished by intensive library research. °*
Once a list of likely candidate firms had been assembled, setting up appointments
was performed by means of telephone and letter contact. 	 The telephone route
proved more efficient in setting up a string of appointments in a short period of
time.	 Letters are apparently too easy to pass on to other people. 	 Letters,
however, might be more effective if sufficient time is available for letting the
letter find the right person. 71
A
'c VISIT FORMAT
`. A visit usually took the following format:
e3 u UE,
k^ o	 Preliminary remarks about NASA needing user requirements.
^: IWA
>F o	 Giving individuals a chance to respond.	 The usual response was that
they hadn't given the matter much consideration.
o	 The Lockheed representative would then present an overview of the
possibilities of space.
o	 Discussions after the presentation of particular interests."
o	 Lockheed would introduce and leave with the firm the Lockheed-devised
first-cut senarios to aid in obtaining feedback from the companies.
(Appendix A shows copies of these senarios).
In a number of cases, the companies had assembled rather sizeable audiences, so
the presentation was more formal.	 The presentation was aided by a number of
visuals assembled from files or solicited from contacts. We
t
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COMMERCIAL COMPANIES VISITED
Figure 1 shows the companies visited. Names of the persons contacted are given
in Appendix B. The column titled Encounter in Figure 1 shows entries such as
ADL/l and T/1. The letters ADL and T indicated that the initial contact was made
either at an A.D. Little seminar or by telephone. The number following the
letter indicates the number of personal visits paid to the firm. The column
titled Rating shows the perception of the degree of interest in pursuing space
research and development. The following general interpretation of the ratings
apply:
1... High interest. Indication of initiation of a formal evaluation.
2... High interest, but need more indication of thinking of others in
organization.
3... Moderate interest. Want to be kept informed.
4... Interest. See no immediate opportunities but open to new
developments.
5... Minimal interest or even rejection of concept.
i'0	
-
1
	
	
u6
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FIGURE 1
COMPANIES VISITED
a 
f	
'a
COMPANY	 ENCOUNTER	 RATING	 u	 i
Dayton Malleable,	 Inc. T/1 3
Dayton, Ohio
s
The Duriron Company, Inc. T/1 2
Dayton, Ohio M%
c. h
Systems Research Laboratories, Inc. T/1 4
Dayton, Ohio
National Cash Register (NCR) T/1 1
Dayton, Ohio
Mead T/1 2
Dayton, Ohio
Borden,	 Inc. T/1 3
Cincinnati, Ohio
Cincinnati,	 Inc. T/l, 3
Cincinnati, Ohio ''y
KDI Precision Products, 	 Inc. T/1 3^
Cincinnati,	 Ohio
Borg-Warner T/1 2
Chicago,	 Illinois
G.D. Searle & Co. T/1 3
Shokie,	 Illinois
Gould,	 Inc. T/1 5
Rolling Meadows,	 Illinois*
f
Celanese Chemical	 Company T/1 4
r
Dallas,	 Texas s'A
Vought Corporation (an LTV company) T/1 3 Ha
Dallas, Texas
Commercial Metals Company T/1 3`
Dallas, Texas
e^
Hughes Tool Company T/2 1`''rp
Houston, Texas ^•
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COMPANY
A
	
	 Pennzoil Company
Houston, Texas
-
	
	
Consolidated Aluminu
St. Louis, Missouri
Monsanto
St. Louis, Missouri
h
Dart-Kraft, Inc.
-	 Glenview, Illinois
UOP
Des Plaines, Illinoi
a
	
	
Travenol Laboratorie
Morton Grove, Illino
r
Exxon Production Com
Houston, Texas
Bacti-Consult Associ
Houston, Texas
Corning Glass Works
Corning, New York
Alcoa
Pittsburgh, Pennsylv
Alcoa Center, Pennsy
t	 Hercules, Inc.
A	 Washington, D.C.
{	 a	 AMP, Inc.
*	 Winston-Salem, North
Becton Dickenson
Paramers, New Jersey
^Y
Allied Corporation
Morristown, New Jers
a
Mobil
New York, New York
Raychem Corporation
Menlo Park, Californ
FIGURE 1
COMPANIES VISITED (cont)
ENCOUNTER
T/1
T/1
T/1
T/1
T/1
ADL/l
T/1
ADL/l
ADL/l
ADL/2
207
m
s
s, Inc.
is
pany
ates
ania
lvania
Carolina
ey
is
RATING
3
1
2
4
2
2
2
3
1
ADL/l 2
ADL/l 2
ADL/l 3
ADL/l 2
ADL/2 1
ADL/l 2
^d
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ubatKVA11ON ON COMMERCIAL SECTOR'S READINESS FOR SPACE VENTURES
VII
t
Extent of Current Commercial Activity: Assessing the full scope of present
commercial activity in space was beyond the scope of the present study. We were
struck, however, by the amount of activity that is occurring, apparently entirely
independent of NASA. Mr. Art Dula of Houston, Texas, one of the foremost space
lawyer in the country, said he had a number of clients that were pursuing a'
number of space activities independent of NASA funding. Dr. Lorraine Gall, also
in Houston, Texas a consultant in the area of microbiology, said that she too was
performing services for clients pursuing independent commercial space ventures.
Both would not divulge further information on the nature of these activities.
Po^qhle_Space Ventures_ of Interest to Industry:
	
As mentioned previously the
majority of the firms contacted were very receptive to hearing about the
possibilities of space.	 Only one firm, however, had independently formulated any
specific interest.	 Mr. G. Keith Turnbull, Alcoa's Director of Technology
Planning, was interested in the possibilities of energy from space for the
purpose of running aluminum refining operations. 	 As Mr. Turnbull explained, an
aluminum refining operation is first located where power is plentiful. 	 The
operation then attracts considerable people and business activity into the area.
The increased population in turn generates its own demand for power, which 7
competes with that of the aluminum operation.	 If power from space could be
economically obtained it could be directed to populated areas where aluminum
production facilities already exist or could economically be built, even in
deserts.	 The cost of transporting the raw ore, bauxite, 	 is negligible, compared
to the refining energy cost.	 Energy from space might thus be a way to revitalize
some severely economically depressed regions of the country.
The rest of the firms visited did not indicate prior formulation of any specific
interest.	 Most of the firms had not yet thought of space in any serious way.
	
Of
the possibilities suggested, the following kindled the most interest and
enthusiasm:
Space processing-metallurgical, electronic, glass, catalyst, 	 and -,
biological or pharmaceutical 	 products.
Recycling materials
	
in space - i.e., cutting up,	 in space,
	
the
large Shuttle external tank and processing the material for
other uses in space.b
Construction of large space structures - using metal or plastic
products.
xe^h
The areas of food production, and health care, were rather coolly received,
although not rejected. These areas apparently appear to be too far in the future
for serious consideration now..
Awareness of__State-of S ace .Technolo	 and. Arran ements for Partici._ation: There
	 ;^(t
exists in the commercial sector a general lack of , knowledge of the possibilities
of space, of prior work in the area, and of how access to space may be gained.
208
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Knowledge of NASA's arrangements for dealing with the commercial sector are also
generally unknown. Most of the firms contacted displayed great concern about the
extent and nature of foreign activities in space and a number of requests for
further information on what the Japanese and Germans are doing were received.
	
J^
	
Desperately needed is some general descriptive material on the areas mentioned
that is written especially for the business community.
/( A
All of the firms contacted, even those who have informed themselves on NASA
research and development in commercial areas, need help in identifying ways in
which space might be used to their particular commercial advantage. part of this
need is caused by poor communication of what has already been accomplished in
space, but a large part is due to the very small existing data base of actual
space phenomena. The individuals contacted readily grasped and displayed great
interest in the demonstration science experiments. These demonstration
experiments showed phenomena that they could relate to and sparked their
imagination. A larger data base of these kinds of experiments would be very
beneficial to educate the business community.
E_val.uati._o_n_Actvi_ti.es.^P_reci_pi_tated by visits: As can be seen in Figure 1 a
fairly high percentage of the firms showed high 'interest in the possibilities of
using space for commercial purpose. Some of the specifics of the evaluation
	
J	 activities initiated by the firms as the result of Lockheed's contacts are:
o	 NCR Corporation
The people a NCR indicated that they would pursue space
processing research and development through the Microelectronics
and Computer Technology Corporation (MCC). This corporation
is a cooperative venture of 15 U.S. companies. NCR will bring
up the matter to MCC sometime in the near future.
o	 Hughes Tool Company
	
^..	 A study project was initiated to determine if an advantage could
be realized from space for manufacturing drill bits. It was
decided, however, that the project required a research effort
beyond what the company was willing to undertake. Future contact
to determine the factors that went into this decision is planned.
o	 Consolidated Aluminum
	
tm	
Mr. Kurt Hulliger said he would introduce the matter of space
research and development activity to the corporate board in
Switzerland sometime in February.
o	 Corning Glass Works
Dr. Gail Smith was designated to track and define efforts in
the space research and development area.
^.a
1'
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o	 Alcoa
Mr. Henry Patis was designated to head a project to determine
t
what Alcoa's interest in space might be. aF
o	 Mobil
Mr. J.J. Wise indicated that Mobil would probably try some
Get Away Special Experiments.	 On 6 April 1983 they visited with =`z
Goddard which meeting was organized by Lockheed at Mobil request.
Feed_baekXo_-Date.:	 Only a couple of responses were received to the request for
comments on the senarios. 	 These responses were not very detailed, more in the
nature of, well, they look all right.	 It is too soon to expect more at this time.
Fol_Jgw-Up,_Actiy ties. to,_ 	 to p:	 The major follow-up activities accomplished since °t,
the visits were made have consisted of gathering and mailing specific descriptive
and technical	 information requested in the visits.
Some_ LargerP5,y _:That_ Emerged:
	
Various concerns were expressed by the
individuals at industrial firms. 	 One of the most significant was the concern as
to the advisability of pursuing even exploratory research and development if
commercialization is not certain. 	 There was a fear that the research and
development might be picked up by foreign firms, who would commerialize it ..
perhaps to our detriment, 	 i.e., the way Japan used continuous casting to the
detriment of the U.S. steel 	 industry.	 Apparently something of this sort is
happening in the solar photovoltaic area also (see article presented in Appendix
D).	 If this indeed is a problem of the magnitude suggested, then both industry
and Government must do some very serious thinking about the objectives of
research and development and how it is funded. 	 At the very least, the oft-stated
and industry-endorsed position that Government thould fund high risk research and
development needs to be reexamined. a`
Apropos of foreign use of U.S. research and development is the question of the
effect of heavy U.S. investment in foreign high-technology start-up companies in
Europe (see Appendix E). It appears that some adjustments to U.S. tax rates must 	 „b
be made or the U.S. may lose not only substantial venture capital, but also our
technology lead.
Another issue emerged, not through conversations with industrial firms, but 	 "IN
through a letter exchange in	 (AppendixAeronautics ndix F). The main
point brought out by the letters is that the larger user community may be
overlooked when we try to identify industry needs for space systems. As the
letters bring out, projections for needs such as an educational satellite require
the participation of economists, educators, and other soft-science specilists. A
	
7"
failure to adequately assess the nature and future markets has caused the
satellite communications industry to overestimate their requirements*.'
Al
Finally, consideration of the needs and requirements of foreign nations for 1;4
future space systems cannot be considered independently of U.S. commercial needs
	
r
and requirements. In particular, the third-world nations cannot be viewed only
R,.
210
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as a source of markets for U.S. commercial firms. A mechanism will have to be
sought to involve the third-world nations in an active way in any large future
space system. The Sabre Foundation's idea of free trade zones for space venture,
(i.e., areas where enterprises are exempted from tariffs and taxes) promises a
start in this direction. A contact has been established with the Sabre
Foundation and future interaction should provide more concrete possibilities.
	
4	 RESULTS OF COMPLEMENTARY ACTIVITIES
Trade. Association: Two trade associations were contacted in the course of the
study. These were the Metal Powder Industries Federation (MPIF) and the
Electronics Representatives Association (ERA). A presentation was given to the
MPIF board at their annual meeting.
Both organizations are very enthusiastic about learning more about space
possibilities and about undertaking activities that would inform and serve their
member organizations better to take full advantage of possible opportunities.
One of the activities suggested was association sponsorship of some space
experiments. Both associations were very enthusiastic about Lockheed having an
	
oil	
information booth and giving papers at their annual conferences and exhibition
(Appendix G). The MPIF will be held their conferences and exhibition on MA 1-5,
1983. The ERA technial conference and exhibition will be held April 19-21. Some
75,000 people are expected to attend. There will be some 800 exhibitors.
Possible Air Force Activity: A presentation to a group from the Air Force
Materials Laboratory Appendix B, p. 1) was received with interest, but there was
	
j	 little indication that any concrete evaluation activity would result. Possibly
	
1	 the right people were not reached. This will need to be explored further, but
prior experience with trying to identify a group within the Air Force that would
be interested in space processing left the impression that the Air Force
	
°	 considers any space materials research and development strictly a NASA province.
Dr. L.E. Kazarian of the Air Force Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory was
contacted by telephone. Dr. Kazarian is involved in research activities having
to do with the effects of space on various human processes. Dr. Kazarian had not
considered using space for treatment facilities, but he offered the possibilities
that space might be useful for treating scoliosis, burns, some circulatory
problems, and head injuries. He offered the fascinating bit of information that
	
».	 space is apparently a cure for chronic low-back pain. This bit of information
should be of great interest to the commercial sector. A health spa in space?
Dr. Kazarian thought that the most probable use of a space station will be as an
intermediate, rehabitation place to gradually adjust deep-space astronauts to
	
n=	 gravity before returning to earth.
National Bureau of Standards (NBS) and C,INDAS: CINDAS (Center for Information
and Numerical Analysis and Synthesis) is a DoD information analysis center. Its
funding is 60 percent DoD, 30 percent NBS, and 10 percent Purdue University.
There are 20 of these information centers throughout the country. The main
f.
udy of establishing in-depth personal
be successful as evidenced by the un
continue the dialogue and by the eval
contact
animous
uation
^k
t
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function of these centers is to collect, review, analyze, appraise, summarize,
and store available information on highly specialized technical subjects. CINDAS
specializes in thermophysics and electronic data. In addition to paper studies
they also perform some experimental determinations of physical properties.
-c
Neither NBS and CINDAS has
properties determination,
NASA sponsorship, in the a
however, conversations wit
highly imaginative ideas f
determinations.
any long-ranged plan to
although NBS does conduct
rea of space processing.
h the technical personnel
or the use of space for p
use space for physical
a number of studies, under
At both organizations,
indicated that they had
hysical properties
CONCLUSIONS
The commercial sector, as evidenced by the sample of the 32 firms personally
visited, are for the most part abysmally uninformed on the possibilities of
space, the state-of-the-art space technology, how access might be gained through
NASA channels, and the extent of foreign space activities. All were eager to
rectify the situation, however. Those firms that had some knowledge of space
technology and possibilities couldn't see any concrete possibilities for
themselves. A large part of this lack of opportunity recognition is surmised to
be caused by the lack of an adequate data base of space physical phenomena and
space economics.
The approach taken in the
to initiate a dialogue was
agreement of the contacted
activities precipitated by
present st
shown to
firms to
the visits.
An interesting finding of the present study was that many, if not most,
Government agencies, some which have a stake in space, have also failed to
recognize how space can help them fulfill their earth-and-space-based needs. It
is felt that the commercial sector's entry into commercial space activities would
be greatly facilitated if the Government agencies themselves would use space for
some of their own material, medical, and other needs.
t,
u i,
Lastly, a
the study,
companies
activities
number of socio-economi
need to be considered
and the Government have
is having detrimental
c issues, which surfaced during the course of
more fully lest the U.S. find that the way
 been conducting research and development
economic and political effects.
a^
^" A
RECOMMENDATIONS
The major recommendation and
comprehensive information, w
prepared and made available.
business community, but most
phenomena in space, possible
foreign activity in space, a
introducing the subject to p
is that more adequate and
business community, be
e is suitable for the
hures or books on physical
, extent and kind of
e very convenient for
reviously uninformed people.
most easily implemented,
ritten especially for the
Some of NASA's literatur
is not. A series of broc
space commercial ventures
nd access to space would b
L:
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Continuation of the in-depth dialogue process is recommended and should be
expanded somewhat in order that a realistic assessment of its value can be made.
Obviously one or two visits will not get a commercial company to pursue a
drastically different economic objective. How long will the process take? How
can the process be shortened? These are questions that require more data before
an adequate answer can be given.
It is also recommended that the data base of physical phenomena in space that is
relevant to the commercial sector be expanded. To this end, an input from
industry as to what they would like to see should be solicited. The in-depth
dialogue technique, the main tool of the present study, should be ideal for
eliciting this input.
Trade associations should be involved in helping to inform and involve industry
in space activities. Their conventions and trade shows should be excellent
vehicles for disseminating information and for identifying companies with low
activation energy barriers for entry into space commercialization exploration
activities. Along these lines, talks to Chamber of Commerce gatherings in places
like Houston, Dallas, New York, etc., should also be tried.
It is also recommended that further efforts be expanded to interest various
»._	 Government agencies that may have material, medical, and other like needs that
could perhaps be fulfilled better by space activities.
!I^	 The socio-economic issues discussed need clarification and study before specific
recommendations can be made. Studies of this nature, therefore, are recommended.
J^a
l}n
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APPENDIX A
SAMPLE SPACE SYSTEM SCENARIOS USED TO
STIMULATE COMMERCIAL RESPONSE
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a. Materials Processing Scenario
b. Space Manufacturing Scenario1
(SEE ATTACHMENT 2, VOLUME I, SCENARIOS) 	 st
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APPENDIX B
CONTACTS MADE DURING STUDY
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• Dayton Malleable, Inc.
P.O. Box 98
Dayton, OH 45401
Dr. Yesh P. TeLang
Director of Technology
(513) 278-•5251
• The Duriron Company, Inc.
P.O. Box 1145
Dayton, Oh 45401
R.C. Shenk, Jr., Manager, Advanced Technology
(513) 226-4359
William H. Barnes
Richard L. Helferich, Staff Engineer
• Systems Research Laboratories, Inc
2800 Indian Ripple Road
Dayton, OH 45440
Mr. William E. Dirkes
Director of Planning and Marketing
(513) 426-6000
• Air Force Materials Laboratory, Dayton, Ohio
John Williamson, AFWAL/MLTM, Tech. Mgr., Structures
Lee Kennard, AFWAL/MLIM, Branch Chief
Larry Parson, AFWAL/MLTM, Tech. Mgr.,
Materials Processing
Bill Dobbs, AFWAL/MLTM, Systems Support
Bernie Cohen
Veronica Bloemer, AFWAL/MLTM
(513) 255-5151
s.
4'i d
^pZv
ui
c.
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LT Russell G. Vogt, AFWAL/MLLS
LT James Y. Adkins, AFWAL/MLLS
LT Ray Young, AFWAL/MLTM
• National Cash Register
1700 South Patterson Blvd.
Dayton, OH 45479
(513) 445-5000
Carl F. Rench
Assistant Vice President
Corporate Research and Technical Affairs
James Canaday
Director of Advanced R&D
William Horst
Advanced Development
• Mead
Courthouse Plaza, Northeast
Dayton, OH 45463
Dr. Charles W. Spalding
Vice President, Technology
9. Borden, Inc.
Graphics Division
630 Glendale-Milford Road
Cincinnati, OH 45215
Mr. John J. Marino
Technical Director
Research & Development
(513) 782-6260
Joseph A. Schlinkert
Group Leader - Research Support
Printing Ink Group
Donald L. King
PDL Group Leader - Fluid
Printing Ink Group
Gus Carrimpalos
Technical Staff
R&D Laboratory
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Wally Whalen
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• Cincinnati, Inc.
Kilby Road
Box 11111
Cinncinnati, OH 45211
Mr. Robert Burns
Manager-Engineering
P/M & Special Products
(513) 367-7601
• KDI Precision Products, Inc.
3975 MacMann Road
Cincinnati, OH 45227
Mr.. Mark Clark, President
(513) 943-2000
• Borg-Warner
200 S. Michigan Ave.
Chicago, IL 60604
Mr. William H. Weltyk
V.P. Engineering and Development
(312) 322-8554
• G.D. Searle & Company
Searle Research & Development
Searle Parkway
Skokie, IL
Box 5116
Chicago, IL 60680
Dr. Paul D. Klimstra, V.P.
North American Preclinical R&D
(312) 982-7867
• Gould, Inc.
Advanced Systems Div.
30 Gould Center
Dolling Meadows, IL 60008
Mr. Ernest C. Guerri
Vice President and General Mgr.
(312) 640-4414
,x n
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• TEPIAC (Thermophydical and Electronic Properties
Information Analysis Center)
CINDAS (Center for Information and Numerical Data
^_.	
Analysis and Synthesis)
25954 Yager Rd.
West Lafayette, IN 47906
Dr. C.H. Ho
(317) 494-6300
r,.
11	
Dr. R. L. Shumaker
Dr. R.E. Taylor
h '	 Wade H. Shafer
• Celanese Chemical Company
1250 W. Mockingbird Lane
Dallas, TX 75247
Dr. Edward W. Wheeler
Vice President, R&D
(214) 689-4000
• Vought Corporation
14th & Jefferson
Grand Prairie, Texas
P.O. Box 225907
Dallas, TX 75265
G	
Dr. F.W. Fenter
t	 (214) 266-2166
John Newell, Mgr.
System Synthesis & Analysis
(214) 266-2553
Roy Cox, Project Mgr.
Space Thermal & Structures
(214) 266-7518
Elmore B. Scott, Mgr.
l	 Manufacturing Tech.
(214) 266-3113
J.M. Beam
Space Mechanics
(214) 266-4513
kt•
m.
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Bill Aga n
Space Projects
(214) 266-4437
Jim Cook
Space Mechanics
(214) 266-7401
Vern Delzer
Guidance
(214) 266-7680
John Oren
Thermal Systems
(214) 266-7442
Bob Anderson
EO Systems
(214) 266-5280
G.B. Shisenhunt
PREG Mgr., Space Shuttle
(214) 266-7415
Walt Cavitt
Electronic Mfg. Dir.
(214) 266-7912
Clyde Jones
Electronic Design
(214) 266-3826
Jim Williams
• Commercial Metals Company
3000 Diamond Park
Dallas, TX 75221
Mr. Bert Romberg
Senior Vice President
(214) 631-4120
• NASA-Johnson Space Center
Barry Wolfer (713) 483-2491
011ie Smithfield (713) 483-5013
Ken Dammon (713) 483-3611
Reinholz Dietz (713) 483-4507
p 4
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a• Art Dula'
Attorney at Law
114 Byrne St.
Houston, TX	 77009
(713) 864-4400
• Hughes Tool Company
5425 Polk Ave.
P.O. Box 2539
Houston, TX	 77001 i
Mr. E.M. Galle
Senior Vice President
(713) 924-2444
• Pennzoil Company
Pennzoil Place
P.O. Box 2967
Houston, TX	 77252-2967
Terry Hemeyer
Director, Public Relations
(713) 236-7524
• Consolidated Aluminum
11960 Westline Industrial Drive
St. Louis, MO	 63141
Mr. Kurt Hulliger
Technical Manager
Engineering & Process Development
(314) 851-2633
• Monsanto Company
800 N. Lindbergh Boulevard
St. Louis, MO	 63167
Dr. T.L. Tolbert
Corporate R&D Staff
Director
External Research & Development
(314) 694-5925
• Dart-Kraft, Inc.
801 Waukegan Road
Glenview, IL	 60025
221
Mr. John F. White
Vice President & Director of R&D
(312) 998-3702
• UOP, Inc.
Corporate Research Center
Ten VOP Plaza
Algonquin & Mt. Prospect Roads
Des Plaines, IL 60016
Dr. Mary Good
Vice President - Director of Research
(312) 391-3331
• Travenol Laboratories, Inc.
6301 Lincoln Ave.
.Morton Grove, IL 60053
Dr. John A. Thomas
Vice President, Life Sciences
• Exxon Production Research Company
3120 Buffalo Speedway
P.O. 'Box 2189
Houston, TX 77001
Dr. H.R. Hopkins ( 13) 965-4636
Dr. Dan Davidson.
Satellite Imagery Applications Group
• Hughes Tool Company
5425 Polk Ave.
P.O. Box 2539
Houston, TX 77001
Mr. S.R. Scales
Chief Metallurgist
(713) 924-2331
David G. Alexander
Metallurgical Engineer ,k
Tom RosenmayerN
Metallurgical Engineer
••, • v
r ii
•	 NASA-Johnson Space Center
Dr. Dennis Morrison
F.
Space Biopressing
aF
`	 • Bacti-Consult Assoc.
6812 Academy, No. 605
Houston, TX 77025
Dr. Lorraine Gall
j	
(713) 664-6702
• Corning Glass Works
Corning, NY 14831
Roger G. Ackerman
Sr. Vice President and Director
T	 (607) 974-6789
John R. Hutchins, III
Senior Vice President and Director
I	 Thomas N. Gardner
Mgr., Market Development
William M. Baldwin
Mgr., Sales and Marketing
William R. Prividle
Director of Admn. & Technical Services
Dr. Gail P. Smith
Consultant, International Research(607) 934-3330
• Aluminum Company of America
1501 Alcoa Building
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
Dr. G. Keith Turnbull
Director, Technology Planning
(412) 553-3458
• NASA Headquarters
°	 Charlie Yost
4	 (202) 755-3503
,.	 • Hercules, Inc
a	
1800K St., N.W.
Washington, DC 20006
Mr. William R. Martin
(202) 223-8590
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• National Bureau of Standards
Gaithersburg, MD
Dr. John Manning
(301) 921-3354
Dr. Louis Testardi
Dr. Ared Cezairleyan
Dr. Mike Moldover
• AMP, Inc.
Research Div.
3441 Myer Lee Road
P.O. Box 55
Winston-Salem, NC 27102
Dr. George B. Cvyanovich
Staff Scientist
(in Harrisburgh, PA temporarily)
(717) 986-5404
Richard H. Zimmerman
Associate Research Director
(919) 725-9222
Cherng-Chou Wu
Senior Development Engineer
Larry L. Leitzel
Product Engineering
• Becton Dickinson Company
Mark Center Drive
Paramus, NJ 07652,
Dr. Donald S. Hetzel
(201) 967-3838
• Allied Corporation
P.O. Box 1021R
Morristown, NJ 07960
Mr. Samuel Levinson, Research Associate
(201) 455-2541
• AIAA Headquarters
New York, NY
Tom Hartford
(212) 581-4300
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o Mobil Research & Development Corp.
150 East 42nd St.
New York, NY 10017
Mr. John J. Wise
Vice President-Planning
(212) 883-3133
• Alcoa Laboratories
Alcoa Center, PA 15069
Mr. Warren E. Haupin, Fellow
(412) 339-6651
Henry Paris
Alloy Technology Director
Rudolf Keller
Kathy Tomaseirch
Andy Walker
Mel Brown
• Metal Powder Industries Federation (MPIF)
Princeton Forrestal Ctr.
105 College Road East
Princeton, NJ 08540
Mr. Kempton Roll
Executive Director
(609) 452-7700
Sidney Kaufmann, Ford Motor Co.
Walter Knapp, P/M Engineering & Consulting
F	 Kennethy E. Meiners, Battelle Memorial Institute
Charles Whitman, Glidden Metals
Edward Aqua, Affiliation unknown at present
Charles Bates,
Joseph Capus,
Donald Grustafsan,
Paul Matthews,
Walter Showak,
Alec Peters,
t,	 John Gross, Consultant
Murray Schwartz, U.S. Executive Office
x
Office of Science and Technlogy (OSTP)
Executive Secretary of the Committee on Materials (COMAT)
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t•	 NASA Kennedy Space Center
4
` Frank Bryant, ( 305) 867-4010
,r
Bill Munsey
Dean Zimmerman
•	 NASA Ames Research Center
Moffett Field, CA
	
94035
Dr. Richard D. Johnson
Chief, Biosysytems Division
(415) 965-5117
•	 Raychem Corporation
300 Constitution Drive
Menlo Park, CA	 94025 <.`.
Dr. Tai Chun Cheng
' Senior Member, Corporate Technology
(415) 361-4019
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Appendix C
DESCRIPTION OF NEW ORGANIZATION
FOR COOPERATIVE CORPORATE R&D
0+'
UNIGINAL PAGE tS
OF POOR QUALITY
R&D COOPERATIVE
Electronics, computer R&D
are aim of joint project
^I
RECOGNIZING what man y authorities
fear is a sliding U.S. lead in
electronics and computer
technologies, 15 U.S. companies
have joined to begin a coordinated
R&D project. The venture has
spawned the :Microelectronics &
Computer Technology Corp t NICCI.
The joint effort is a response to
stiff competition in the worldwide
electronics market It also is an
effort to combat an ambitious
Japanese "fifth generation"
computer project that could propel
the Japanese to the forefront of
computer technology by the year
1990.
Robert Price, president of
Control Data Corp. and chairman of
the MCC steering committee, said,
"We now have the formal structure
into which participants can invest
financial and intellectual resources
needed to address the threat to U.S.
preeminence and predominance in
the semiconductor and computer
industries."
In outlining the functions of
MCC, which has been formally
incorporated, Price said that there
will be four areas of initial interest.
These four are:
:Microelectronic packaging
project that will concentrate on
accommodating future VLSI chips
having a million or more circuit
elements. Researchers also will
study automated assembly
techniques for the packaging.
Advanced computer
architecture project that will be an
8- to 10-yr effort focusing on
knowledge-based architectures,
artificial intelligence, and their
applications.
0 Computer-aided design and
manufacture that will include
developing advanced electronic
CAD CAI design tools and
incorporating them into an overall
system. The system will have the
capabilities to design, lay out, and
simulate microelectronic chips with
up to 10 million circuit elements.
This program will use advances
from the computer architecture
effort.
0 Software productivity that
will develop techniques. procedures,
and tools to provide an order-of-
magnitude improvement in the
effectiveness of software systems
and application of software
development processes
Price said that the initial
annual budget of MCC will be in the
$50- to 5100-million range and that
each company involved will share in
the expense.
The companies presently
making up NICC are Advanced
Micro Devices Inc., Burroughs
Corp., Control Data Corp., Digital
Equipment Corp., Harris Corp..
Honeywell Inc., Mostek Corp
Motorola Inc., National Cash
Register Co., National
Semiconductor Corp., RCA Corp.,
Signetics, Sperry Univac,
Westinghouse Electric Corp., and
Xerox Corp. 0
ti
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AN EXAMPLE OF FOREIGN
COMMERCIALIZATION OF U.S. RED
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From INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT — September 1982, p. 76
SOLAR
U.S. research in PV cells
is paying off in Japan
f
6.
EVALUATION OF advances in
photovoltaic energy conversion
technology, reported at the recent
Materials Overview meeting of the
Society for the Advancement of
Material & Process Engineering
(SAMPE) in San Dievo, CA, shows
that there's both good news and bad.
The good news, as Dr. Satyen
Deb, chief of Solid State
Photovoltaic Research Branch,
Solar Energy Research Institute,
Boulder, CO, emphasized to
SAMPE, is that there has been
important progress in a wide ranee
of thin-filament photovoltaic i PV)
materials. The bad news—inferred
from his discussion and from the
views of other PV experts—is that
there's a good chance that the major
rewards may go elsewhere, despite
pioneering U.S. efforts in the field.
A good example is amorphous
silicon R&D. This is one of a number
of thin-film systems which may lead
to significant reductions in device
costs. Deb noted that with
conventional silicon-based systems,
the price per peak watt (W,) should
come down to about $0.70 by 1986.
While much lower than at present,
this is still too high for PV systems
to compete with other approaches
For that, he said, a range of $0.15 to
$0.40/W^ is necessary, a level he
sees attainable with technologies
based on thin films, such as
amorphous silicon or several
nonsilicon semiconductor materials.
For amorphous silicon, he told
SAMPE, "an almost explosive
growth in R&D has occurred," much
of it outside the U.S. The first
devices of this kind, he pointed out,
were fabricated in 1974 at RCA
Laboratories, Princeton, NJ, using
thin films of.a-Si:H pin and
Schottky barrier structures.
However, he said, recently "some of
the major advances in materials and
devices have come from Japan."
(Dr. David Carlson, who heads
up the RCA amorphous silicon
program, recently told IR&D that
dwindling U.S. government support
for PV R&D has played a part in
this situation. "After we published
some of our findings, the Japanese
jumped in. You could argue,
perhaps, that we should have made
tfie data classified. In that case,
however, practical applications
might have been pushed much
farther back.")
Deb reported that the Japanese
have achieved the highest efficiency
thus far in amorphous silicon. "The
highest conversion efficiency of 8`'b
reported to date was achieved on an
a-SiC:H/a-Si:H cell structure
fabricated by Osaka Univ."
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From THE WALL STREET JOURNAL, Wednesday, February 23,	 1983, p.	 34
3H)"""den's Stock 1I'`ct, it et Rally Pu1UEM1
Purriyby iive iti
 U.,,S. Inv c'.-. Tis:+tl"It I*t1 1' 64,
Iz',' $7EPfik'^ I).:^arittt
Spenaltn Teo. Wwt.t. DTkt.e, JULIC%A1
U.S.	 Investi,-tr Spurts
Thz most erdurtng effect of the Stock- *".
holm bull market is likely to to the addi- t
'ion of a handful of Swedish glamor shares j
:o portfolios of American institutional in-
vestors.	 Foreign	 buyers were a drly.-).
force in sustaining the rally last year. a%-
^ountino
	 or 13r of all buying and selling
of tLe Stockholm exchange. U.S. investors
,pore rnc •,nns • h -o fnr tu •^.!d •ao „r ttz . i^.
million in net share exports from Sweden.
an increase from the 125.4 million in net
sh-ire experts to all countries in 1961.
initial investor interest, pnmarliv ,rom
Unl!- ,d Kim„ dom bro► ers beginning in the
late 1970s, was generated by a few phar•
maceutical companies such ai AB Astra
and Al; Fortia, which have unique proper-
ties and products. In addition. miry MMor
Swedish	 companies	 were	 che!ip,	 with
shares costing up to 5u • *c less than their
American counterpart companies, Swedish
brokers	 %.-y.
According to Ake Rydberg, an invest-
ment	 broker	 at	 Skandmaviska-Enskilda
Bard;. -Swedish corlpames have made ex-
treint-ly !-t-41d prug ress in nicti s uuPrna-
tional invest.-rs love to See—te!t!r;11 g In ,1Gi-
r4l-,n:•,	 ph,:rmact•ctical	 and
	 agricuilur d
biotechrttjb,ti;,
	 and	 robotics.
	
Another
strong factor is tie I:ivh pr,!p)rhnn of -mc-
cessfu! prnducts, with profit dilution 'rim;
ua-ircessf, il Items fm- less than fur larger.
mternation.,!I	 competitors."	 .
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From BUSINESS WEEK, August 16, 1982, pp. 31-32.
Monsanto is mining
Europe's high-tech lode
!Monsanto Co. has pooled resources with
several British universities, including
Oxford and Cambridge, to set up a $17.5
million venture capital fund in London
that will invest in high-technology start-
up companies in Europe. The action is
the first major entry into Europe's
fledgling and undercapitalized venture
capital community by a U.S. industrial
company. If the move works for Mon-
santo, other U.S. corporations are ex-
pected to follow suit.
Monsanto, of St. Louis, says its chief
aim is to establish a window on new
technologies that it may want to incorpo-
rate into its future business strategies.
Moreover, Monsanto believes it will have
first pick—and big capital gains later—
since venture capital investment in Brit-
ain, is growing as a result of recent fa-
vorable changes in British tax laws and
the Thatcher governments emphasis on
stimulating new business development.
Open-arms attitude. "It's a relatively
cheap and noncommittal way to follow
technology through its formative stages
to see if it fits into our long-range
plans," says L. Edward Klein, director
of Monsanto's New Ventures Group,
"and it could lead us into new areas for
consideration." Because of Britain's
open-arms attitude. the fund will imme-
diately invest in British companies and
then plans to scout companies in Hol-
land, Sweden, and Scandinavia, depend-
ing on the investment climates in those
countries. Special interest will be fo-
cused on such hot new areas as micro-
electronics. robotics, chemical and agri-
cultural technology, and genetic engi-
neering. An advisory board that includes
British and Monsanto scientists will
oversee the investment decisions.
About 15rr of t he fund. called .advent
The move is the first major
U.S. entry into Europe's
venture capital community
Eurofund Ltd., is being capitalized by
universities seeking a high yield from
the investment. Some of the schools
want to form relationships with entre-
preneurs that will aid their own research
projects or provide opportunities to com-
mercialize developed technology.
Also participating are St. Andrews
University and Imperial College (Lon-
don) in Britain and Boston Universitv in
the U. S. advent Eurofund's managers
also have a share, while some British
financial institutions are expected to
take a part of the fund, which will close
out by the end of August, '.Monsanto
says. Monsanto itself is investing its 5(Y;
share through its Eurolwan operations,
which are headquartered in Brussels.
Full control. Advent Eurofund, which will
manage the 10-year limited partnership
fund and pick its investments, is a sub-
sidiary of Boston-based venture capital-
isLs TA Associates, one of the few U.S.
venture firms now investing in Europe-
an-funded pools. This new partnership
will be headed by British entrepreneur
David J. Cooksev and is the first to re.
ceive substantial Burns from U. S.
sources.
Typically, Advent Eurofund will buv
minority equity positions in companies
and then split the ownership stakes
among Monsanto and the other parti-
cipants according to the percentages
of their original contributions. Advent
Eurofund, as managing general partner,
will also receive a small part of the
ownership stake and a portion—usually
20',,—of the capital gains for its invest-
ment advice and oversight responsibil-
ities. The entrepreneur will have full
control over any products that are devel-
oped, but Monsanto says it hopes to ne-
gotiate licensing agreements with some
of the companies.
Monsanto is an old hand at the ven-
ture capital business. In 1972 it was one
of the forerunners in corporate venture
capital investments when it started Inno-
Ven Capital Corp. in a joint venture with
Emerson Electric. InnoVen is run by an
independent partnership that picks and
manages the inv estments. Monsanto has
also made research agreements with
Washington University in St. Louis and
Hanard University medical school to de-
velop pharmaceuticals IBW- June 21). •
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LETTER EXCHANGE DISCUSSION OF ROLE OF LARGER
USER COMMUNITY IN SPACE PROJECTS
64.
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OF POOR QUALITYFrom ASTRONAUTICS & AERONAUTICS, October 1979, p. 8
^b
FOR MULTIPURPOSE INSTEAD OF
DEDICATED BIG COMSATS
I ha%e great respect for Ivan Bekey
and his accomplishments, but
deplore his article. "Big C'omsats for
Big Jobs," in the February 1979 issue
of A/A. I am disturbed b y the
statement that the large-scale satellite
service, might have some transient
adverse social and institutional im-
pacts. It doesn't take much imagina-
tion to realize th«: unquestionably
tnere would be permanent and major
social and economic impacts. It is
extremely unfortunate that econo-
mists, educators, and other soft-
science specialists did not collaborate
on the article. Bekey should look into
some of the economic studies of devel-
oping countries done for AID.
For example, examining the educa-
tional-TV portion of the article, I find
a strong implication that video tapes
can teach. Professional educators
know that TV is no more than a tool
among a myriad of tools that are
needed in the classroom. Thus, the TV
programs are only one line in the
budget of the school systems and far
from the largest line. Costs for both
the space initiative and ground alter-
native in Bekey's article are utterly
out-of-line. This is because he projects
usage of ETV to the exclusion of all
other media. A more realistic usage
projection would not preclude the
adoption of Bekey's system. It would
merely mean that a dedicated satellite
would not be needed and chanrels on a
multipurpose satellite could be em-
ployed.
Another error is in estimatine the
cost of producing an hour of educa-
tional TV. The figure of ten thousand
dollars is far too low. Minimum cost is
around twent y
 thousand and some
programs can run as high as a hundred
thousand. Most of the cost is in devel-
oping the program, because it involves
the use of high-priced educational spe-
cialists and a great deal of testing and
redesign to validate the programs.
Bekey says nothing about who is to
pay the cost of the software. Cur-
rently, licensing with royalty payments
is employed. How would this he han-
dled in this s ystem?	 .
My recommendation to Bekey
would he to revise downward his eran-
diose scheme of dedicated satellites.
The giant satellite of the luture is a
natural for a multi-purpose vehicle. It
should not be difficult to obtain
realistic projections of requirements
for communications, electronic mail,
and ETV. Bekey should then have no
difficulty designing a multi-purpose
system that should be feasible in a
much nearer future.
Irving Dlugatch
Dean of Students
California Western University
REPLY TO DLUGAI CH
Professor Dlugatch missed the main
point I tried to make in my article: that
only through a dedicated large-an-
tenna, high-power satellite, and tack-
ling a very big job, can the user equip-
ment costs be reduced to the point that
satellite communications becomes a
part of the daily experience of a large
portion of our population.
Consider that the total cost of a
school terminal would be onl y $2800,
as compared to $15,000-525.000 for a
terminal using channels on a current-
clav satellite. 1 fail to see how an
amortized total cost of 36 cents per
classroom-hour is, as Dlug atch states,
"utterl y out of line."
Furthermore, he apparently chose
to ignore the statement on my last
page, "While these costs indicate that
TV education via space costs much less
than by g round transmissions they do
not necessarily imply a preference for
TV over live teachers. In fact, since the
space TV concept would cost a school
less than 5 wo of a teacher's salary, the
teachers could use TV extensively as
an aid at little additional expense."
Dlugatch advises me to "revise
downward my grandiose scheme" and
try for something "feasible in a much
nearer future." To be sure we can, and
probably must, begin with much more
modest capability and make it
available sooner, and grow to the
systems I describe. But as 1 indicated
in my introduction, I set out to explore
such very-hi g h-capacity systems so
that we would know where to aim our
technolo gy and understand the
inherent potential in this class of
service, not to advocate the systems
themselves.
Ire the matter of the costs of
programming, for which I assumed an
a.(erage of 510,000 per hour, Dlugatch
asserts that "the nuntrnunt cost is
around 520,000 and some programs
run as high as 5100,000." True, some
"Sesame Street" productions do cost
up to $100,000. However, they use the
finest of gold-plated studios and big-
name script writers, and have a large
number of highly paid celebrities as
actors. By far the greatest number of
documentaries and film clips, which
are not so burdened, do cost around
S 10,W) per hour.
Moreover, education entrepreneurs
who wish to document, say, an hour
on "Indian History" can do so now at
costs as small as S500 to $1500, as
shown by work at Purdue and
Oklahoma State. All they do is write
an elementary script, get their students
to gather material and function as
actors, and hire any one of a number
of small studios to provide lights,
cameras, engineers, and the video
production staff.
Demand for the vast capability of
systems such as I postulated could
create a whole new field of in-
volvement and opportunity for educa-
tors (and their students, which is edu-
cation at its best).
I a g ree that "economists, educators,
and other soft science specialists"
should collaborate on articles such as
mine, and (invite Professor Dlugatch
to explore with me some of the vast
new possibilities which can be created
by educational use of communications
satellites such	 as those	 I	 have
described.
	
Ivan Bekey
Chief, Advanced Concepts
Advanced Programs Office
NASA Office of Space
Transportation Systems
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PRELIMINARY PROGRAM OF THE 1983 ANNUAL
POWDER METALLURGY. CONFERENCE AND EXHIBITION
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1983 Annual
Powder Metallurgy
Conference & Exhibition
Ma y 1-4. 1983 0 New Orleans
AL
'he Powder of Imagination" is the general
theme for the 19&3 Annual Powder Metallurgy
Conference & Exhibition. Sponsored by the
* 31 Powder Industries Federation and the
A ^rican Powder Metallurgy Institute, the con-
ference will be held on May 1-4, 1983 at the New
Orleans Hilton in New Orleans, Louisian&
uthors are invited to submit abstracts for
p: ?rs to be presented in the technical program
and for In-Tech Workshops. Abstracts must be
re-aived before October 15, 1982 to be considered
44 he Program Committee.
9 ^chnical Program
Technical papers addressing all aspects of
pr vder metallurgy from improvements in manu-
0 :uring practice to basic metallurgy are needed
H .-ich support the general conference theme with
emphasis on productivity and dicersificcation.
T` following topic areas ;xe suggested:
1 . oductivity
• Improved powders of existing or new
ompositions
Jew forming methods
• .mproved forming cont rol techniques
• Materials handling methods
• °roduction rate increases in current furnaces
'mproved sintering technique ind control
t inethods
• Faeter or n:w de-tubing techniques
Energy and atmosphere savings
Equipment modification for improved produc-
tivity and ouality
• Maintenance reduction techniques
Quality evaluation and control techniques
Materials and product standards
• Productivity and cost control techniques
Diversification
• Powders for new applications
• Materials developments (ferrous, non-ferrous,
and specialty)
• Rapid solidification technology developments
• Unconventional shape forming techniques
• Unconventional sintering techniques
• High temperature sintering equipment
developments
• High and full density process developments
• Welding and joining techniques for P/M
• New finishing techniques
• New products from conventional or uncon-
ventional technology
• New market opportunities
In-Tech Workshops
In addition to the regular technical program,
abstracts may be submitted for In-Tech Work-
shops. Papers selected are those whose informa-
tional content and value are directed to the
manufacturing segment of the industry or those
that represent research and development in pro-
gress. Speakers will be allotted approximately
one hour for presentation and discussion. Presen-
tations can be concise and rely heavily on visual
aids and can involve a more protracted discus-
sion period with audience interaction. Suitability
for publication in the conference proceedings µz11
be determined by the Program Committee.
The following topics are suggested:
• New Products, Equipment and Technology
• Research and Development in Progress
a
33i
IT1f^la^!	 Metal Powder Industries Federation • American Powder Metallurgy Institute
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Yes. I would like to submit the following Title of Paper.
paper for Program Committee consideration at
the 1983 Annual P'M Conference.
C Technical Program --
C In-Tech Workshop Program Speaker/Author(s)
Retum before October 15, 1982 with abstract to:
Program Committee Name (Speaker) M
Metal Powder Industries Federation Company105 College Road East
Princeton, New Jersey 08540 U.S.A. Address
Attn: Teresa F. Stillman
City
State (Province) Zip ---
Telephone
•---------------------------------- •---------------------- -
(^
-----
Other Conference Activities
Along with the technical program and In-Tech
Workshops, the following conference activities
are being planned.
Special Panel Presentation and Discussion:
Competitive Alternatives to P/M in Selected
Applications (e.g. business machinery, mill
products, automotive, electrical, superalloys,
home appliances).
Members of the panel will be invited
speakers - each fully familiar with the specific
subject matter. Contents of this session will not
be published in order to promote to-depth pres-
enta ,.ions and open discussions. This session
should be very useful to those concerned about
the market share of P/M.
To Submit An Abstract
Complete the attached form and return with
abst-act (200-400 words) sta ging clearly the sub-
ject matter and objectives of the proposed paper.
Also, please indicate the potential value of the
topic to the P/M industry.
Deadline for submission of abstracts: October
15, 1982
Authors will be notified of the Program Com.
mittee's decision by December. Title of paper sub-
ject to editorial revision by Program Committee.
Proceedings: All technical program papers and
selected In-Tech Workshop presentations will be
published following the conference in "Progress
in Powder Metallurgy, Volume 39." Abstracts
may be edited and will be published in the Con-
ference Guide distributed at the conference.
n
u
a
Q
0
Seminar: Applications of Automation to P/M
Manufacturing — This special seminar will
focus on automation, robotics and computeri-
zation and will be presented apart from the
regular conference program.
• P/M Design Clinic — Oriented toward design
engineers and users of P- M products, the clinic
,Rill serve as a pilot for similar clinics to be
held on a regional basis.
• Exhibition — A vastly expanded trade exhibi-
tion of P/M parts, powders, equipment, suppli-
ers and services.
For further information and correspondence
to Program Committee contact:
Teresa F. Stillmz n
Technical Program Coordinator
Metal Powder Industries Federation
10:5 College Road East
Princeton, N.J. 08540 U.S.A.
(609) 452-7700	 TWX: 510 685 2516
Program Committee:
Program Chairmen:
Kenneth E. Meiners
Battelle Memorial Institute
Harbhajan S. Nayar
Airco Inc.
Committee:
Earl A. Carlson
Amsted Research Labs
Randall M. German
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Ronald C. Mowry
C. 1. Hayes, Inc.
Robert A. Powell
Hoeganaes Corporation
Fred A. Schaa. Jr.
AC Compacting Presses, Inc.
John H. Tundermann
Huntington Alloys, Inc.
William J. Ullrich
Alcan Ingot and Powders
Raymond Waltenbaugh
Il'M Corporation
Charley I. Whitman
Glidden Metals
In-Tech Workshops:
Sydney M. Kaufman.
Ford Motor Grmpanv
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ATTACHMENT 2
SUPPORTING DATA
AND ANALYSIS REPORTS
VOLUME I
VOUGHT CORPORATION
SUBCONTRACTOR
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	 1 VOUCaHT
T COf3PORfaT1011
Post Office Box 225907 • Dallas. Texas 75265
2-19200/3L-1187B	 25 February 1983
x1	
-
u
Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inr.
1111 Lockheed Way
Sunnyvale, California 94086
Attn:	 Mr. Don Smith
Mail Stop 0/61-87, Bldg. 529
Ref:	 (a) Lockheed letter dated 15 February 1983
Encl:	 (1) Teleoperator Maneuvering System Study Reports, Volumes I and II,
dated 31 January 1983
(2) Performance Capability of TMS Based at Space Station, 6 pages
Dear Don,
The enclosed data are provided in partial fulfillment of Lockheed
Missiles and Space Company, Inc. purchase order number FBS9S521OF with Vought
for our support of your NASA/DOD Study, "Space Station Needs, Attributes and
Architectural Options". These data are responsive to reference (a) requesting
data by 1 March 1983-
We look forward to discussing these data with you at your earliest
convenience to mutually identify final vugraphs and accompanying text which
you may use in your April review for NASA.
Sincerely,
14^e,4LO40(
Ray French
Manager-Teleoperator
Maneuvering System
	
	 1
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
cc: Mr. Steve Kayser (Encl. 2 only)
Mail Stop 0/78-20, Bldg. 56F
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Enclosure (2) to 2-19200/3L-1187B
Page 1 of 6
PERFORMANCE CAPABILITY OF TMS BASED AT SPACE STATION
The performance capability of TMS based at the Space Station is
described in the following sections. The TMS configuration used in these
analyses was a 15-foot diameter TMS with 6,713 pounds of bipropellant fuel
k - (Isp = 285 sec) and a basic inert weight of 4049 pounds (423 pounds are
added for missions requiring a rendezvous kit). The TMS performance was
determined from velocity requirements for the TMS to maneuver to circular
orbit altitudes from a Space Station at 235 NM. The performance data reflect
u	 ,
TMS return to the Station via a 160 NM altitude phasing orbit. Performance
data for other Station altitudes with phasing 75 NM below Station show similar
contours. Plane changes were accomplished such that total velocity required
was minimized, that is, the plane change was optimally segmented between the
two transfer burns. Hohmann transfer maneuvers were assumed.
PLACEMENT MISSIONS
The TMS performance capability for satellite placement missions is
shown in Figure 1. As requested, the range of payload weights `extends to
100,000 pounds and the 150 pound capability is highlighted. Plane changes
capability approaches 10 degrees. Orbital altitude changes of approximately
1620 N14 are possible with no plane change.
RETRIEVAL MISSIONS
The TMS performance capability for satellite retrieval missions is
shown in Figure 2. If data and materials package retrieval consist of TMS
leaving the Station with no payload and returning with payload, the capability
shown in Figure 2 is applicable to this retrieval mission. Payload weight
range to 100,000 pounds is shown and 150 pound capability is -highlighted.
rPlane change capability is slightly greater than 9 degrees and retrieval
missions can be performed from orbital altitudes of up to approximately 1460
NM above the Station. Note that TMS inert weight includes the additional
rendezvous kit.
SERVICE, REPLACEMENT, INSPECTION MISSIONS
Each of the service, replacement, or inspection missions is
characterized by payload weight being a constant for the entire mission. For
,.	
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servicing,	 weight	 change	 due	 to data	 and materials	 package	 exchange	 and/or.
expendables replenishment is assumed	 to be	 zero.	 For	 replacement,	 deployed IT
satellite	 weight is equal to	 weight of satellite	 retrieved.	 For inspection
missions, no equipment/sensors are assumed to be jettisoned. I•
The TMS performance capability for service, 	 replacement,	 inspection;
missions	 is	 shown in Figure	 3.	 Payload weight	 range	 to	 100,000 pounds	 is
shown and 150 pounds is highlighted.	 Plane change capability is on the order
of 9 degrees and maximum orbital altitude 	 change	 is	 approximately 1460 NM.
Note that TMS inert weight includes the additional rendezvous kit.
r	 TMS DELTA VELOCITY CAPABILITY
S	 The velocity capability of the TMS is shown in Figure 4.	 Capability
is shown as a function of propellant weight for the TMS and for the TMS plus a°
tanker module.	 The tanker module is a TMS spaceframe with thermal protection
system and	 propellant	 tankage	 and	 lines.	 The	 tanker	 module	 has	 an	 inert ,^
weight	 of	 1923 pounds	 and	 allows	 the	 TMS to double	 the	 usable	 propellant
weight to 13,426 pounds (6,713 pounds in tanker module). 	 For no payload and
an assumed	 specific impulse of 285 seconds,	 the TMS can deliver up to 8,964
ft/see velocity and the 24S plus tanker module can deliver up to 10,803 ft/sec.
Shown
	
for	 comparison	 is	 the	 velocity	 capability	 of	 the	 TMS	 if
specific impulse is 300 seconds.	 TMS deliverable velocity is 9,436 ft/sec and
TMS plus tanker module is 11,372 ft/sec.
CONCLUSIONS
The	 TMS	 can	 provide	 a	 great	 benefit	 to	 the	 Space	 Station	 by
extending the reach of the Station to altitudes in excess of 1700 NM and to
orbital planes up to 10 degrees different from the Station.	 The capabilities
inherent	 inrovidin	 these	 remote	 operations	 are	 also	 compatible	 withP	 g	 P
providing	 similar	 capabilities	 in	 close	 proximity	 to	 the	 Station	 without*
requiring manned EVA.
	
The TMS should be considered an irreplacable 	 adjunct
for	 assembly,	 logistics	 support,	 and	 full	 utilization	 of	 the	 manned	 Space
Station capability.
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Figure 3 TMS Performance Capability
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1.	 INTRODUCTION
lE T
i
Microgravity research plays a very important role in the Euro-
pean Space Programme and a series of major life sciences pay-
loads are planned for the 1980's. Except for the German D1 mis-
sion the missions presently foreseen are all organized by the
European Space Agency (ESA), e.g. the First Spacelab Payload
on STS-9 and EURECA, with experiments from the various member
states of ESA. Some ESA payloads like Biorack and the SLED will
be flown on the German D1 mission.
The present ESA planning for life sciences payloads and the
development of necessary equipment and technologies therefore
in the 1980's, together with trends for the 1990's, forms the
basis for the definition of a potential use of a Space Station
for life sciences research and technology development. As for
trends for the 1990's important inputs and ideas have been
gathered by means of a German users workshop and discussions
with various scientist and from Dornier inhouse experience in
life sciences research and the development of advanced life
support systems.
The life sciences users community has shown a very strong in-
terest in the potential use of a Space Station for 1990's.
Their first identification of tentative experiments and likely
continuations of scientific investigations contain a very pre-
cise and detailed description of requirements and necessary
equipment. This enables an elaboration of fairly well defined
mission criteria, Space Station requirements and mission plan-
ning.
"RECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED
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This study has been performed based on available ESA planning
and payload information, German planning and the -results of	 i
discussions with the German life sciences community and the
	 -'
first "workshop for potential users of future Space Platforms".
Furthermore our inhouse Dornier System experience of advanced 	 1
and ecological life support systems has been used. The rele-
vant information on ecological life support systems have been 	
^u
elaborated in cooperative studies between Dornier System and
Hamilton Standard.
J
One of many definitions used for the subdisciplines in space.
related life sciences is:
- Gravitational Biology,
- Radiation Biology,
- Exobiology,
- Human Physiology and Medicine,
and
- Life Support Systems.	 r.
3
In this study Human Physiology and Medicine, and Life Support
Systems are discussed separately. This is due to their charac-
ter as spacecraft subsystems and crew support in their applied
from in the post experimental stage.
Therefore under the general heading life sciences are meant
gravitational biology, radiation biology and exobiology with
their character of fundamental sciences research.
Concerning bioprocessing, this is regarded as material proces-
sing due to its direct commercial application.
y,
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2.	 EUROPEAN ACTIVITIES IN * THE 1980's
The Life Sciences activities during the 1980's.in Europe are
characterized by the ESA Microgravity Research Programme and
the therein foreseen flight opportunities (e.g. First Space-
lab Payload (FSLP) and EURECA) (Fig. 2.1), and national mis-
sions like the German D1. The various research elements in
these programmes require the development and initial use of
	
I(	 a large number of hardware items. This equipment will then
be available as proven hardware, once the Space Station will
become available for more elaborate life sciences and human
physiology research, and applied space medicine in the early
1990's.
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2.1
	
Life Sciences
The major life sciences research facilities in the ESA Micro-
gravity Research Programme are the:
- FSLP Experiments,
- BIORACK, and
i BOTANY FACILITY.
These multiuser facilities will be flown once or several times
before the initial Space Station.
The general scientific goals of the European and ESA programmes
are to study:
- transport processes and mechanicsms at cellular level,
role of gravity for orientation purposes,
gravity effects on development/genetics,
- processing at gravity vector information,
- adaptive processes to microgravity,
- radiation responses, and
- genesis of life.
European life sciences experiments on the First Spacelab Pay-
load (FSLP) to fly on STS-9 in September 1983 are:
- the influence of exposure to hard space environment
on living matter at cellular level (microorganisms
and biomolecules), and
- advanced Biostack experiment to determine the radio-
biological importance of HZE particles.
In addition US experiments on e.g. geotropismus will also be
part of the FSLP. The Biostack experiment is a continuation
of European experiments flown on Apollo 16 and 17, and Apollo-
Soyuz.
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The BIORACK is a multi-purpose experiment facility to enable
biological investigations to be carried out on board Space-
lab on such life forms as plants, tissues, cells, bacteria
and insects (Fig. 2.2). Its purpose is to determine the ef-
fects of zero-g and the space radiation environment on the be-
haviour of these life forms. The BIORACK will also carry faci-
lities for performing 1-g reference measurements in order to
allow for a discrimination between zero-g and radiation ef-
fects.
The BIORACK will contain the following equipment:
- Incubator with dynamic range 18-300C, controlled to
+ 0.5oC.
- Incubator with dynamic range 30-400C, controlled to
+ 0.50C.
- Cooler compartment operating at apFroxir F.ately 40C.
Freezer compartment operating at -150C.
- Glove box.
- Standardized experiment containers.
- 1-g centrifuges.
- Auxiliary investigation equipment (microscopes,
cameras etc.).
The ESA BIORACK consists of a single SL RACK (Fig. 2.2) and it
is planned to be flown for the first time on the German D 1
mission in 1985.
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The BOTANY FACILITY multiuser facility is part of the EURECA
core payload.
The first EURECA (European Retrievable Carrier) flight will be t
used to extend and consolidate investigations initiated on
FSLP and the D1 mission with a payload consisting of second
generation facilities developed to exploit the longer mis-
sion duration (2-6 months) and the low "noise" mission oppor-
tunities (unmanned platform). The BOTANY FACILITY is intended
for the observation of growth of higher slants and funai.
Samples will develop from inert form to inert form during the su
EURECA mission, where a typical experiment protocol could be: „T
r
-	 introduction of dry seeds or spores in orbit,
-	 addition of water/nutrient,
-	 growth and observation,
i
—	 fruiting, and
.
-	 recovery of dryseeds/spores.
Si
r ^
RFor this purpose more complex and automated experiment equip-
ment will be needed (Fig. 2.3):
-	 Controllable temperature in the range y
t 15 = 300C at + 0.50C. Gr
-	 Dual experiment facilities (one at micro-g and one moun-
ted on a 1-g control centrifuge).
-	 Illumination at 5000 lux for plant growth.
-	 Air and CO2 supply.,
-	 Automatic water and nutrient supply.
-	 Data acquisition incl. slow motion video.F
-	 Pollination system.
The BOTANY FACILITY is envisaged to fly on the first EURECA
mission in 1987 with reflight opportunities every
	
1.5-2
years. ±;(
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The development of required equipment for BIORACK and BOTANY
FACILITY is supported by the ESA Technology Research Programme
(Fig. 2.4). It is to be noted that the facilities intended for
flight in 1987-88 in Fig. 2.4 are automated facilities for the
unmanned platform EURECA. Furthermore it is expected that
by the end of this decade life science missions will include
small mammals, and subsequently holding units for these must
be developed in the period 1984-89.
FACILITIES/FUNCTIONS
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2.2
	 Human Physiology in Space
A major role in the ESA Microgravity Research Programme du-
ring its second phase in the latter part of this decade will
be given to the human physiology research and medicine in
space. The planned activities are the:
- FSLP Human Physiology Experiments,
- SLED and Improved SLED, and
- ANTHRORACK.
The main scientific objectives for the European human physio-
logy research programme are to study:
- man under microgravity conditions,
- inflight general symptomatology,
- cardiovascular changes,
- tolerance to gravitation,
- fluid loss,
- detraining,
- calcium loss,
- neurosensory changes, and
- space sickness.
The first European astronauts will be on board the FSLP in order
to perform the following human physiology experiments:
- mass discrimination between equal objects of different
mass,
- blood samples for hormonal. analyses,
- ballistocardography (accelerometers taped to subject will
determine stroke volume etc.),
electrophysiological tape recorder testing (ECG, EEG, EOG,
and EMG),
- central venous pressure measurement,
- lymphocyte proliferation, and
- vestibular/sensori-motor function research.
A.._ .
	 V
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The FSLP is the first SPACELAB and European astronaut mission
to take place in September 1983. This mission ( S'=S- Q ) is a
combined US/European mission.
The SLED (Fig. 2.5) experiment objectives are to study:
- the response mechanisms of the human sensory balance
system to inertial forces in the abscence of earth
gravity forces,
- the interactions between balance (inertial), visual,
audio and other physical sensations, and
- ways of alleviating the problems of space sickness.
The SLED will fly the first time on the German D1 mission in
1985.
An Im roved SLED with a gimballed seat, additional accelera-
tion profiles at increased levels is presently being analysed
for a potential operational use about 1986-88.
ANTHRORACK is a human physiology-research facility for Space-
lab adapted to fit a double-rack configuration. The scientific
goals are to study human physiology during microgravity in
the field of:
- cardiovascular and pulmonary function and adaptation,
- metabolic processes and adaptation, and
sensori-motor function and adaptation.
The ANTHRORACK facility will consists of service elements and
experiment specific equipment:
Service Elements
• Data handling subsystem, computer, keyboard, screen,
data storage
• Blood and urine sampling kits and storage
b
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Freezer, cooler
Centrifuge
General storage for equipment, waste disposal
Voice recording system
Respiratory monitoring system, with gas analy-
ses
General purpose amplifiers (EMG, EOG, EEG, ECG,
ESG)
Monitoring ambient temperature and pressure
High-resolution TV camera
Peripheral blood pressure measuring system
Plethysmograph
Ergometer, dynamometers
Pulse generator, visual pattern generator, visual
task generator
Joystick
periment Specific Equipment
• ocular pressure measurement device
• Ophtalmoscope
• Central venous pressure measurement
• Ultrasound techniques
-tissue compliance
-central and peripheral blood flow
o blood density
-cardiac output by echocardiography
Eye movement recording via imaging techniques
Photo-optical sensor
Heart rate laser sensor
Laser doppler skin blood flow
Rotating chair
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Linear motion device (oscillations and short range)
Posture platform
Stimulation/recording equipment for active/passive
arm movements.
The preliminary planning foresees the first mission of ANTHRO-
RACK in 1987.
The human physiology research programme is supported by the
development of critical hardware items within the framework
of the ESA Technology Research Programme (Fig. 2.6).
To be considered, when planning for future human physiology
research, are also the results of French tests onboard the
Russian Salyut space station which started in 1982 (e.g.
ultrasound cardiography and posture platform experiments).
2.3	 Life Support
The present SPACELAB life support system is using the same open-
loop technology as used in the SHUTTLE ORBITER. Systems of this
type are adequate for mission durations of up to 2-3 weeks for
crew sizes in the order of 4-7 persons. For longer missions
and/or crews regenerable systems for:
- CO2 removal,
- water reclamation, and
oxygen recovery
will become inevitable, and various concepts on a physicoche-
mical basis have already been developed in the U.S..
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They will be flown on various SL missions as experiments be-
fore final implementation in an improved SHUTTLE/SPACELAB or
in the SPACE STATION.
Europe will make use of these new regenerable technologies for
improved and enhanced SPACELAB capabilities, as has already
been studied in the SPACE-LAB Follow-On Development Programme.
In parallel here to various types of experiment dedicated life
p	 support systems for plants, lower vertebrates and small mamma-
lians are under development to support the various types of
life sciences experiments planned in Europe for the 1985-89
period.
Initial efforts to investigate advanced life support systems
of ecological/biological type to close the carbon loop (food
supply), Fig. 2.7, have been undertaken in Europe and the U.S.
in the last years (e.g. the cooperative effort Dornier System/
Hamilton Standard).
t
This effort will during this decade be concentrating on feasi-
bility studies, investigations of specific development issues
Y'	 and flight experiments to prove the viability of selected de-
tailed conceptual designs or to provide information on basic
scientific issues. This in order to prepare for large scale
testing on board a Space Station in the 1990's.
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	3.	 LIFE SCIENCES IN THE 1990's
	
3.1	 Objectives
Two of the most important characteristics in life sciences re-
search are the relatively slow biological processes, and the
high complexity and less predictable course of the experi-
ments. This implicates long durations for the experiments and
an active involvement of man in their performance as an expe-
rimentor and sometimes as a test subject as well. This is al-
so why the life sciences community shows such a strong inter-
est in the use of future Space Stations.
The Space Station will provide new capabilities like:
long term missions with crew-changes about every 90
days,
larger crews,
higher power, and
more space.
With these new opportunities some of the most hampering limi-
tations for the Shuttle /Spacelab use would be removed and new
mission scenarios for life sciences research in the 1990''s can
be depicted. New ideas of potential experiments and their re-
lated equipment have been gathered through close contact with
the life sciences community in Europe, mainly in Germany.
Following major scientifical topics have been identified as
likely candidates for space research in the 1990's.
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Gravitational Biology
Gravity Detecting Mechanisms.
Processing of Gravity Vector Information.
Cell Differentiation.
Genetics and Reproduction.
Embrogynesis and Organogenesis.
Adaptation to Microgravity
Combined Effects (e.g. with Radiation and Bio-
logical Rythm).
Radiation Biology
Genetics.
Cell Differentiation.
Radiation Protection.
Combined Effects.
Exobiology
Origin of Life.II
Survival of Living Specimen in Space.
Interplanetary Transfer of Life.
3.2	 Mission Drivers
The major parameters for identification of mission drivers
are:
-	 mission duration,
-	 gravity level,
-	 radiation, and
-	 crew involvement.
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Mission duration requirements range from about a week up to
several years for the various mission objectives listed above.
The primary effects of micro-gravity or radiation can be de-
tected in general within less than a week of exposure to the
space environment, but secondary or genetic effects can only
be investigated through multi-generation tests in space i.e.
by means of a Space Station. This requires the possibility
to cultivate plants and breed animals over several generations
in space.
The mission driver as for gravitational conditions is the gra-
vitational biology, which in general requires an environment
of less than 90 4 g. Concerning radiation, the radiation bio-
logy experiments involve exposure to the cosmic radiation
mainly the HZE-particles and the heavy ions. Of particular
interest is also the combined effect of microgravity and cos-
mic radiation, which requires a controlled microgravity en-
vironment. In order to exactly relate the results of various
experiments, in particular those which could have combined
effects, to the influence of a particular characteristic of
the space environment, most scientists require reference cen-
trifuges for plants and animals.
A crew involvement is required for the execution of most mis-
sion objectives, but in particular for the gravitational bio-
logy ones. Certain experiments involving animals, especially
primates, require an extensive crew participation.
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3.3	 Equipment
A preliminary list of major equipment for the defined objec-
tives has been established based on the scientific require-
ments.
- Gravitational Biology Experiments
Incubators for microorganisms, plants, and lower
vertebrates.
Holding facilities for plants and animals (lower
vertebrates and smaller mammalians, later primates).
Cytological Laboratory.
Development-physiological Laboratory.
Centrifuges for sample analysis.
Centrifuges for plants and animals
(0-1 g and 1 g-reference centrifuges).
Collers/Freezers.
- Radiation Biology Experiments
• Radiation measuring devices.
• Incubators and laboratory equipments as for Gravi-
tational Biology Experiments.
- Exobiological Experiments
Facilities for space environment exposure (vacuum,
UV, HZE, extreme temperatures).
Radiation measuring devices.
Incubators for microorganisms.
Cytological Laboratory.
Some of this equipment like incubators, holding facilities for
plants and animals, and centrifuges are under development in
Europe (FSLP and D1 missions) and in the U.S. (Life Sciences
Laboratory Equipment, LSLE, and Life Sciences Flight Experi-
ments Program, LSFEP). New and improved versions already tested
in space will be available in time for the early Space Station
operations.
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Other equipment like e.g. cytological and development physio-
logical laboratories are still to be developed and tested.
3.4	 Space Station Relevance
The analysis of mission criteria for the life sciences discip-
lines (Table 3.1) shows as major driving requirements for theJ	 utilization of a Space Station the:
- microgravity
	
< 10-4 g for some experiments,
- mission duration	 week up to several years, and
- crew involvement	 High to medium; as experimentor
y
and test subject.
-	 The mission duration is beyond what can :.- a achieved with the
present (1 week) and planned enhanced 6 weeks) capability of
the Shuttle/Spacelab. In the 1990`s mission durations of months
and years will be mandatory in order to investigate e.g. ge-
neric effects of microgravity and cosmic radiation. As for
species like microorganisms, plants and insects the long term
w °	 missions could be flown on unmanned platforms like EURECA. As
for animals (lower vertebrates and mammalians) manned stations
are inevitable, the longer the mission the stronger is the
requirement of the presence of man to handle the test subjectsb e
(e.g. for several generations).
Furthermore the scientific experiments and investigations will
become more and more sophisticated and complex in the future
as the result of a logical evolution of the scientific goals
and available means. This will make automation of experiment
programmes more and more difficult and very expensive.
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A potential limitation on a manned Space Station is the micro-
gravity environment for gravitational biology. If the station
is of an operations character some interference with the mi-
crogravity experiments could occur. Countermeasurements are
detailed mission planning and dedicated research modules or
stations.
3.5
	
Mission Implementation
Based on the mission objectives and the required equipment, a
tentative schedule for the implementation and evolution of the
..	 life sciences research programme on a future Space Station has
been established (Table 3.2).
With an Initial Space Station available around 1990, some-equip-
ment will be available through previous research activities in
the 1980's (e.g. incubators, holding facilities and centrifu-
ges). Other equipment like work station and laboratories will
have to be developed for the scientific programme planned for
the Space Station.
;,f The growing use of animals and increased mission durations will
make it necessary to implement a separate Animal Bolding Module
outside research and habitable areas of the station.
Ultimately a dedicatee module for a Life Sciences Research La-
boratory will become necessary in the latter part of the de-
cade. The Animal Folding Module could be a part of this module.
Typical Space Station requirements for the Life Sciences re-
search have been elaborated based on requirements for hardware
presently under development and anticipated trends for hard-
ware to be used on a Space Station (Table 3.3).
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FUNCTIONS 1990 1995 2000
Q	 Initial Space Station
GRAVITATIONAL BIOLOGY
-	 Incubators -
-	 Holding facilities, plants — -
-	 Holding facilities, small animal --
-	 Holding facilities, primates
-	 Centrifuges for plants — -
-	 Centrifuges for animals -
-	 Work Station, Laboratories — — -
-	 Animal Holding Module
RADIATION BIOLOGY
-	 Radiation measuring equipment -r—
EXOBIOLOGY
-	 Exposure facility --
LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH LAB.
—
	 Dedicated Life Sciences Modules
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Table 3.3	 TYPICAL SPACE STATION REQUIREMENTS FOR LIFE SCIENCES
SPACE STATION
REQUIREMENT
RESEARCH
OBJECTIVE
MISSION
DURATION
MICRO-
GRAVITY MASS VOLUME POWER
CREW
TIME
REMARKS
DAYS 9 kg' m3 kW hrs/d
GRAVITATIONAL BIOLOGY 8-60 25-100 0.1-0.5 0.1-1 0.5 CONTROLLED RADIATION
8-90 1-2
LEVEL GENERAL REQ.
30-180 o<10 
a
100-300 1-2 0.1-1 0.5 REFERENCE CENTRIFUGES
1-2
1-2 years 500 3-5 1-3 1-2 LARGER ANIMAL HOLDING
'FACILITIES
300-600 2-3 1-3 1-2 DOUBLE RACK RESEARCH
FACILITIES
RADIATION BIOLOGY 8-60 25-100 0.1-0.5 0.1-0.5 1-2 CONTROLLED GRAVITY3
10-
LEVEL
1-2 years
or more
EXOBIOLOGY 8-365 10-3 25-100 0.1-0.5 0.1-0.2 0.5 SOLAR, UV RADIATION.
VACUUM. EXTREME TEMPE-
1-5 years RATURE
LIFE SCIENCES RESEARCH LAB 90- 10 3 10.000 60-70 5-7 TBD COULD INCLUDE ANIMAL
to 12.000 HOLDING MODULE
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4.	 HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICINE IN THE 1990's
	
4.1	 Objectives
With a permanent presence of man in space, increasing crew
sizes and prolonged missions a systematic research on the re-
action and adaptation of man to microgravity and radiation
will become a major activity on the Space Station.
The adaptation to microgravity and the possibility to perform-
daily routine work outside the pressurized modules will be-
come a key issue as to the long term planning for Space Sta-
tions and operations in space.
The long term missions with Shuttle revisits every 90 days or
even less also call for the development of adequate crew health
care and medical support.
Necessary research objectives are:
- Human physiology
Cardiovascular functions,
Respiration kinetics,
Vestibular functions,
Metabolism, homone balance and immune system
changes,
Changes in bones and muscles,
Long term effects of space radiation,
Fluid and electrolyte changes, and
Psycology and human behavior.
O
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Medicine
Diagnostic equipment development,
Responses to pharmaceuticals,
Research on invasive treatment procedures,
Health care/exercise equipment, and
Therapeutic capabilities for e.g.
bonefracture
burns,
bleeding wounds,
toxication,
decompression,
dental care,
contusions, and
acute surgical situations.
4.2	 Mission Drivers
The principle mission driver is the presence of man on the
Space Station.
The results of the research activities in human physiology in
the 1980's and more intensively onboard the Space Station will
set the final requirements for crew stay time, radiation pro-
tection measures, working capabilities and safety precautions.
The possibilities to develop adequate medical care and thera-
peutic procedures will have an influence on the safety concept
and emergency procedures of the Space Station as it will grow.
With increasing crewnumbers and mission durations the likelihood
of an accident between Shuttle revisits .will increase. Ade-
quate medical treatment opportunities will therefore reduce
the necessity of costly Shuttle emergency flight capabilities.
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4.3	 Equipment
The preliminary list of major equipment for the defined re-
search objectives has been established based on tentative
scientific and operational medicine requirements.
-	 Human Physiology
SLED, Long SLED. v
Human Centrifuge (radius ti 90 m),
Rotating Chair.
Posture Platform.
Ergometer.
Respiratory Monitoring System and Gas Analysis.
Ultrasound Measuring Devices.r
Peripheral Blood Pressure Measuring System.a
Plethysmograph.
Ophtalmoscope and Ocular Pressure Measurement De-
vice.
EEG, ECG Monitoring Devices. H
Biochemical Laboratory with centrifuges. Pwf
Dedicated Medical Data Processing System. ^,y
Medicine (in addition to above)
Equipment for testing of invasive treatment ^#
(animal testing). a,q
Medical care equipment for non-invasive treatment
(e.g. initially an improved Shuttle Medical Kit).
Hyperbaric chamber.
'7p
The diagnostic equipment needed for medical care and crew
health check-up is the same one as the equipment for the hu-
man physiology research programme.,X
^r
Zvi
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A major part of the equipment for the Human Physiology re-
search programme will be available as space tested hardware
by 1990 through programmes like the ESA Anthrorack and space
SLED.
The medical care equipment will continuously be improved and
extended as a result of the experiments and tests performed
on the Space Station until ultimately a medical care clinic
will be built up.
4.4	 pace Station Relevance
The primary mission criterd.^.for human physiology research and
medicine on a Space Station is t11e presence of man with a very
high crew involvement in the different research activities
(Table 4.1).
Secondary mission criteria are:
- mission duration: weeks up to a year, and
- microgravity
	 < 10-3 g for some experiments.
An early start of the human physiology research in all subdis-
ciplines is of greatest importance. Only so can the full uti-
lization of the Space Station for the latter part of the 1990's
be achieved, once the human adaptation and its limits in the
space environment are fully known.
The development of adequate health care and medical treatment
facilities will become an essential part of the research ac-
tivities on a Space Station.
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The mission scenario for the Space Station contains Shuttle
resupply missions every 60 - 90 days, later the interval
might increase to up to 180 days. Between thesese revisits
a return capability to ground is not available by other means
than through a Shuttle emergency flight which could take 20-
30 days to prepare for. An other costly alternative would be
a dedicated emergency vehicle for Space Station to ground
operations. It is therefore of outermost importance to develop
medical diagnostic, therapeutic and treatment procedures and
equipment in order to bridge the gap between Shuttle visits
and to avoid expensive Shuttle emergency missions as far as
-
possible.
4.5
	
Mission Implementation
The equipment needed for human physiology research and space
medicine are very closely interrelated. A major part of the
monitoring and measuring apparatus for the human physiology
(e.g. ultrasound measuring devices, EEG, ECG, blood pressure,
biochemical laboratory) is also direct applicable as diagno-
stic instruments for medical treatment. This will allow for a
routine use of this equipment in physiology research, and at
the same time the equipment is available in case of required
medical care. To a large extent this equipment will be tested
and used in human physiology research missions with Spacelab
during the 1980's (e.g. ESA Anthrorack) (Table 4.2).
One problem to be solved before extensive medical care can be
performed on a Space Station is the potential use of invasive
methods in microgravity.
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FUNCTIONS 1990 1995 2000
®	 Initial	 Space Station
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY
-	 SLED, Long SLED -- — --
-	 Human Centrifuge
-	 Exercise Equipment
-	 Respiratory Monitoring System -
-	 Ultrasound Measuring Devices -
-	 EEG, ECG, Blood Pressure etc. --
-	 Biochemical	 Laboratory —
MEDICINE
-	 Diagnostics -
-	 Therapeutics
-	 Hyperbaric Chamber
-	 Invasive Methods Research /Treatment ---
MEDICAL FACILTIY
-	 Shuttle Medical Kit -
-	 Medical Rack, Exercise Facility
-	 Dedicated Medical Clinic and
Health Care Module O 0
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The expected increased number of crewmembers towards the end
of the 1990's will require a dedicated Medical Clinic and
Health Care Module. This module could also handle most of
the continued human physiology research activities.
For the Initial Space Station, at first during the build up
with more frequent Shuttle visits, an improved Shuttle Medi-
cal Kit in combination with the diagnostic equipment form the
human physiology research programme will be available for me-
dical care. Later on a dedicated Medical Rack with additional
therapeutic equipment will be implemented. This will enable
a detailed diagnosis to be performed by a crew member with
elementary medical training (type paramedics) in direct con-
tact with medical experts on ground before treatment and pos-
sible return to ground is initiated. A detailed diagnosis in
space should provided the decision criteria for the necessity
of a Shuttle emergency mission.
The Medical Rack facility will during the growth of the Space
Station and with improved and new therapeutic methods (e.g.
some invasive treatment) then expand into the Medical Clinic
and Health Care Module as described above. The implementation
of such a module would require an astronaut with an adequate
medical training.
3 The implementation of a human centrifuge (diameter 15 - 20 m)
,.
is an explicit ambition of the scientific community in order
to determine the influence of frequent shifts between micro-
gravity and the 1 g condition. This would enable the final
4	 w.o decision as to if artificial gravity for every long missions
will be become necessary.
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• If such a centrifuge can be implemented on a Space Station in
the 1990's requires further investigations. Envisaged problems
are disturbances in the microgravity environment, and adequate
space. The centrifuge is presently proposed as a one man cabin
on a rotating arm outside the pressurized modules.
The typical Space Station requirements for Human Physiology
	 ;y
and Medicine are based on data from hardware already existing
or under development together with estimates from the scienti-
fic users community for hardware to be developed specifically
for the Space Station (Table 4.3).
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Table 4.3
	
TYPICAL SPACE STATION REQUIREMENTS FOR HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY AND MEDICIN
SPACE STATION
REQUIREMENT
RESEARCH
OBJECTIVE
MISSION
DURATION
MICRO-
GRAVITY MASS VOLUME POWER
CREW
TIME
REMARKS
DAYS 9 kg m3 kW hrs/d
HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY 8-60 25-100 0.1-0.5 0 . 1-1 0.5 CONTROLLED RADIATION
1-2 LEVEL
60-180 <10-3 100-300 1-2 0.5-2 0.5
1-2
180-365 3-4
300-600 2-3 1-3 1-2 DOUBLE RACK':LABORATORY
3-4
30-90 CIO-3 500 30-40 2 2 LONG SLED
90-365 <10-3 1000'+ 500 + TBD 8-16 HUMAN CENTRIFUGE
MEDICINE 8-60 10-2 25-100 0.1-0.5 0.1-1 1-2 CONTROLLED GRAVITY
300-600 2-3 1-3 1-2 LEVEL FOR MEDICAL EX-PERIMENTS
MEDICAL FACILITY
-	 MEDICAL RACK 90- - 500-600 2 2-3 as req. USED AS REQUIRED FOR
-
	 MEDICAL  CLINIC MODULE 90- - 8.000- 60-70 5-7 as req.
MEDICAL CARE AND
HEALTH CHECK-UPS IN10.000 ADDITION TO HUMAN
PHYSIOLOGY RESEARCH
Ir °,	 _
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5.1	 Objectives
As man extends his time in extraterrestrial activity, a new
era of space exploration, utilization, and research is de-
veloping. It is expected that orbital activities such as sa-
tellite servicing and research will become routine. Poten-
tial uses for manned space stations include facilities for
space astronomy, materials processing, biology research and
earth resources research. In these, and other future space
station activities, man with his unique mobility, work dexte-
rity.and adaptive decision-making capabilities will play an
essential role. It is recognized, however, that for extended
duration missions in space the practical supply of basic life-
supporting ingredients represents a formidable logistics prob-
lem. Storage volume and weight-of water, oxygen and food in a
conventional non-regenerable life support system are directly
proportional to the crew'size and the length of the space mis-
sion. In view of spacecraft payload limitations, the inesca-
pable conclusion is that extended-duration manned space mis-
sions will be practical only if advanced life support systems
can be developed in which metabolic waste products are rege-
nerated into consumable life support factors by Biological Life
Support Systems (BLSS) or Closed Ecological Life Support Sy-
stems (CELSS).
BLSS functional requirements for space application will be to
supply oxygen, water and food in support of human life, on a
continuous basis, while maintaining a balanced stable space-
craft ecology. While the precise components of the BLSS will
be mission-dependent, it seems apparent that the BLSS will be
biotechnical in composition consisting of human, animal, plant
and microorganisms integrated with other physio-chemical ele-
ments.
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j	 Some factors of human/plant/microorganism co-habitability are
understood, but, additional research to provide basic know-
ledge in a number of technologies remains necessary.
The biological systems have a very high complexity and an ex-
tensive space testing on subsystem and system level will be
necessary. The Space Station will therefore first be used as
a test platform for long duration experiments, before the bio-
logical life support systems will be implemented step-wise by
replacing the physico-chemical subsystems.
5.2	 Mission Drivers
Due to its complexity the development of a future biological
life support system for Space Stations requires a twofold ap-
proach.
The selection of species (animals and plants) the intensifi-
cation of cultures and the improvement of waste treatment by
experimental investigations have to be supported by mathema-
tical models to decrease development risks. The experimental
development program starts out with the specification of the
human diet and the vitamin and trace minerals requirements.
Compatible with these human requirements and the environmental
conditons of a space station, the next step should select the
animal and plant species required. This selection will be re-
evaluated and retested as the development of a BLSS makes pro-
gress in the following areas:
intensification of cultures,
..a
i
	
	 - waste treatment, and
control mechanisms.
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Many single experimental investigations in various discipli-
nes will be necessary for the evaluation of the biological,
chemical and technical basis for these areas before they can
be integrated into subsystems whose functional coupling and
reliability under these conditions can be tested. The theo-
retical approach, going hand in hand with the experimental
one, will utilize mathematical models.
Assessing the required ECLS functions (oxygen supply, CO 2- ^x
removal, food production and water reclamation) for a BLSS
indicates that the food production requirements is the design
L.
driver for higher plants.. A system sized for food production
will be in the position to handle the other ECLS functions
without an increase in size. r"
5.3	 Equipment
A survey of the literature on BLSS/CELSS and associated sub-
jects, as well as the results of the study performed by Dor-.
nier System and Hamilton Standard, reveal a list of general
scientific and technology development open issues.
c$ k+	 ^
Based on this list, a preliminary selection of initial tech- 7
nical development tasks for the experimental study of BLSSe
has been performed:
a)	 Impact on micro-gravity on biological material during
cultivation.
b)	 Impact of micro-gravity on culture methods. r^.b
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c) Impact of solar radiation with .high intensities in the
PAR-region on photosynthetic activity of biological ma-
terial.
d) Impact of cosmic radiation on biological material.
e) Optimization of biological material.
f) Optimization of cultivation methods.
g) Optimization of harvesting methods.
h) Recycling of energy.
i) Recycling of wastes.
j) Monitoring and control.
k) Improvement of mathematical modelling of complex
systems.
1) Selection of diet for the crew.
This listing of technical development tasks serves as a basis
for the definition of required equipment'for Space Station
testing and implementation of BLSS. In addition to the basic
life sciences research equipment for gravitational and radia-
tion biology (para 3.3) equipment for cultivation, harvesting,
waste recycling, and monitoring and control will be needed.
Later on larger greenhouse facilities will become an essen-
tial part of the Space Station and the life support system.
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5.4	 Space Station Relevance
The problems defined above have to be subdivided into those
which absolutely require conducting of studies in space and
those which can be studied and solved in terrestrial re-
search programmes. Furthermore, priorities should be set as
to whether the problem is relevant in the very near future
(short-term relevance, pre-pilottype) or not (far-term re-
levance, pilottype).
Generally speaking, only those problems need to be studied
in space, which:
- require a micro-gravity environment, and/or
- are cosmic radiation dependent.
Lila
Tea BLSS studies, to date, have indicated two blocks (pre-pi-
lot and pilot type) of experiments and analysis which are re-
quired for the support and promotion of the development of
BLSS (Table 5.1).
Pre-pilottype studies should center around the problem of pro-
viding the crew with a certain amount of fresh greens. The cul-
ture methods are characterized by the use of prepared beds or
pots which contain a medium either in the form of solid fer-
tile soil. (agar-plate) or sponge-like substances.
P.
f.Yf.f
The interface of the ECLSS with the spacecraft and with outer
apace (sunlight) should be as simple as possible.
i
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TASK re-Pilot	 ne Pil:ot.Tyne
Terrestrial Space Terrestrial Space
0-g influence x x x
during cultivatio
O-g influence on x x x
culture-methods
Solar radiation x x x
in PAR region
impact on bio-
logical mate-
rial
Cosmic radiation X X
Optimization of X (X) X
biological ma-
terial
Optimization of X (X) x
cultivation
methods
Optimization of (X) (X) X X
harvesting
methods
Energy recycling X x
Waste recycling X x
Monitoring and X X X X
Control
Improvement of X x
mathematical
modelling
Selection of X X
diet
Development of X X
large area win-
dows for PAR
and IR
Refined theo- X X
retical model
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Table 5.1:
	 Problems to be 'Studied in the'BLSS Development
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Pilottype studies focus on the design and testing of a re-
1 ^ IX
ference system which simulates the ECLSS with its biologi-
cal subsystems intended for flight application. Reference
systems will then be designed and tested along with the de-
velopment of physico-chemical subsystems. -°
Whereas in pre-pilot studies principle aspects of BLSS are
experimentally investigated, the aims of pilot type design
and testing of a reference system is the closure of the wa-
ter, atmosphere and carbon loops.
The development of a specific flight experiment should follow w
the generalized flow diagram (Fig.
	 5.1). This flow diagram
takes into account the known typical BLSS design parameters.
This philosophy can be used for the definition of new BLSS ,-
flight experiments as well as for the evaluation of Mdifi-
cations to planned experiments.
The mission criteria for the various research and development
tasks have been listed in Table 5.2.
LL
5.5	 Mission Implementation
It is anticipated that basic BLSS-dedicated research and testing
ilwill be initiated as Spacelab or EURECA experiments in the
1980's. These together with results of various life sciences
experiments on plant biology will form the basis for con-
tinued pre-pilot experiments on the Space Station to solve
BLSS-questions of basic nature.
Y
L]4.3f`
•	 Soon thereafter smaller reference systems will be implemen
ted on the Space Station for testing in parallel with the ba-
sic regenerative physico-chemical life support system.
^a
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PROCESS OFI	
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SUBSTRATE/
	
CONTROL
	
PROCESS OF
ENDPRODUCT
	
a
	
SEEDLING
RELATIONSHIP
	
MONITORING
	
GROWTH
i	 DEFINE PARTICULAR
	
DEFINE PARTICULAR
y	 PROBLEMS:
	
PROBLEMS:
HIGHER PLANTS
	
SINGLE CELLS
o SEEDLING MANAGEMEN7
o MODE OF CULTIVATIO1
o WATER a FERTILIZER
MANAGEMENT
o PRODUCTIVITY
0 MANAGEMENT a
CONTROL
o TOXIC GAS PRODUC-
TION^r	 z
o RADIATION SHIELDIN,
o LIGHTING REQUIRE-
MENTS
a
z}
t
,r
4
i
o NUTRIENT SLURRIES
(HL-M WASTE)
o SPECIES INTERAC=
TION IN ABSENCE OF
SEDIMENTATION
o TOXIC GAS PRO-
DUCTION
o EFFECT OF GAS
EXCHANGE
o MANAGEM. a CONTR
o RADIATION SHIELD.
o DESALINATION OF
SLURRIES
o MODE OF HARVESTING
o LIGHT REQUIREMENTS
o PRODUCTIVITY
o PSYCHOL. ACCEPT
DEFINE
TERRESTRIAL
BASELINE
DEFINITION AND
SPECIFICATION OF
FLIGHT EXPERIMENT
Fig. 5.1 :Development of Flight Experiments for BLSS
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Table 5.2: MISSION CRITERIA CLOSED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
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MISSION
CRITERIA
oa
TEST
SUBJECTS
TEST
PLATFORM
z
C3 W
w CC
h
Zw
z
Oa
^
c r REMARKS
RESEARCH U h }h E J=o c. ZOo ^-• W^► dz NF •-+ to N Zo W..Jz w
OBJECTIVE ^^
CDW ^ o N ¢r 3 0 _^ 0CcDU z4 3W U h¢ 4 Z wWtoo c^ ¢ c^ z to
..^ rz z
U m
z cr #--4 CC W h zW-
c^ X":
UU ¢
2 U .., " o X: o n. d of ^.
CULTIVATION METHODS - X - X High tan,- - X (X) - X - At the end of
dard 1990's animals
might be included
HARVESTING METHODS - X - X High tan- - X (X) - X - in ecological
^. dard life support
E systems
COSMIC RADIATION X (X) - X Low 570 , - X - - X X Preliminary exp.
s. 00 km on unmanned plat-
s form, combined
'' effectsb
LIGHT MANAGEMENT X X - X ° Medium Stand - X ( X) - X - PAR region.
CL without cosmic
radiation 
IA
WASTE RECYCLING P X - X 3
Medium Stand - X (X) - X -
MONITORING AND CONTROL - X X X Medium Stand - X (X) - X -
j
i
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These reference systems will become the Character of small
greenhouses, which will provide the crew with a certain diet
variety of fresh vegetables (Table 5.3).
Towards the end of the century the development of BLSS/CELSS
has advanced -what far that more and more of the basic envi-
ronmental control and life support functions can be taken
over by the ecological system in form of e.g. a dedicated
Ecological Life Support Modules.
Typical Space Station requirements for ecolo gical life sup-
port experiments and systems are very difficult to estimate
at this early stage. Based on results of Dornier System -
Hamilton Staadard feasibility studies some preliminary figures
have been estimated as a guideline for further analysis (Table
5.4) .
The figures for the Ecological Life Support Module are based
on a nhototrophic efficiency of about 2,5%. If the efficiency
could be increased, weight and volume could be reduced con-
siderably, but the required power would increase very rapidly.
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C4
1,
FUNCTIONS 1990 1995 2000
PRE-PILOT EXPERIMENTS
REFERENCE SYSTEMS
ANIMAL RESEARCH
Initial
	 Space Statidn
SMALL GREENHOUSE
DEDICATED ECOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT
MODULE?
ff
it
SPACE STATION
REQUIREMENT
RESEARCH
OBJECTIVE
DURATION GRAVITY MASS VOLUME POWER TIME
REMARKS
DAYS 9 kq. m3 kW hrs d
ECOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT
SYSTEMS
-	 PRE-PILOT	 EXPERIMENTS 30-90 10-2 25-100 0.1-0.5 0.5-1 1-2
to 100-300 1-2 1-2 1-2
90-180 10-3
1-2 years
-	 SMALL GREENHOUSE 1 - 5 years 10 -2 500-1.000 20-50 3-5 1-2 WOULD PROVIDE EDIBLE
GREEN PLANTS FOR A
CREW OF 4.
-	 ECOLOGICAL LIFE SUPPORT years 10- 2 10.000- 200-300 12-15 3-4 FOR A 4 MAN CREW TO
MODULE 12.000 PROVIDE FOOD, WATER
AND OXYGEN.
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Table 5.4	 TYPICAL SPACE STATION REQUIREMENTS FOR CLOSED LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
MISSION MICRO- CREW
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6.	 CONCLUSIONS
Mission scenarios for the various subdisciplines of life scien-
ces and life support development for Space Station applications
have been defined to a level of detail, which will enable the
analysis of various architectural options for a Space Sta-
tion.
The life sciences community has well defined objectives for
their activities in the 1990's and in particular the poten-
tial use of the Space Station. These objectives provided the
basis for the analysis of mission criteria, the experiment
time phasing and the determination of typical Space Station
requirements for the various life sciences subdisciplines.
The life sciences programme was split into:
- Life Sciences Research (basic; Gravitational Biology,
Radiation Biology and Exobiology)
- Human Physiology and Medicine, and
- Life Support Systems.
This enabled a clear requirements definition and a logical build-
up of the activities on a Space Station. Furthermore the di-
stinct character of a Space Station subsystem for the Opera-
tional Medicine and the Life Support Systems is rronounced by
the foreseeable dedicated Medical Clinic and Health Care Mo-
dule, and the Ecological Life Support Module towards the end
of the 1990's.
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For each of the subdisciplines the life sciences community
provided detailed equipment lists which supported the ela-
boration of Space Station requirements for a set of typical
payloads.
The strong interest of the Life Sciences Community in the
use of a Space Station was documented in a pertinent parti-
cipation in a German workshop for potential users of a Space
Station held during the course of this study. This workshop
provided valuable data on the use of a Space Station for life
sciences research and life support system development.
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Dr. Kevin Forsberg
Space Station Program Manager
	
L^ .	Lockheed Missiles and Space Company Inc.
1111 Lockheed Way
	
m	 P.O. Box 504
SUNNYVALE, CA 94086
U.S.A.
Dear Kevin:
Subject: Spar Support to LMSC Space Station Study
Enclosed with this letter is a copy of the final report
prepared by Mr. Brian Thomas, summarizing his activities
at LMSC in December.
In reviewing the report, it appears that a great deal of
useful work was undertaken and that a valuable exchange of
	
i	 technical information took place to the mutual benefit of LMSC
and Spar.
We are preparing cost data for various remote handling
equipment for the Space Station and will pass this data on to
you over the next few weeks. Also, we look forward to providing
a critique of your final report when available. Upon completion
of these two activities, we believe the intent of our SOW will
have been achieved.
We note your comments concerning future cooperation on Space
Station and would welcome an opportunity to discuss this
further at an appropriate time. Our current study for the
National Research Council of Canada will be completed in
June this year and shortly thereafter we would hope to have
some indication of the extent of'any potential Canadian
^o
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Dr. Kevin Forsberg
LMSC
Spar Support Re Space Station Study 	 Page 2
contribution and the modus operandi. In the meantime we should
continue the technical and programmatic liaison that has been
initiated and discuss potential scenarios for working together
in the future. Perhaps we can get together sometime in the
next few weeks?
Brian Thomas has asked me toPPass on his appreciation for theP
cooperation and cordiality extended to him during his visit.
Yours very truly,
I
Brian R. Fuller
Business Development Department
Remote Manipulator Systems Division
'l
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To:	 Distribution
Date:	 22 Dec. 1982
From:	 B. Thomas
Subject: Visit to LMSC Sunnyvale, Ca. on the Space Station
Date of visit December 6 to December 17, 1982.
., LMSC Personnel contacted:
..	 Kevin Forsberg	 Program Manager
Don Smith	 Deputy Program Manager
Tom Fisher
Joe Morgan
Paul Bene
Derek Gardner
Ed Waller
Bill James
r	
Mike Wilson
Activity :
The initial discussions were with D. Smith and T. Fisher. Tom presented
the list of candidate tasks, Appendix B, as a starting point for
<	 discussions. My comments against these tasks are included in Appendix B.
The next step was to consider possible applications of the SRMS on the
Space Station. The LMSC list of possible interfaces and my comments are
in Appendix C.
3
Very little work had been done by LMSC on architectural concepts, most
work has been done on generation of 'scenarios'. 17 scenarios have
been generated, two of these were not available to me, the other 15 are
^a	
included as Appendix F.
Towards the end of the two weeks some discussions were held on possible
space station configurations. LMSC would like to generate a distinctP	 9	 9
LMSC space station that will be readily recognisable. Most of the
"architecture" work done so far had been in association with another
^p	 space program that used the SOC space station. Consequently the starting
point for the space station was SOC. The LMSC work and my sketches are
included in Appendix E.
Exchange of data was relatively limited. I left with LMSC a number of
Spar papers; a list of relevant reports and ICDs; copies of 3 ICDs.
LMSC gave me in addition to the material in Appendices B,C, E & E, the
program and LMSC organization charts. The lists and any charts are in
Appendix G.
PRECEDING PAGE .BLANK NOT FILMrE]y
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My approach had been to see if the activities associated with the LMSC
identified interfaces, payloads and scenarios could be accomplished
using SRMS and derivatives there-of. The conclusion I reached as seen
in my final presentation to LMSC, Appendix A, is that the tracked SRMS
and other developments from Spar designs can do all the Space Station
work so far identified.
The final wrap up presentation was given to Dr. K. Forsberg, T. Fisher,
W. James and E. Waller. The material presented was:-
- Discussion of Appendix B.
- Discussion of Appendix C
- Figures in Appendix D were used to make points
in above discussions
- Discussion of possible architecture Appendix E
- Final wrap-up Appendix A
Space Station Recommendations:-
- SPAR - LMSC liaison continue through current phase and Phase A
o Spar complete activity started in last two weeks:
- Supply final report on visit
- Outstanding cost and other data as appropriate
- Review aspects of final report relevant to Spar
- Spar to clarify when practical the Spar/Canadian position on
Space Station particularly with respect to
o Extent of Spar-LMSC co-operation
o Equipment chosen by Spar for future development
- Spar to provide data sheets on candidate equipment concepts
- LMSC to explore avenues for contractural co-operation with Spar
- Development to proceed in the next year on
o Turn/Tilt table
o Track mounted RMS
o Special tools and end effectors
The comments made by Dr. Forsberg at the end of my presentation were to the
effect that the work done to date was just what was needed at this time
and that co-operation between the space station group and Spar should
continue. Other areas of co-operation on the Space Station should also be
explored, beyond SRMS.
ci^ -5^
B. Thomas
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T Review of T. Fisher Candidate Tasks
1.0 Fixed Base
A.	 Impact of Aft Mounted RMS
The aft mounting of the SRMS has been shown by SPAR to be feasible and
can be used for project planning purposes.
	 A number of areas need to be
resolved before the aft mounted SRMS becomes a fact of life, these
include:	 longeron stiffness;
	 retention loads;	 reverse direction launch
vibrations.
B.	 Feasibility For Growth Version of RMS
SPAR is considering growth versions of the SRMS up to 100 ft overall
length, load capability, joink and boom sizes will
	 be established when
the potential	 uses are better defined.
j'
A
C.	 End Effector Candidates
	
(EE)
The current EE and grapple fixture designs are based on the	 "wire iris"
concept with variations including - electricai
- switching
r '
f^
Various tools can be used in association with the
	 EE.	 The
tools so far considered include - universal
	 service tool
	 system
P-
- rod holder
- plate holder
D.	 Tracker; Crane RMS Approach
The "tracked crane RMS" is considered by SPAR to be a highly likely
development for the space station. 	 Very little project development work
has been down so far.
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Problem areas to be resolved include:
- Power pick-up configuration
- Track sizes — length of track
— track spread
- Wheel tie down
E. RMS Segment Options
Changes to the basic SRMS to add or delete joints or shorten boom lengths
have been considered, major effects will be on time lines and loads capa-
bilities, which will require major software revisions. Major arm boom extensions
is covered under task ®.
F. Added Articulation
The addition of joints to achieve a particular scenario is within the current
baseline for space station.
G. Two RMS Operating Simultaneously
The SRMS is designed to use two SRMS on a single job. The method of operation
is such that only one SRMS is being operated at any one time. To operate
the other SRMS it is necessary to physically switch control of the D&C panel.
H. RMS Requirements for Construction/Assembly
This area is covered separately.
Fsiq
I. Standard RMS Timeline Segments
Information will be supplied of standard timeline segments such as: 	 4
- set up and check out I
- shut down, stow and turn-off
and any other standard segments that are available
334
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J. Unique "RMS" Concepts
e.g. - HPA
- Turn tilt table
t
K. RMS Vs. Berthing Devices
r
Berthing of the shuttle using the SRMS is a viable proposition, as discussed
4
in the RI final SOC report.	 This berthing method has been studied by SPAR
fors ace station weight u	 to 250,000 lbs.P	 9	 P
't	 2.0
S
Maneuverable RMS
The use of any "separated" RMS concept needs extensive development.	 Some of
the concepts identified appear to be more potentially achievable than others.
The concepts are considered in turn below.
2.1 Closed Cab - Free Flyer (Manned)
F	
_ This concept was considered previously by SPAR as the MRWS. 	 The concept
is achievable.
R,	 d a
2.2 Open Cab - Free Flyer (Manned)
As	 2.1 above.
2.3 Remote Operated RMS
Y
This concept is considered separately.
2.4 Remote Operating Concept
More data required.
s
2.5 "Unique Maneuverable" RMS Concept
Unique concepts can be developed to respond to most particular require-
ments.
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RMS INTERFACES — T. FISHER LIST OF CANDIDATES
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B. THOMAS COMMENTS
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RMS INTERFACES - CANDIDATE SYSTEMS REVIEW
:i
" 1st Consideration	 Servicing of Candidate Systems
,
Candidate systems can be reorganized into the following sub-sets:
o Circular - requiring access to full length
e.g. A,1, 2, 3 and G
o Circular - requiring sub-module assembly and possible access to full length
e.g,	 U.1, 'L and 3
o Circular - requiring access to ends
e.g. D, E and F
o Non-Circular - requiring access to ends and top
e.g.	 B
j Servicing of Circular Payloads
	 (no payload assembly)
Assumptions:
1. Payloads will	 be handled so that end effector loads do not exceed SRMS
} baseline.
2. Special
	 end effectors and/or tools or EVA may be involved in servicing.
Special	 tools will	 be specified when more details of needs are known.
^g
3. Payload to be mounted by one end so that it can be rotated about its own
axis or tilted to provide suitable access for servicing or handling.
IL4.
Turn and tilt device configuration is similar to a SRMS shoulder pitch
and yaw joint assembly mounted with the pitch portion attached to the
"tr
r
space station and the yaw (axial 	 rotation) portion attached to the payload.
NOTE:	 Maximum Kinetic energy of SRMS joints is 29-06 lb ft (for each
joint)	 for mechanical	 stops; drive torque 772 ft lb; Brake slip torque
' 821	 ft lb.
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5. Access to the payload by the RMS will be to one quadrant of the payload.
If access is required - to other areas the payload will be rotated.
r
Rm S^
6. Servicing activity will basically require the end effector to move in a
straight line 10 ft on a radial of the payload, adequate clearance must:
be provided to allow for this movement.
7. The movement identified in 6 will be achievable at least for payloads 60
ft long, using a single fixed position RMS. Using a RMS mounted on rails
the 60 ft will be increased by the length of rails used.
Servicing of Circular Payloads with Some Assembly
Assumptions:
1. Servicing activity will be the same as for basic circular payloads.
2. The longer payloads will be made up from 2 or 3 smaller assemblies.
Handling of these shuttle delivered payloads will be by SRMS to pre-
determined points on the space station..
3. By using the two hangers and the central tilt/turn table the RMS will be
able to perform all handling and assembly placement tasks.
•
Servicing of Circular Payloads Requiring Access to Ends
Assumptions
1.	 Payload can be berthed at mid point and rotated to allow the tracked RMS
to service either end in turn 1
342	 ;,
Width: 14-5 ft
	 Depth: 10 ft
^f
"'Servicing of Non-Circular Pallets and Racks
Y.	
e.g.	 B.2
Y
Length: 12 ft
I
It .
RMS located at position shown will be able to service forward aft and
top of pallet
1-3ORIGINAL PAGE 19
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2nd Consideration - Berthing/Docking
Two levels of this consideration are:
a) Berthing of STS to space station.
b) Transfer of payloads from STS to space station
a)	 Berthing STS
Two basic scenarios:
i) Hard docking
ii) Free floating
i) Hard docking will be done using SRMS. The capability of SRMS
to do this task is discussed on pages 52 and 53 of RI Final
Review for NAS9-16153. (February 1982)
ii) Free floating of the STS adjacent to the S/S will not required
mechanical handling devices at that time.
b)	 Transfer of Payloads
i)	 Transfer of a payload from a docked STS should be initiated by SRMS.
The transfer could be to another RMS on the S/S or to a docking module
at a known location and orientation. Assume that the transfer is from
SRMS to S /SRMS. The S /SRMS will then position the payload on the
turn/tilt table or a designated docking module.
ii)	 Transfer of a pyaload from a free floating STS would be initiated by
°•g gz
by SRMS.	 SRMS would position the payload so that it could be "flown"
by an astronaut to an appropriate location and orientation to be
captured by S/SRMS. Alternately the STS could be positioned near
344
L Is
2-2
enough the space station to allow the payload to be handed off by
the SRMS to the space station RMS as in b(i) above.
345
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t _b
3rd Consideration - Undocking -Relocating- General Handlin
The handling devices, SRMS, etc. mentioned above will cover the handling requirements
at specific locations. Not covered above is handling of large/heavy items, handling
at interim locations, transporation or storage.
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FIG. 4 WAS PAYLOAD INTERFACES
cargo bay. The RMS with the Universal Service
Tool (see Figure 5) attached will remove the
depleted module from the spacecraft and replace
it with a new one taken from the cargo bay
storage magazine. The depleted module is then
secured in the magazine for earth return. When
the work is completed, the satellite is
redeployed into orbit.
r'
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DATE 24 November 1982
EXT. 3-0544
i
FmoM	 K. J. Forsberg	 ORGN/ 61-87 ZONE / 577N PAC.	 5
.SUBJECT	 REVIEW AND UPDATE OF SPACE STATION SCENARIOS
"
ENCLOSURE
	 COPIES OF SCENARIOS (17) (Scenarios 1, 15 and 16 not included)
1. Seventeen scenarios (enclosed) have been developed for the Space Station
Needs study. At the Study mid-term review with NASA (15 November), Lockheed
identified these scenarios to be the candidate missions for the five mission
categories to be discussed with potential users. At this time, we need to
review and complete these scenarios so that they can be effective for
developing the user requirements.
2. Please review the scenarios for your area of specialization, and add
information to complete the descriptive data. Specifically where contacts
have not been identified, provide a minimum of two names which you
recommend. (It may be helpful forou to confirm your recommended contact
by a telephone call to that person .I Remember that the scenarios should
be reviewed by you with the contact person you have identified to solicit
concurrence and needs data. Also provide data on specific sensors (types)
and instrument and/or data characteristics which are pertinent to achieve
the mission objective. Further, please attempt to time phase the mission
in terms of when it could be implemented within the 1990-2000 era.
Scenarios number 15 (On Orbit Satellite Servicing in HEO) and number 16
(Large Satellite Assembly) need to be written in the format of the other
scenarios. (T. Fisher to take action on this.) Please date and sign
your review copies and forward to Bill James, Orgn/61-87, Ext. 3-1362 by
03 December 1982.
^v
3.	 Reponsibilities for review and comment on the scenarios is as follows:
O. Sam	 s-lu-h'ov^
-1.---0rbi-ti-rHy Na-tional Command - Post4C-1-ass i fi ed) 	 .-.---Forsberg
2. Oceanography Observatory Development Laboratory Forsberg
3. Space Observation Development Laboratory Forsberg
4. Earth Habitability Observatory Laboratory Straight
5. Celestial Observatory Vondrak
6. Space Environment Facility Vondrak
7. Earth Observation Facility Straight
S. Material Processing Research Laboratory Grodzka
9.. Material Processing Facility Grodzka
10. Non-Human Research Laboratory Olcott
11. Human Research Laboratory Olcott
12. Meteorological Facility Straight
4-13. Space Objects Identification System Forsberg
14. On-Orbit Satellite Servicing in LEO Fisher
--15. 0 b4 Satellite Servi-c ­ing-tn-iHEO}-- --F+sher--
--16. Large--Satellite- Assembl-y--_	 - - -	 ___._ Fisher
17. Space Platform Servicing - Free Flyer Fisher
PRB.GED.ING BAGD BLAI`dK NOT FILATEDn
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IDC to Distribution
FROM:	 K.J. Forsberg
SUBJ:
	
REVIEW AND UPDATE OF SPACE STATION SCENARIOS
DATE:	 24 November 1982
4.	 Your prompt attention to this review is r euired.^q '
n
K. J. Forsberg
Program Manager
Manned Space Station
EWW:bj r
cc:	 T.	 Fisher
P. Grodzka
T. Olcott
W. Straight
R. Yondrak
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Lockheed Missiles and Space Company, Inc.
P.,O. Box 504
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
Attention:	 Mr. Robert Stegman
Subject:	 "Definition of Technology Development Missions for Early
Space Station" i
Reference:
	
NASA/MSFC RFP No. 8-1-2-PP-01147, May 5, 1982
Gentlemen:
Hamilton Standard offers to provide study support to Lockheed in your
conduct of the Definition of Technology Development Missions For Early Space
Station Study Program. Our efforts would include the Extraveiricular^Activity ►
(EVA) interface,-analysis requi ed,.,to,,al.l.oK,,EVA>optimization"during each
stage of space station development. Hamilton Standard will identify key
areas of EVA, namely spaces i	 h development, on-orbit EVA
structures/satellite support equipment and refurbishment, satellite servicing
and .-construction procedures •and timelines; and other factors associated with
EVA. Early implementation of these EVA factors is essential for a smooth
transition from early space station operations to an increased activity
permanently manned operations base.
Hamilton Standard proposes to provide the following support for each of the
key space operations identified in the referenced RFP.
a ^
	
Sr..'1onrA'^arge^^^e^S^
-^	 Current programs on space structure construction have provided insight
into structural design and deployment sequences/operations. EVA has
1	 been successfully incorporated in large space structure construction
and proven to be a critical factor in establishing on-orbit construction
missions. In order to accurately define the time-phased capabilities
to	 (deployment, assembly, erection, and construction) required of the
Evolutionary Technology Plan, EVA must be incorporated and developed
.,a	 along with the space station to determine the optimal modes of operation
in manned or automated operations, establish mission timelines, and
evolve manpower and related support equipment requirements. Hamilton
Standard will identify all aspects of EVA, recommend equipment and
operations, and support space station evolutionary design concepts as
necessary to support construction of large space structures.
t
t
'11,1
z
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Section B - Satellite Servicing
Satellite servicing is scheduled to become a key operation from the
space station, with EVA already being established as a key aspect of
satellite servicing (vis-a-vis JSC studies). Hamilton Standard has
studied satellite servicing extensively, especially in areas of cabin-
airlock-worksite interfaces, man/machine interfaces, operational procedures
and timelines, EVA optimization, and on-orbit support equipment plus
relative refurbishment requirements. Integration of these parameters
shall assure that space station design evolves in accordance with
satellite servicing mission objectives. Hamilton Standard will draw
from a comprehensive satellite servicing data base to create an innovative,
acceptable space station EVA system for satellite servicing. Assembly
of spacecraft, while operationally different than satellite servicing,
will utilize the same EVA support equipment and present analogqus
refurbishment requirements.
Section C - Orbital Transfer Vehicles (OTV)
Both early orbital transfer vehicles and second generation manned OTV's
will require specific space station design features for the ON and
payload. These design features will progress from unmanned ON berthing,
prelaunch/post-launch processing, payload integration, and propellant
storage and transfer to manned ON operations requiring additional
structures for crewmember safety, transgression and man/machine interfacing.
Actual checkout and servicing of the ON will follow operations and
require equipment similar to satellite servicing concepts, yet present
unique conditions (refueling, berthing, refurbishment) which may change
as space station evolves.
Hamilton Standard would apply EVA integration, operations, applications and
considerations which define requirements, approaches, and innovations for
supporting the development effort for any or all of the three RFP sections.
As the supplier of the Space Shuttle Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU),
Hamilton Standard is the major source of study data for the use and application
of this device and ancillary equipment in space applications such as those
being investigated under the subject program. Our experience and credentials
for this support offer includes three major space suit system hardware
programs - Apollo, USAF Manned Orbiting Laboratory, and the current Space
Shuttle EMU and over 15 similar and related EVA and space operations contracted
studies. Within this background are the most current space operations and
satellite servicing studies, specialized space devices operable and serviceable
via EVA operations, advanced EMU related technology studies and developments,
and extravehicular crewman work systems.
C.
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	 We envision our study support efforts to include systems and concepts analysis
and extrapolations, new data generation and new concepts development. The
costs for this task shall be mutually negotiated upon clear definitions of
the work scope required.
We look forward to participation with Lockheed and we feel that we have a
significant contribution to make to the Lockheed program. If you should
have any questions please feel free to call Mr. Merlin A. Shuey or Mr. A. 0.
Brouillet at (203)623-1621, X-5491 or X-4656 respectively.
Very truly yours,
HAMILTON STANDARD
Division of United Technologies Corporation
`	 Thomas W. Herrala
Manager-New Business
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